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About the Report
The SUEK 2009–2010 Social Report covers the Company’s approach to
key industrial, economic, social and environmental challenges and provides
an overview of SUEK’s performance in these areas with the focus on
the outcomes which are material for the sustainable development of the
Company and society.
This is the fourth SUEK report based on the internationally
recognized “Sustainability Reporting Guidelines” issued by
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). This Report corresponds
to the GRI Application Level B+. Information disclosure in the
report includes a comprehensive set of performance indicators
as well as information about corporate policies and management approaches aimed at implementing the principle of social
responsibility while balancing the current cost-effectiveness and
long-term sustainable competitiveness.
The Report is designed for those who would like to gain a fuller
understanding of SUEK, as of a leading coal company and a
major employer, as well as of its community programs, environmental protection and natural resource management initiatives.
The Report is published in Russian and English languages and is
available on the corporate website.
The Report provides information on OJSC SUEK and its subsidiaries and affiliates (referred to in the Report as SUEK and
the Company) for 2009–2010 calendar years. The Report was
prepared using management and audited financial statements
of OJSC SUEK according to IFRS. Unless otherwise indicated
in the text, all data reflecting the Company’s activities in the
field of labor relations, personnel development, environmental
and social activities in the Russian regions, apply both to SUEK
and its subsidiaries and affiliates. The data were collected and
systematized by activity types on the basis of information re-

quests, tailored to meet the recommendations of GRI-G3 (2006);
the data were also used accumulated in corporate information
systems. When preparing the Report, selected performance indicators from the GRI Mining and Metals Sector Supplement (2010
edition) and a series of Core Performance Indicators prepared
by the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs were
considered.
The Report was reviewed by the Internal Control and Audit Department of OJSC SUEK and assured by an external auditor —
Bureau Veritas Certification Rus.
The scope of sustainable development issues covered is
reflected in the “Contents” section of this Report. Material issues discussed in the Report were identified on the basis of the
Company’s strategic objectives and the results of communications with its key stakeholders. In compliance with the recommendations received from the stakeholders, this Report includes
extensive coverage of environmental and safety issues as well
as regional social programs.
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
AND THE CEO
Dear Readers!
We hereby present the fourth OJSC SUEK 2009-2010 Social Report. The period covered was not easy: the global financial and
economic crisis has seriously complicated the operating conditions of our Company. However, we managed to overcome this
difficult time with honor. Implementation of a deliberate anti-crisis
program enabled us to significantly reduce the negative impact
of unfavorable economic conditions on SUEK activities. In 2010,
the upward trend was restored: the Company’s enterprises produced 89.1 million tons of coal, i.e. 1.3% more than in the previous year. The coal sales rate increased by 3%, as compared
to 2009, reaching 90.4 million tons. Moreover, our Vanino Bulk
Terminal reached its design capacity, ensuring an increase in the
amount of supplies to growing markets in the Asia-Pacific region.
To date SUEK confidently retains its status of Russia’s largest
coal company and an influential world market player.
The main result of the reporting period consists in the confirmation of the Company’s strategy successful selection. In difficult
market conditions, we focused on improving efficiency of production, transport and distribution operations and management.
Doing so, we not only aimed at preserving the accumulated
potential, but also targeted at strengthening our market position
and creating a solid base for further development. We continued
implementing the large-scale investment program: in the two
reporting years, the volume of investments exceeded 24 billion
rubles. The priority areas of Company’s investments included
investing in crucial productivity growth, ensuring safety of mining

operations, increasing the quality of coal and transportation infrastructure development. Currently, SUEK is the industry leader
among Russian coal companies in labor productivity and growth
rates (over 10% per annum in the last five years). The Company
continued working on promising innovative projects aimed at developing and implementing new coal extraction and processing
technologies and expanding its usage possibilities.
These results make it possible for the Company to set even more
ambitious goals. In 2011, a more precise development strategy
was approved for the period until 2020, aimed at cementing the
Company’s leadership in coal outputs and marketing as well as
operating efficiency. SUEK is increasing its supplies to the growing Asian coal markets and is actively working to strengthen its
presence in the Asia-Pacific region. New large-scale investment
projects are launched, aimed at expansion and construction of
new enrichment facilities, development of Vanino Bulk Terminal,
reorganization of coal mines.
SUEK attaches great importance to the social factors of sustainable development. The Company’s corporate social policy is
targeted at forming a favorable social environment to implement
its strategic goals, create conditions for harmonious and coordinated teamwork, professional growth and improved quality of life
of its employees, as well as ensure safe working environments
and efficient cooperation with the state and society in solving
social problems.
SUEK’s main assets are the people, whose expertise and energy
ensure the Company’s dynamic and sustainable development.

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND THE CEO

The Company allocates significant resources to personnel ’s
development and training as well as improving occupational
safety. SUEK pays great attention to the level of personnel’s
professional training. The Company collaborates with leading
industrial educational institutions and develops its own training
system that includes the Corporate University and a regional network of professional educational institutions designed to train up
to 15 thousand people a year. In 2010 a new training center for
the personnel from OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass started its operations.
Among other things, the center includes a system of distance
learning in Kuzbass.
Coal extraction involves high risks and requires exceptional
attention and application of comprehensive approaches to
industrial safety. The Company gives absolute priority to life and
health of its employees. In 2009–2010 over four billion rubles
were allocated for solving industrial safety problems. We aim to
improve the industrial safety at our facilities, focusing on best foreign practices. We acquire new equipment, implement the latest
technology and improve management processes to ensure the
safest working conditions. In order to reduce the risk of methane
and dust explosions, we reconstruct ventilation systems and
introduce integrated degassing and dust control facilities. To
promptly warn of people of any possible dangers, all mines are
equipped with special alarm systems. When introducing effective
technical and process-related solutions,
the Company gives priority to the human factor. In 2010 the
Company launched activities for developing its corporate ope
rational safety culture. One of the major occupational safety
projects implied the development of the Health program in 2010
aimed at reducing the amount of occupational injuries and illnes
ses. The respective work under the program is already under
way and has given its first results.
We continue to fully implement all programs targeted at improving
the quality of life of the employees and their families, residents of
the regions of Company operation, as well as to develop coopera-
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tion with local communities and trade unions. In 2009–2010 a lot
was done in this area. The SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund responsible for implementing Company’s social programs in the Russian
regions has carried out around fifty projects. The Fund supports
the development of small and medium businesses and professional orientation projects for young people. The main purpose of
the Fund is to help residents of mining towns and villages to reach
their professional and entrepreneurial potential.
The Company seeks to minimize environmental impacts of its
industrial activities. Its environmental protection and natural
resource management projects imply technical upgrades, construction of sewage treatment plants, using the latest coalmine
methane recovery technology, and reclamation of land. Refore
station of land with total area of 60 hectares was conducted in
2009–2010.
We plan to further develop social and environmental programs,
to increase their efficiency through introduction of best world
practices, as well as to maintain a constructive dialogue with all
stakeholders.
Inside this Report you will find detailed information on SUEK
operation results in the field of sustainable development and its
future targets. We hope that this information will help you get an
overview of SUEK’s current state and prospects of the Company. We will sincerely appreciate any feedback.
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Andrey Melnichenko
Chief Executive Officer
Vladimir Rashevsky
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ABOUT THE COMPANY
Siberian Coal and Energy OJSC (SUEK) is the biggest Russian coal
producer. The Company is responsible for about 30% of domestic
coal supplies and over 25% of power station coal exports.
The company comprises 29 coal mines, 6 processing mills,
transport and service enterprises, as well as Vanino Bulk Terminal. Branches and subsidiaries of OJSC SUEK are located in the
Zabaikalye, Krasnoyarsk, Primorsky and Khabarovsk territories,
Kemerovo region, in the republics of Buryatia and Khakassia.
The Company’s headquarters are located in Moscow. SUEK

is one of the largest Russian employers. The Company’s coal
mines employ over 30 thousand people.
SUEK rates among the world’s leading mining companies and
major coal exporters, ranking fourth in its reserves and 11th by
outputs.

Company Mission:

SUEK mission is to be a reliable energy supplier
for THE customers, AND TO IMPROVE the living
conditions for future generations. The
Company’s strategy is aimed at consolidating
its status of a MAJOR mining company and its
leading position in terms of efficiency and
compliance with international best practices
in corporate social responsibility.
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SUEK is the largest
coal producer in Russia
and one of the leading
mining companies
in the world
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SUEK Today:
Key Facts and Figures
➢SUEK coal outputs in 2010 amounted to
89.1 million tons. 61.3 million tons of coal
WERE sold IN the domestic market. SUEK
delivers coal to all Russian regions.
➢Export and international trade rates
amounted to about 32% of the total SUEK’S
coal sales of in 2010.
➢The Company holds the leading position
in the Russian coal industry in terms of
labor productivity which exceeds the
industry average by 2.4 times, as well as in
its growth rate (over 11% in 2010).
➢SUEK implements the most ambitious
investment program in the Russian coal
industry. In 2010, investment in coal sector
amounted to more than 11 billion rubles 1.
➢Up-to-date automatic aerogas control
systems are introduced at SUEK
enterprises. A set of measures WAS
implemented in order to upgrade
ventilation and degassing systems and
reduce dustiness of mine workings in coal
mines. The latest surveillance, alarm and
emergency search systems were also
INSTALLED at coal mines. Over four billion
rubles were allocated in 2009–2010 to
solve industrial safety issues.

1

VAT exclusive.

➢The Environmental Strategy of the
Company aims to minimize its negative
impacts on the environment. Environmental
activities implemented in 2009–2010 include
reclamation of land disturbed by
production activities and reforestation.
During 2009–2010 the Company planted
trees in the area exceeding 60 hectares.
➢The Company is developing promising
innovative projects. The Center of
new and innovative technologies, SUEK
focuses on developing new and improving
existing coal extraction and processing
technologies, and expanding coal
application possibilities.
➢Nonprofit Organization “Fund of
social and economic support for the
regions” (SUEK FOR REGIONS) develops
and implements programs aimed at
IMPROVING the quality of life in cities and
towns where SUEK employees live and
work. This includes about 50 projects
in housing construction, professional
self-determination, development of small
and medium-sized businesses, temporary
employment of school and university
students, and urban infrastructure
development projects.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
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AREAS
OF OPERATION

KIROV
IVANOVO
NIZHNIY NOVGOROD
MOSCOW

NAZAROVO
OMSK

TOMSK

KRASNOYARSK
SHARYPOVO

NOVOSIBIRSK

TULUN

KEMEROVO
BORODINO

LENINSK-KUZNETSKY
KISELEVSK
BARNAUL

CHERNOGORSK
ABAKAN
CHITA
ULAN-UDE

BORZYA

SAGAN-NUR
DROVYANAYA

OMCK REGION

ALTAI TERRITORY

NOVOSIBISRK REGION

KEMEROVO REGION

TOMSK REGION

KRASNOYARSK TERRITORY

ABOUT THE COMPANY
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HEAD OFFICE

SUEK BRANCHES

BULK TERMINAL

R&D ENTERPRISES
VANINO

COAL MINING ENTERPRISES

CHEGDOMYN

KHABAROVSK

SERVICE ENTERPRISES

BLAGOVESHENSK

NOVOSHAHTINSKIY

RAILWAY ENTERPRISES

LIPOVTSY

SALES COMPANIES, THEIR BRANCHES

ARTEM

AND REPRESENTATIVES

VLADIVOSTOK

KHAKASSIA
IRKUTSK REGION
BURYATIA

CHITA REGION
YAKUTIA
AMUR REGION

KHABAROVSK REGION
PRIMORSK TERRITORY
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:
PRIORITIES, GOVERNANCE,
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The Company’s adherence to the principle of corporate social
responsibility and sustainable development2 objectives is reflected
in its mission and is integrated into its strategy.
SUEK long-term strategy is aimed at achieving best world-class
indicators with respect to economic performance, occupational
safety and production environmental friendliness. The Company’s current strategic priority consists in consolidating its status
of a leading coal mining company, achieving the leading position
with respect to efficiency, pooling resources for further development and reaching the levels of international standards in the
field of social responsibility.

SUEK commitment to sustainable development has significantly
facilitated the Company’s successful overcoming of the negative
impact of the global financial crisis. The experience of 2009–2010
confirmed the efficiency of systematic and balanced management
in industrial, economic, social and environmental areas, consistent
implementation of up-to-date management systems and efficient
engagement of all stakeholders.

	The Company shares the internationally accepted understanding of corporate
social responsibility as of a responsibility for balancing sustainable development goals of the Company with sustainable development goals of society.

2
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Priorities of the Company’s
Sustainable Development
Strategy
• ➢Corporate governance UP TO THE global standards
➢• ➢Financial stability, effective risk management
• ➢Improving governance systems, manufacturing processes
➢• ➢Improving product quality, rendering first class services to clients
➢• ➢Active introduction of innovations in coal extraction and processing, including
creation of new products with high added value
➢• ➢Improving the occupational health and safety system AS WELL AS production
environmental friendliness
➢• ➢Developing personnel’s professional skills and improving the incentive system for
employees to target operational efficiency and industrial safety
➢• PROMOTING social and economic development of regions of operation through
participation in social projects and introduction of innovative social technologies
➢• ➢Establishing dialogue and collaboration with stakeholders in addressing the
challenges of sustainable development

Governance,
Management Approach
The Company’s sustainable development and its impact on
society are managed within the existing corporate system of
decision-making and implementation, and its governance structures. A common frame of reference in this area, for all levels
of organization, is also set by approaches specified in a set of
business regulations and informal arrangements — a system of
corporate values and the corporate culture. The key role in shaping and directing the implementation of strategies for sustainable
development is played by the corporate governance system.3

3

Corporate governance
as a Key to Sustainable Development
of the Company
The corporate governance system of OJSC SUEK is designed
to increase the investment attractiveness of the Company and its
capitalization. The system reflects the balance between the inte
rests of shareholders, investors, employees and other stakehol
ders. It also ensures balanced strategic decision-making and risk
management as well as supports the corporate culture based
on the principles of business ethics.

	Details of the composition and activities of the Company’s senior governance bodies in 2009-2010 are given in OJSC SUEK
Annual Report 2009 (pages 77–81, 87–91) and OJSC SUEK Annual Report 2010 (pages 95–101, 110–116).
This Report contains general overview of the top governance structure and information about SUEK corporate governance
in relation to complex tasks in the field of sustainable development.
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SUEK maintains an active dialogue with all stakeholders,
demonstrating openness by disclosing considerable amounts
of information about its activities.

SUEK corporate governance system is based on laws and
regulations, requirements of regulating authorities and corporate
governance standards adopted by the Company. The Company
also strives to comply with the latest international corporate
governance standards and to apply the recognized practice.

The Structure
of Corporate
Governance
of OJSC SUEK
GENERAL
SHAREHOLDER
L
MEETING

REVISION
COMMITTEE

EXTERNAL
AUDITOR

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

INTERNAL
CONTROL
AND AUDIT
SERVICE

MANAGEMENT
BOARD

NOMINATIONS
AND
REMUNERATIONS
COMMITTEE

CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

AUDIT
COMMITTEE

SUEK corporate governance system
is based on the following principles:

STRATEGY
COMMITTEE

• equal treatment of shareholders of the Company, observance and protection of
shareholder rights
• provision of informational and financial transparency of the Company
• provision of an efficient system of internal control and audit
• observance of ethical norms of business behavior
• efficient engagement with employees of the Company in solving social problems and
provision of necessary labor conditions
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SUEK follows systematic
and balanced approach in
regard to the management
of industrial and economic,
social and environmental
aspects
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OJSC SUEK
GOVERNANCE
BODIES
The scale of operations implemented by SUEK, the largest coal
mining company in Russia, implies high responsibility to the
shareholders of the Company, its employees, customers and
suppliers, as well as to the population of the regions of its operation and society in general. All issues of corporate social responsibility, sustainable development, reconciling the Company’s
interests with those of stakeholders are constantly monitored by
the Company’s governance bodies.

At the OJSC SUEK Annual General Shareholder
Meeting held on June 9, 2011, the new Board of Directors of the Company was elected in the amount of
ten people, five of which were independent directors.
The chairman of the Board of Directors — A. Melni
chenko, the main independent director — A. Landia.
The Board of Directors also includes the Chief Executive Officer of OJSC SUEK V. Rashevsky. 6

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors determines strategic development vectors of OJSC SUEK and ensures that the management’s longterm goals correspond to those of the Company and its shareholders.
In 2009–2010 the SUEK Board of Directors consisted of nine
members. All board members were non-executive directors4
including four independent5 directors.
The requirements for the Board members, the procedure to
assess their competence and performance, as well as mechanisms to prevent conflicts of interest of directors are specified
in the Code of Corporate Conduct, Regulation on the Board of
Directors, and Regulation on Directors’ Remuneration of OJSC
SUEK. These documents are available at the Company’s website: http://www.suek.ru/page.php?id=49.

In the reporting period, the Board of Directors and the Management Board have focused their efforts on overcoming the negative
impact that the economic and financial crisis had on the business
of the Company. Implementation of the Anti-Crisis Program allowed mitigating the consequences of the crisis for the employees
and other stakeholders. The priority topics for 2009–2010 implied
increasing efficiency of industrial safety measures and creating
occupational safety culture at SUEK enterprises. A number of specific actions was taken aimed at ensuring systematic approach
to solving occupational health and safety problems across the
Company:
• The committee on Industrial Safety under the Management
Board of OJSC SUEK is established, coordinating the activities
of the Company to ensure occupational health and safety.
• Changes in the incentive system for top managers of the
Company — remunerations for managers are tied to the rate of
compliance with safety regulations.

Sustainable development issues considered by the Committees
of the Board of Directors in 2009–2010:
Strategy
Committee

• Monitoring the implementation of SUEK Anti-Crisis Program
• Financial strategy and stability control of the Company in changing market conditions
• Environmental policy of SUEK and investments for the implementation of SUEK environmental strategy

Audit
Committee

• Monitoring the control system in the field of industrial health and safety in the coal
and energy business segments
• Testing SUEK employees’ knowledge of the corporate rules of behavior, in the event of a conflict of interest, and
of Information Security Regulations

Nominations
and Remunerations
Committee

• Program to create occupational safety culture and achieve effective industrial safety management at OJSC SUEK
• Development of comprehensive measures aimed at reducing injury rates and preventing accidents
• Corporate values
• Training programs for potential successors to important positions in the Russian regions
• Supervision over preparation of the Company’s social statements

Non-Executive Director — a director not having employment relationship with the Company.
	Independent Director — a Board member which, in accordance with the Code of Corporate Conduct of the Company, meets the independence requirements set in the Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies” by the federal executive body for the securities market, as well as recommendations in the Combined Code of the UK Listing Authority.
6
	Detailed information about of the new Board of Directors of the Company are available at OJSC SUEK website: www.suek.ru/page.php?id=13.
4
5
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• Increased penalties for violations of the safety regulations in
the coal sector.
• Extended production control and industrial safety services at
the enterprises of OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass.
In 2009–2010, the Board of Directors considered a number
of issues in HR policy, occupational safety, environmental
protection and social accounting development:
• OJSC SUEK Social Report 2007–2008 was approved
• Decision was made to introduce a Corporate Social Report for
2009–2010 based on the international standard GRI (Global Reporting Initiative), with the increase of the disclosure level from
“C” to “B +”
• SUEK corporate values were developed as the basis for the
Company’s corporate culture
• The main SUEK environmental policy principles were approved.
• The succession pool system for the positions of heads of production units was supported
• Additional measures to improve sustainability of the mines in the
Kuzbass region were considered in connection with the accident at Raspadskaya mine.
Since 2005, the Board of Directors of OJSC SUEK has been
operating a number of Committees acting out as work platforms
the Board uses for preliminary examinations of comprehensive
and complicated issues within the Board jurisdiction. The Committees are actively involved in hte development of areas that are
vital for sustainable development of the Company.
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Chief Executive Officer, Management Board
Day-to-day operations of the Company are managed by a sole
executive body — the Chief Executive Officer and a collective
executive body — the Management Board of the Company. The
main objectives of the Management Board include timely and
effective execution of the decisions made by General Shareholder
Meetings and the Board of Directors, and coordination of the
implementation of the approved SUEK strategy. The Management
Board is also responsible for decision-making with regards to
important issues in SUEK day-to-day operations.

Internal Control and Audit Service
An important role in the governance system is played by the
Internal Control and Audit Service. Independence and objectivity of the Service are ensured by double subordination — to the
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors and to the CEO of
SUEK.
Internal Control and Audit Service* regularly monitor the Company’s risk rates, compliance of its offices and staff with requirements of the legislation, internal regulations and decisions of the
Company’s governance. Internal Control and Audit Service also
take part in improving of corporate governance.

The following bodies have been created and now
function in SUEK under the resolution of the
Management Board, ensuring cross-functional
coordination with regard to a number
of Company’s key operation issues:
• Commission on Reforming
• Ethics Commission
• Purchases and Sales Policy Committee
• Investment Committee
• Supervision Committee on Information Technologies
• Quality Committee
• Risk Management Committee
• Budget Committee
• Industrial Safety Committee
A detailed description of functions and objectives of the Internal Control and Audit Service of OJSC SUEK is presented
in OJSC SUEK Annual Report 2010 at the Company’s website http://www.suek.ru/page.php?id=61.
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The Service assesses the effectiveness and reliability of the
internal control system with regard not only to the processes of
financial and management reporting formation, but also regard
to functional processes — coal extraction and processing,
transportation, environment and occupational safety, information systems and information security, quality management
systems, corporate and social relations, investments, capital
expenditures, sales, safety and security of assets. The results
of such assessments are used in planning areas for improvement. The Service monitors all measures taken by the management following audit results. Service operation plans correlate
to issues the Company management focuses on.
Internal Control and Audit Service is involved in the preparation
of corporate social reports. It assesses an implementation of
recommendations of the Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Guidelines and sustainable development indices
that company uses.
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Regulatory Documents on Sustainable
Development
Integrated approach to implementing sustainable development
strategies in SUEK is defined by a set of corporate policies and
standards. The Corporate Social Policy covers main activity
areas of the Company in the field of sustainable development.
This Policy is complemented and specified by corporate policies
in certain areas of activity.
The regulatory framework for management in the field of sustainable development continued to evolve throughout 2009–2010.
Routine examinations of regulatory documents for compliance
with the relevant objectives were conducted. Seventeen standards and policies were issued in 2009–2010. For example, the
following documents were issued: SUEK Corporate Values, the
new edition of SUEK Environmental Policy, the Code of Business
Conduct for SUEK Employees and the Policy for Notification of
Company’s Employees with Regard to the Rules of Corporate
Conduct in a Conflict of Interest. This work was continued in
2011and included revision of regulations on Committees of the
Board of Directors operations, and approval of a new edition of
the Regulations on SUEK Insider Information.

Sustainable Development
Regulatory Framework

COMPANY
VALUES

MISSION AND VISION
STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

POLICIES
AND STANDARDS
IN HR
MANAGEMENT

AGREEMENTS
ESTABLISHING
SOCIAL, LABOR
AND ECONOMIC
RELATIONS BETWEEN
EMPLOYER
AND EMPLOYEES

CODE
OF BUSINESS
CONDUCT

CORPORATE SOCIAL POLICY:
DETERMINES OVERALL MANAGEMENT
AREAS, PRINCIPLES AND PRIORITIES
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

POLICIES
AND STANDARDS
IN THE FIELD
OF INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH

POLICIES
AND STANDARDS
IN THE FIELD
OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

POLICIES
AND STANDARDS
IN THE FIELD
OF REGIONAL
SOCIAL PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

POLICIES
AND STANDARDS
IN THE FIELD
OF CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS

AGREEMENTS
ON SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC
COOPERATION WITH
REGIONAL
ADMINISTRATION
AUTHORITIES
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Risk Management
SUEK risk management system is aimed at preventing and
minimizing negative effects of risks on financial and economic
activities of the Company. The risk management process is set
out in the form of a Company standard, and is represented by
a set of organized and well-regulated procedures for identifying, assessing and minimizing risks, as well as for provision
of information about them. The standard envisages regular
identification and prioritization of risks, identifying critical risks
that require priority attention. Each of the identified risks is
analyzed and managed at the appropriate organization level of
the Company.
SUEK management is fully informed of all significant risks and
approves key parameters of the risk management system.
Reports on critical risks monitoring are regularly reviewed by
the Management Board and the Audit Committee of the Board
of Directors. The risk management process is integrated into all
functional levels, closely tied to strategic planning and affects
operating decision-making. Timely risk management involves
participation of the relevant Management Board Committee.
Social risks and risks associated with the Company’s environmental impacts are addressed under the existing Company risk
management processes and procedures. In this area SUEK
consistently adheres to legal requirements and internal regulatory documents as well as develops and implements targeted
programs aimed at minimizing the risks 7.

The Company gives special priority to risks of operating dangerous industrial facilities. The main risk
factors in this case include methane and coal dust in
coal seams, as well as mining and geological risks,
when the coal mining process requires continuous
underground relocations of mine workings. Other
areas of risk associated with coal mining activities
include operation of mining machinery, underground
and surface transportation systems, and electrical
equipment. SUEK uses all the necessary technical
and financial resources to implement measures to
minimize these risks. An action plan to improve occupational health and safety is developed for each
production unit.

7

For details, see corresponding sections in this report.

Coal mining and processing activities also involve risks of
potential environmental damage (emission of pollutants into the
atmosphere, emissions of coal dust, soil and water pollution,
noise). SUEK seeks to minimize these risks through development and implementation of land reclamation projects, coalmine methane recovery, sanitary protection measures and other
activities.
HR-related risks also rank as the Company’s top priority.
Qualified and experienced workers along with engineering and
technical specialists are SUEK’s main assets. The Company’s
objectives, its modernization and introduction of innovative technologies require better training and education of employees and
improved systems of bonuses and incentives. SUEK is actively
involved in solving social development problems in all areas of
its employees’ residence.

Governance Systems
The Company sees effective governance as a key to sustainable
competitiveness. In 2009–2010 SUEK implemented an ambitious
project of building an integrated governance system based on
international standards. In 2009, a pilot project was completed
and, as a result, uniform principles for the integrated governance system aimed at improving the efficiency of the Company’s
governance were established. Moreover, the project led to the
certification of the governance system applied at the Company’s
headquarters and certification of the integrated governance system of OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass. The pilot project has also made it
possible to develop a set of tools — models, policies and procedures, organizational and structural solutions — which enabled
the Company’s management to make effective managerial decisions and monitor their implementation. In 2010, the scope of the
integrated governance system was expanded. Preparatory work
on the system implementation project was conducted at LLC
SUEK-Khakassia. The project will be launched in 2011.

Integrated Governance System is one of the main
tools for improving governnace efficiency. It is based
on international standards of quality management
(ISO 9001:2008), environmental management (ISO
14001:2004), and occupational health and safety
management (OHSAS 18001: 2007).

SUSTAINABLE
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Governance Systems Development in 2009–2010:
Development of the
integrated governance
system of OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass

In accordance with the respective resolution of the Management Board Quality Committee of OJSC
SUEK, the scope of the integrated governance system of OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was extended to
include all mining enterprises. An audit inspection conducted by AFNOR confirmed compliance
of the integrated governance system with requirements of ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001.
62 people were trained under the program of “Theory and practice of enterprise governance based on
international standards ISO 9001:2008; OHSAS 18001:2007; ISO 14001:2004”.

Implementation
of an integrated
governance system
at OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk

A project to develop an integrated governance system in accordance with the requirements of ISO
9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001 was implemented. Training programs were held covering
development and implementation of governance systems. An international certification was conducted
by AFNOR8. 47 people were trained under the program of “Theory and practice of enterprise
governance based on international standards ISO 9001:2008; OHSAS 18001:2007; ISO 14001:2004”.

8

	Certificate granted in 2011.

SUEK coal mining enterprises certified
to international standards:

• OJSC SUEK — Certificate of Conformity to ISO 9001
• OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass — Certificate of Governance System Conformity to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001
• OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk conforms to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001
Certification was conducted by an independent international certification body — AFNOR
.

Stakeholder
Engagement
In its operations, SUEK interacts with a wide range of organizations and individuals. Most significant Company’s stakeholders9
are determined by assessing the degree of influence they have or
could potentially have on the results of such operations, and the
impact that the Company’s activities produce on their welfare.
Key stakeholders of the Company are its shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, public authorities and communities
in the regions of its operation. Given the scale of the Company’s
operations, the society in general also rates as a stakeholder.
The principles behind all SUEK’s relationships with its stakeholders are reflected in the Company’s Code of Corporate Conduct.
Legality and ethics are the fundamental principles behind the
Company’s relationships with its employees, customers, suppli-

9

ers, public authorities, society in general and communities in the
regions of its operation. The Company consistently works to improve the relations with all parties on the basis of mutual benefit,
mutual responsibility and shared interests.
The system of stakeholder engagement that has been established in the Company includes both formal and informal models
of dialogue and cooperation.
Relations with business partners are registered in respective
contracts, relations with trade unions — in agreements and
collective contracts. Engagement of regional administrations is
registered in agreements on economic and social cooperation.
This engagement is regular. In some cases, such engagement

	Stakeholders of the Company — companies and individuals that are influenced by the Company and/or may influence the results of its operations.
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SOCIAL GROUPS
AND INDIVIDUALS
THE COMPANY HAS
REGISTERED
OBLIGATION TO

Criteria
for Identifying
Key Stakeholders

SOCIAL GROUPS
AND INDIVIDUALS
SIGNIFICANTLY
DEPENDING
ON THE COMPANY'S
OPERATIONS

SOCIAL GROUPS AND
INDIVIDUALS WHICH
MAY SIGNIFICANTLY
INFLUENCE
THE RESULTS
OF THE COMPANY'S
OPERATIONS

Key Stakeholder Groups
and Priority Engagement Areas
Company’s employees
and trade unions

Development of professionalism, increasing efficiency and occupational safety, solving social issues

Business
partners

Development of long-term and stable business relations, cooperation in creating values

State
authorities

Partnership to improve competitiveness of the national and regional economy, social development
of Russian regions, solving environmental issues based on transparency of the Company’s operations and compliance with the legislation

Potential
investors

Increasing investment attractiveness by improving corporate governance and operational efficiency
of the Company

Expert
and public
organizations

Improving environmental and social performance of the Company

Local communities

Cooperation to upgrade the social infrastructure, implement social technologies to develop local
initiative and entrepreneurship; environmental protection initiatives

is required by law with regard to such events as public hearings
to assess environmental impacts of planned and other activities
and related social, economic and other consequences. In other
cases, this dialogue may be initiated by the Company and
stakeholders, such as series of conferences and round table
discussions on modernization of mining single-industry towns.
Practical aspects and results of such dialogues are detailed in
the relevant sections of this Report.

SUEK maintains a constant dialogue with key stakeholders
on issues that are considered important to both the Company
and the stakeholders. The relevance and importance of the
dialogue is determined by content analysis of corporate communication channels and the media, social and public opinion
surveys in the regions of SUEK operation, and discussions of
SUEK social projects with stakeholders. The Company attaches
great importance to ensuring information support of each

SUSTAINABLE
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dialogue. SUEK information policy requires that the system of
corporate communications provides regular, complete, timely,
objective, reliable and consistent information about the Company, and to ensure free and unhindered access to it. The set
of formats regulating stakeholder engagement also ensures
feedback — channels that may be used by SUEK employees
and external stakeholders to deliver their views and proposals
to the Company’s management.
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In 2009–2010, key topics in discussions with stakeholders
regarded to remunerations and new incentives, industrial
safety, improving environmental performance in production, the
Company’s involvement in projects meant to upgrade singleindustry mining towns and the Company’s innovative social
projects in the regions. When preparing the Report these topics
were specifically considered10.

Basic Formats
of Interaction
with Stakeholders Applied
by the Company
PUBLIC
HEARINGS

CORPORATE
WEBSITE

HOTLINES

MEETING
OF EMPLOYEES
WITH TOP
MANAGEMENT

FOCUSGROUPS

ROUND
TABLES

CORRESPONDENCE
JOINT
STRUCTURES
(PROJECT
GROUPS)

CORPORATE
MEDIA

CONFERENCES

POLLS

INTRANET

PARTICIPATION
IN EXHIBITIONS

SYSTEM
OF MEDIA
RELATIONS

	To learn more about the development of a systematic dialogue with a wide range of stakeholders as to social and economic development issues significant
for the Company and the regions, see section “SUEK and the Regions: Partnerships for Sustainable Development” in this Report.
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ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
AND EFFICIENCY
Operating and financial results of 2009–2010 convincingly confirmed
SUEK’s status of a leading coal mining company — the industry leader
in terms of efficiency. Financial growth and profitability were achieved
despite the challenging conditions of the economic crisis. The Company’s
sustainable development allows it to make a significant contribution
to the country’s economic development and social as well as economic
development of the regions of its operation.
SUEK is the leading producer of thermal coal, a major employer and taxpayer. In 2009–2010 enterprises and subsidiaries of OJSC SUEK paid over 14,351 million rubles to the
federal and regional budgets and state non-budgetary funds.
Dynamic development, consistent production efficiency
growth and the Company’s financial stability ensure direct
economic benefits to a broad range of stakeholders —

government, shareholders, employees and contractors.
The Company is investing actively in production expansion,
modernization and innovation, promoting higher sectoral and
regional competitiveness.
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Economic
Performance
Main Financial Performance Indicators
2009–2010 (mln RUR)

2009

2010

Proceeds

106,096

114,671

Expenses

97,186

106,080

Gross Income

20,682

24,540

Interest Expenses

7,428

5,977

Net Profit per Year

4,602

9,229

Development of Production
In 2010 SUEK produced 89.1 million tons of coal, 1.3% more
than in 2009. The amount of reserves accumulated by the end
of 2010 increased from 36.8 to 39.9 million tons, while the total
amount of mine workings implemented by the Company in
2010 was reduced. This was the result of applying advanced
space-planning solutions enabling the Company to have higher
reserves at lower footage.
SUEK seeks to lay a solid foundation for future sustainable
development. The Company occupies leading positions in the
Russian coal industry in terms of investment in coal mining
modernization, as well as of its growth rate and labor efficiency
achieved. SUEK large-scale investment program aims to
increase efficiency and expand production capacity. SUEK invests in acquisition of modern high-performance mining equipment, allowing for coal quality improvement, higher workplace
safety, and transport infrastructure development.
.

Technical upgrade of one of the oldest facilities — S.M. Kirov Mine — made the Company
with a 75-year-old history one of the most
advanced companies in the industry. Upgraded
mining operations enabled reduction of mining
workings by 50 kilometers. Heading and stope
machinery is fitted with mining equipment by the
world’s leading manufacturers — Joy heading machines and longwall sets of equipment,
BUCYRUS heading set of equipment. New
technologies are actively introduced that help
fighting the coal mine methane. S.M. Kirov Mine
is the only Russian mine ensuring full-cycle gas
utilization: from degassing of coal seams to processing methane into electricity and heat. New
technologies introduced allow the Company to
increase both labor safety and efficiency. The
measures meant to expand capacity under the
2010 investment program will increase coal
production up to 5 million tons per year. Another
project — reconstruction of S.M. Kirov Mine processing plant – will raise coal washing rates.
In 2010, Tugnui Concentrating Plant has reached
its full capacity — 4.5 million tons per year. The
Company invested about 1 billion rubles in the
construction of the plant. Innovative approaches
and operational improvements enabled exceeding the plant design capacity as early as in 2011.
In its characteristics, the concentrate produced
is fully consistent with applicable export stan
dards.
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Fixed Investments

Labor Efficiency Dynamics

2008–2010 (mln RUR)

(tons per person per year)

15,000

4,200
13,235

10,000

4,137

4,000

13,155
11,116

3,800

3,743

3,724

5,000
3,600
2008

2009

2010

2008

2009

2010

Product Quality Improvement
Strengthening the leading market position in today’s environment requires competitive product quality. The Company is
steadily raising its outputs of most valuable types of coal, with
their consumer characteristics substantially increasing after
washing. In 2009–2010, the Company significantly expanded its
coal benefication capacity. Due to the technical advancement
and upgrade of existing concentrators and Tugnui Concentrating Plant reaching its full capacity, coal washing rates in 2010
grew from 24.9% to 33.5%.
The Company has its own corporate quality control policy for
coal products. A coal washing program has been designed
and is implemented, focusing on international quality management standards. Operational quality control of products
shipped to coal consumers is established.
The Company consistently develops quality management at its
coal mining and concentrating enterprises and improves its quality control processes. Since 2010, the Company has been introducing standardized processes of Product Quality Control and
Analysis and Control of Nonconforming Products, which provide
industrial services with expanded quality control functions and
define their actions at all stages of the production cycle. These
processes have been introduced at Kuzbass facilities and prepared for adaptation at other facilities of the Company.

The Company regularly holds Quality Days. The
purpose of these Days is to assess the quality of
production made during the last week. It allows
the Company to detect and eliminate the root
of mined and shipped coal quality degradation
immediately.
In 2009, OJSC Tugnuysky Open-Pit Mine won a
prize at the XII All-Russia Competition under the
Program of 100 Best Russian Products in the
category of “Products for Industrial Purposes”.
This gives OJSC Tugnuysky Open-Pit Mine the
right to put the 100 Best Russian Products sign on
its products..

SUEK policy priorities
as to the quality of coal
products

• ➢application of advanced
and environmentally friendly technologies
➢• ➢introduction of quality and occupational
safety standards
➢• ➢continuous improvement of product quality
in accordance with the CONSUMER NEEDS
➢• ➢continuous improvement of management
systems
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Strengthening Market Positions
In 2010 SUEK sold 90.4 million tons of coal to consumers.
In comparison to 2009, the sales have grown by 3%.

Countries importing
SUEK products:

SUEK Shipment
Structure in 2010

Great Britain, Germany, Denmark, Israel, China,
Korea, Morocco, Netherlands, Poland, Taiwan,
Finland, Japan.

Transport Infrastructure
Development

6%
2%
12%

48%

32%

In 2009, Vanino Bulk Terminal (SUEK own terminal in the Khabarovsk Territory) was launched
into commercial operation. In 2009, the amount
of cargo transshipped there was 5.1 million tons,
and 8 million tons in 2010. Design capacity of the
terminal is 12 million tons per year with possible
extension up to 20–24 million tons. With that,
Vanino Bulk Terminal will certainly become the
largest in the Far East.
In the European sector, SUEK AG has a longterm contract with Murmansk Commercial
Seaport (a perfect terminal for delivering coal
to European markets) and with the coal loading
terminal in the port of Ust-Luga. In 2010, longterm cooperation agreements were reached
with the ports of Vostochny (Primorsky Territory) and Rosterminalugol (Leningrad Region).
In combination with the capacity expansion of
port Maliy (Primorsky Territory), this will ensure
stable supplies of export coal in the long run and
promote long-term cooperation with major coal
consumers.

EXPORT
STATE REQUIREMENTS
HOUSING SERVICES AND UTILITIES

ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY
OTHER CONSUMERS

SUEK supplies coal to almost all domestic market segments. Its
main consumers are electric power and public utility enterpri
ses. The Company is the largest supplier of power station coal
in the domestic market, covering 42% of the country’s demand
for coal. SUEK products are also consumed by federal agencies and organizations in the public sector (including the Ministry of Defense, Russian Railways, etc.). SUEK supplies coal to
all federal districts of the Russian Federation.

SUEK Sales Policy

In 2010, 61.3 million tons of coal were sold in the domestic
market. Power station coal sales rates were stabilized against
the backdrop of economic improvement due to the recovery of
energy-intensive industries after the crisis. As compared to the
previous year, the rates of power station coal supply to Russian
consumers increased by 4.9 million tons (9%).
The main international sales markets are Europe and Asia-Pacific
region. Foreign consumers of SUEK products come from a

In its coal sales operations, SUEK adheres to several fundamental principles:
• high quality customer services and shipment reliability
• development and maintenance of direct relationships with coal consumers
• individual approach to consumer requirements
• preference for long-term coal supply agreements
• identification and development of new coal markets
• improving the quality of the coal shipped
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Innovative Activities

broad range of industries — power companies, cement hol
dings, steel companies, etc.
Sales are performed through the Company’s Swiss subsidiary
SUEK AG operating in China, Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Indonesia,
and Poland. This makes it possible to rapidly analyze the situation in key markets and establish constant direct contact with
consumers.
The Company is actively increasing its exports to Asian markets. In 2010 the share of sales in the Asia-Pacific region for
the first time exceeded that of supplies to European markets.
Changes in the export structure reflected the increase in coal
demand from the growing economies in the region. Construction of a coal terminal in the port of Vanino enabled effective
use of the new market trends.

Cooperation with Consumers
SUEK highly values its reputation of a reliable supplier, ensur
ing continuous and timely supplies and strictly fulfilling its
contractual obligations, regardless of market fluctuations. The
Company guarantees high quality service to its customers
across all business segments. Customer satisfaction surveys
that have been conducted by SUEK since 2009 demonstrate
high level of loyalty of both external and internal consumers,
and also suggest that customers consider the Company a reliable partner.
The effectiveness of marketing activities is increased through
regular participation of SUEK representatives in various international, regional and industry conferences. SUEK AG is a member of international industry associations and organizations.11

Factors of Russian Customers
Satisfaction
in 2010
Aspects
of Satisfaction

Average
Rating

Weighted
Rating*

Commercial Aspects

79.0

65.1

Financial Aspects

83.1

77.8

Offer

80.2

64.2

Product Quality

82.9

70.9

Quality of Services

79.3

65.1

Quality of Servicing

77.0

68.2

Expectations

79.6

65.7

Partnership

80.4

68.7

Loyalty

82.8

79.5

TOTAL

80.4

69.5

Weighted rating is a product of a consumer rating multiplied by the
weight factor of each consumer calculated by its purchase amounts.

Including Global Coal, Verein der Kohlenimporteure E.V.

11	

SUEK considers elaboration and implementation of innovations in coal production and processing as an important factor
for sustainable development in the long run. SUEK Innovation
Strategy is aimed at increasing environmental safety and cost
reduction of coal mining and higher labor efficiency.
SUEK coal business would not develop and reach the level of
the world’s leading mining companies without extensive use of
advanced technology and innovations in the prospective coal
mining and processing operations. The main SUEK innovative
areas in the reporting period included increasing coal quality,
higher combustible mass extraction completeness and integrated utilization of natural resources in coal deposits, enabling
a transition to more environmentally friendly operations. All
SUEK activities are aimed at creating conditions that would
minimize risks of all production and consumption stages and
processes.
The Company’s innovation priorities also include technologies
for improving quality of coal, creating new coal products with
high added value and recycling waste coal products.

A project for integrated coal combustion waste
disposal was implemented in 2010. In early 2011,
a new ash and slag waste treatment plant for coalfired power plants was launched. The project was
implemented in conjunction with Omega Minerals
Group (Germany). The unique nature of this enterprise is due to a set of innovative solutions applied.
It is the first Russian enterprise performing a full
cycle recycling wastes of thermal power plants into a
wide range of world class quality products based on
hollow fillers. Such products are used, for example,
in well drilling, in the foundry business and manufacturing of refractory coatings, paints and light-weight
concrete. The range of products manufactured is
targeted at consumers in Russia, CIS, USA, and
Asia-Pacific region. The plant has the highest capacity among all other similar enterprises in the EU.
The plant was built “from scratch” in the industrial
area of Belovsk HPP. The design capacity of the
plant at start up is 10 thousand tons of finished pro
ducts per year, which may be expanded in the next
two years up to 18 tons annually. Total investment
in the project by the partners at launch amounted to
120 million rubles. The plant is completely environmentally friendly: the facility produces no waste and
does not use any chemicals. By Resolution of the
Board of Administration of the Kemerovo region, the
project was granted the status of a Kuzbass Technopark resident.
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Priority Areas
in Monitoring, Development
and Introduction
of Innovative technologies
in 2009–2010
CREATION OF
NEW PRODUCTS
WITH HIGH
ADDED VALUE

BROWN COAL GASIFICATION;
BROWN COAL BRIQUETTING;
PRODUCTION OF CHARCOAL
SUBSTITUTES FROM BROWN
COAL;

Most of the coal deposits developed by SUEK represent valu
able chemical raw materials. At present, the Company uses
innovative technologies for producing coal char and synthetic
liquid fuels from brown coal of the Kansk-Achinsk basin. Research and development are utilized to produce and process
coal tar from Far Eastern coals.
SUEK is undertaking a detailed study of most applicable
technologies for coal drying and briquetting, as well as for coal
combustion waste disposal, with account to all specific charac
teristics of the Company’s coal products. Relevant research activities are aimed at both selection of best processing solutions
and identification of their effective commercial application.
At the same time, SUEK monitors all existing and new process solutions in the field of coal gasification and liquefaction
focused on longer-term implementation.

MANUFACTURING CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS AND MOTOR
FUELS FROM BROWN COAL.

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR PRODUCING
COAL CHAR AND SYNTHETIC
LIQUID FUELS FROM BROWN
COAL OF THE KANSKACHINSK BASIN;

INCREASING
COAL QUALITY,
INTEGRATING
UTILIZATION
OF NATURAL
RESOURCES AT
COAL DEPOSITS
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DEVELOPMENT
OF TECHNOLOGIES
TO PRODUCE AND
PROCESS COAL
TAR FROM FAR EASTERN
COALS.

Targets for the Next
Reporting Period
Targets for the Next Reporting Period
INCREASED PRODUCTION
EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCT
QUALITY

➢Implementation of the investment program for the development of mining and processing facilities
Increased share of high margin products.
Improved quality control

SALES AND COOPERATION
WITH CONSUMERS

➢Development of new markets (both domestic and external)
Maintaining and increasing coal sales rates in all supply areas, increasing revenues
Development of long-term relations with major consumers
Further development of own logistics facilities
Continued evaluation of customer satisfaction

FURTHER INNOVATIONS

➢Development and implementation of innovative technologies in priority areas
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SOCIAL PERFORMANCE:
COMPANY’S
HUMAN CAPITAL
In order to achieve its strategic and operating objectives, SUEK relies
on competent, experienced personnel. Its professionalism, energy
and responsibility are the most important assets of the Company
and key factors of sustainable competitiveness.
SUEK’s operations are aimed at maintaining its status of one
of the best employers, a socially responsible company with an
up-to-date corporate culture and high quality management. All
the Company’s relations with its employees are based on the
principles of social partnership and mutual responsibility.
The Company considers investment in its personnel as investment in long-term competitiveness. Improved occupational
safety and health of people are the Company’s unconditional
priorities. SUEK implements a set of programs aimed at developing advanced professional knowledge and skills, increased

motivation for efficiency and quality, and compliance of its HR
management with the best Russian and international practices.
The Company’s HR Policy offers initiative and responsible employees numerous opportunities for professional development
and career growth. The Company’s human resources development is targeted at production upgrades and innovations in
processes and management solutions.
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Key Facts
and Figures
of 2009–2010
• Following the results of 2010, performance of SUEK enterprises was 2.4 times higher than the average industry figure for
Russia and is currently the highest in the Russian coal industry.
• In the difficult market situation caused by the global economic crisis the Company managed to minimize its impact on
employees, maintaining development and personnel social
support programs.
• A federal industrial agreement was signed on the Russian coal
industry for 2010-2012 with an addendum thereto, envisaging
growth of semi-fixed components of employees’ wages up to
70%.

• A set of incentive programs was designed and implemented
to improve efficiency, ensure compliance with occupational
safety regulations, and increase product quality.
• A corporate policy on health and medical support was
developed for hazardous industrial facilities.
• The Health program was developed and launched.
• A program was launched on the formation and development
of a pool of candidates for key positions in the Company.
• The project of SAP ERP HCM automated HR management
system implementation was completed.

Priorities,
Policies,
Management
SUEK HR management strategy is aimed at supporting the
Company’s business strategy and increasing the value of the
Company. The key goal in this area is to form a stable pool of
qualified personnel that would be able to reach global efficiency
standards, apply innovative approaches and ensure superior
customer service. SUEK consistently introduces advanced HR
management technologies that enable linking the incentive system with strategic priorities of the Company, as well as expanding opportunities for employees’ professional development.
The Company carefully analyzes all current trends in the labor
market and communicates permanently with its employees,
trade unions and the state. This approach allows assessment
of the situation and identification of solutions to the existing
problems. The current social and demographic situation requires
special attention to the problems of sustainable staffing, as well

as training for new generations of workers and specialists. SUEK
HR management strategy sets key objectives in this area.
SUEK HR management policy aims at creating a corporate
environment so that to converge employees’ interests with interests of the Company through effective labor, and enabling their
professional growth and development. It sets out the basic HR
management principles in such areas as:
• planning the staffing requirements, staff recruitment and selection
• staff training and development
• salaries and staff incentives
• social partnership
• occupational safety
• compliance with legislation in the field of civil and labor rights
and freedoms.

SUEK strategic objectives
in HR management
• better use of labor resources
• higher personnel skills and incentives
• higher staff loyalty

SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE
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Distribution of Powers
in HR Management
SUEK Corporate Values
Professionalism and result
orientation
• striving for new knowledge
• respect for the experience
• willingness to take responsibility
• teamwork
• priority of quality
Energy and leadership
• striving to develop and grow
• encouraging innovation and initiative
• flexibility and willingness to change
• perseverance
Fairness and openness
• respect for employees’ work
• transparency of HR policies
• compliance of the remuneration levels and principles
with actual labor input of employees
• only business and professional grounds for staff
nominations
Social responsibility
and safety
• compliance with laws
• priority of health and safety
• social security and favorable working conditions
• environmental concern

HEADQUARTERS
HR MANAGEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION
UNIT

REGIONAL
PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATIONS,
MANAGEMENT
BRANCHES
REGIONAL
HR MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

MANAGEMENT OF
INCENTIVES AND LABOR
RELATIONS. GENERAL
CORPORATE POLICIES,
REGULATORY DOCUMENTS.
MANAGEMENT OF BUDGET
PROCESSES AND NUMBERS.
CONSOLIDATED
STATEMENTS

OPERATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
PLANNING THE WAGES
FUND AND SOCIAL PAYMENTS.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HR
AND SOCIAL POLICIES WITH
ACCOUNT OF SPECIFIC
REGIONAL FEATURES

Code of Corporate Conduct for SUEK Employees

HR management policies and business practices of the Company are based on the unconditional observance of the Labor
Code and other legislation, and the Code of Corporate Conduct
for SUEK Employees.
The Code of Corporate Conduct12 sets out general values of
the Company and corporate regulations on employees’ business conduct, to be followed by all employees of the Company, regardless of their positions. The Code requires strict
compliance with the law, the principles of efficient and honest
work, relationships with colleagues and the management, and
conflict resolution.
SUEK guarantees each of its employees that it would respect all
labor rights stipulated by the international laws and the Russian
legislation, including those for equal opportunities and prohibition
of discrimination.
The Company recognizes the legitimate right of its employees to
form voluntary associations/organizations to protect their rights and
interests, including their right to establish and join unions.

STRATEGY

ENTERPRISES
AND PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
HR MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
AT THE ENTERPRISES

”All appointments, promotions and transfers to other
positions as well as other decisions affecting employment shall be based solely on employees’ merits and
operating results, without any account of a candidate’s or employee’s age, ethnicity, national origin,
sex, religion and other grounds unrelated to business
skills and results.”
Code of Corporate Conduct for Employees

The most important SUEK HR management policy principles
include social responsibility and economic viability. The Company
absolutely fulfills its obligation with regard to employees’ remu-

Full text of the Code of Corporate Conduct for Employees is posted in the corporate information network and is accessible to all employees.

12	
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nerations, benefits and other social guarantees whilst ensuring
economic efficiency and financial sustainability of its operations.
ВAll HR management issues in the Company are monitored by
its senior governance bodies. The Board of Directors regularly
reviews the implementation progress of the respective strategy.
The following issues appeared on the agenda of the Nominations and Remunerations Committee of the Board of Directors in
2009–2010:
• Approval of key performance indicators (KPI)
for key managers
• Reviewing the implementation of the HR strategy
• Setting the succession policy and forming the pool of candidates for the Company
SUEK has an established HR management system that covers
all functional levels of the Company.

In 2010, the project of SAP ERP HCM HR management system
implementation was completed. The main objective of the project consists in automation of HR processes and payroll calculations based on a single methodology of business processes in
HR management.

The Company is working to raise efficiency of its HR management service and improve skills of its specialists in this area.

Personnel
Characteristics
and Employment
SUEK employs over 30 thousand people in eight regions of Russia, and abroad. They ensure mining, processing, transportation,
and sales of coal. 79.3% of them are workers, 20.7% — mana
gers, officers and experts. 13
Social and demographic characteristics of the Company’s personnel are stable: there is a constant uniform distribution among
major age groups. The year 2010 saw a certain increase in the
age group of 20–30 (from 20 to 21%). The average age of the
employees is 41.1.

The balance between male and female employees also remained practically unchanged in the period of 2008–2010: the
amount of men accounted for about 77%, women — 23%. 14
The dynamics of the number of staff employment rate and
turnover in the Company for the 2009–2010 reflects a decrease
in the number of employees due to t the echnical upgrading of
enterprises, as well as the results of measures aimed at cost
reductions and performance improvement. The main tools used

diagram 3_1

diagram 3_2

Average Number Employed
total, people

Personnel Turnover Rate

20%

36,000

35,114

15%

32,721
30,777

27,000

12.3
10%

18,000
9,000

5%
2008

13
14

15.1

14.9

	Of the average number employed, 2010.
	Of the average number employed, 2010.

2009

2010

2008

2009

2010
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Personnel Age
Composition

25%

21%

25%

1%

25%

1%

3%

3%

23%

2009
UNDER 20 YEARS OLD
20–30 YEARS OLD
31–40 YEARS OLD
41–50 YEARS OLD

to optimize the number of employees in the reporting period
included outsourcing of non-core functions and recruitment restrictions. All measures meant to reduce the number of employees are implemented by SUEK in full compliance with all legal
requirements, sectoral and collective agreements, with investments in the creation of new employment opportunities. A number of programs of the SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund are aimed at
expanding alternative employment opportunities through small
business development and educational programs providing new

22%
27%

2010

24%

UNDER 20 YEARS OLD
20–30 YEARS OLD
31–40 YEARS OLD
41–50 YEARS OLD

knowledge and skills. (For more details, see section “SUEK and
Regions: Partnerships for Sustainable Development”.)
Planning for staffing demand, recruitment and selection of
employees are focused on timely provision of the Company with
optimal amount of human resources with adequate skills to effectively achieve the Company’s objectives.

Incentives
and Remunerations
As one of the priority employers in the regional labor markets,
SUEK strives to provide its employees with fair and competitive
remunerations, adequate social packages, self-actualization
and professional development opportunities. SUEK conducts
balanced payroll policy focused on compliance with the Russian legislation, achievement of strategic goals, and improved
economic and social efficiency. The Company encourages

higher labor efficiency, responsibility in terms of industrial
safety, and creativity.
In overcoming the financial and economic crisis, fulfillment of
its obligations towards the employees had been the Company’s
absolute priority. SUEK had never delayed any payment of
wages even in the most difficult months of 2009, when the payments from majority of clients were delayed.
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The Company regularly monitors labor market trends and
actively participates in annual national surveys of the dynamics
of wages, compensation and benefits.15 This information allows
the Company to make reasonable decisions regarding remunerations and respond flexibly to changes in this area.
The Company’s remuneration system provides that remunerations of employees shall include both a fixed component
and a varied component. The fixed component is paid for
performing work duties at the required professional level.
A variable part is a material incentive for effective implementation of tasks assigned. In accordance with the effective
provisions of collective agreements, the Company performs
periodic indexations of wage rates and employees’ salaries
in its subsidiaries and affiliates. SUEK employees are also
entitled to receive certain benefits and compensations. Staff
wage rates are established in accordance with the “Wage
Rates for Employees in the Russian Coal Industry” regulated
by the Federal Industry Agreement on Coal Industry of the
Russian Federation.
In 2010, as instructed by the Government of the Russian Federation, several addendums to Federal Industry Agreements
were signed (including the bilateral agreement between
SUEK and the Russian Independent Trade Union of Coal Industry Workers) to set the ratio between the fixed and varied
parts of salaries as 70/30. In order to implement this concept,
the Company developed and introduced certain changes in
its systems of remunerations and bonuses, which allowed:
• providing employees with guaranteed payment of at least
70% of salaries, even upon incomplete achievement of
outputs planned;
• and introducing safe operation bonuses, within the planned
wages fund.
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The new remunerations system aims to improve occupational
safety and employees’ incentive to comply with occupational safety regulations, as well as to prevent cases when
increased outputs are achieved “at any cost”, i.e. with risk to
life and disregard for safety standards.
The Company strives to promote best practices, focus on
results, and increased efficiency in all areas of its activities
and on all governance levels. SUEK has introduced a system
of material incentives for managers, based on individual and
group goals, as well as key performance indicators (KPI) so
that to orient the staff to strategic issues. This system co
vers managers at various governance levels from the CEO to
top managers on SUEK enterprises. In 2010 the number of
Company’s employees with preset target KPIs amounted to
395 people.
Measures to improve the remunerations system taken while
implementing key tasks and projects of the Company in
2009–2010 also included such steps as reviewing provisions
on bonuses for employees of SUEK subsidiaries and affiliates
and developing regulations for their remunerations.
In order to improve the quality of coal products, a number
of SUEK Kuzbass coal basin enterprises (November 7 Mine,
Maysky, Zarechny and Kamyshansky Open-Pit Mines) introduced pilot provisions for staff incentives tied to coal qualitative indicators.

Wages Fund and Social Payments
(Employees on SUEK payroll in 2008–2010, mln RUR)
Total Payments

2008

2009

2010

8,734.215

8,800.040

9,256.288

8,392.165

8,485.094

8,923.910

342.050

314.946

332.378

including:
Wages Fund
Social Payments

	Conducted by leading world companies — Ernst & Young, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Hay Group.
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Main Components of SUEK System of Remunerations and Incentives
Employee’s Wage
Fixed Part

Varied Part

Basic wage part
(salaries / wage rates)

Extra payments,
allowances, additional
payments to the base
salary

Quarterly/monthly bonuses;
end-of-the-year bonuses for
achieving key performance
indicators (KPI); one-time
incentive payments

Benefits and
Compensations

Non-Material Incentive

Payment of transportation costs for an
employee and his/her family members
on a leave; compensation of utility costs;
voluntary health insurance; lump sum
retirement payments; payment
for health-improvement trips, financial
support, etc.

State, departmental and corporate
awards, corporate events , industrial
competitions, representing the best
employees/departments in the corporate
newspaper

SOCIAL
SUPPORT FOR
THE PERSONNEL
The Company provides its employees with a set of benefits
and compensations under industry agreements with trade
unions, collective agreements, and the corporate social package. Included are such benefits and compensations as trip
vouchers and payment of travel costs to a place of recreation
for staff members and their families, paying 15% of average
earnings per each year of service in the coal industry (upon
retirement), financial support, voluntary health insurance, coal
allowance16, compensations of energy costs, etc.
Particular attention is paid to the employees’ healthcare.
In 2010 the Health program was developed and approved,
aimed at reducing industrial and domestic accident rates,

number of occupational diseases and related time losses.
The three-year program includes measures for early detection of occupational diseases, systematic and dynamic personnel healthcare activities, including clinical examinations,
health certificates and preventive measures. A 45% reduction
of temporary incapacity-related losses (per employee)
is planned to reach by the end of 2013.

Implementation of the Health Program: First Results 17
Temporary Incapacity
Indicators
Number of sick leaves, thousand pieces
Temporary incapacity time, thousand days
Single sick leave duration, days

17

Data as of May 31, 2011.

	Coal allowance — coal for household needs, fuel supplies.

16

5 months of 2010

5 months of 2011

Reduction

13.43

11.28

16%

200.79

160.42

20%

14.94

14.22

5%
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Training and
Development
The quality of staff training is one of the key factors of successful implementation of the Company’s strategy. SUEK strives to
establish an advanced and transparent system of training and
development that would meet the Company’s business targets and the interests of its employees. The SUEK’s system of
training and career planning aims to increase professionalism
and efficiency, promote unified corporate values and code of

behavior. This system enables employees at all levels to fulfill
their professional potential, raise their social status and improve
financial situation. Investment in staff training and development
amounted to 36.6 million rubles in 2009 and over 39.9 million
rubles in 2010.

Staff Training, 2008–2010

Employees Trained — total, people

2008

2009

2010

18,452

15,439

16,583

including:
managers and specialists
workers

1,593

1,492

3,064

16,859

13,947

13,519

3,079

2,052

2,391

of which training-related:
training, retraining,
training in second professions
professional development
Training under occupational health
and safety requirements

2,685

1,113

1,820

12,688

12,274

12,372

of which at the training site:
trained in training centers (units, facilities)

10,854

7,942

9,901

onsite training (outside training centers)

5,263

2,316

1,910

in third-party organizations

2,335

5,182

4,772

Managing
Professional
Development

PATRONAGE
AT SCHOOLS,
CAREER
GUIDANCE
FOR STUDENTS

SELECTION
OF CANDIDATES,
TARGETED
TRAINING
FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE

ADAPTATION
PROGRAMS
FOR NEW
EMPLOYEES,
SUPPORT
FOR YOUNG
SPECIALISTS

PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING
AND
DEVELOPMENT

CREATING AND
DEVELOPING
POOL OF
CANDIDATES

INTERNSHIPS,
SHARING
EXPERIENCES
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Training and Development System
The training and development system applies to all categories
of staff and target groups of SUEK potential employees and
covers the whole range of activities from career guidance at
schools and support for advancement throughout all career
stages, from a worker or a specialist to a top manager.
The Company’s Corporate University — an analytical,
methodological and consulting knowledge and HR manage-
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ment center — is a key element of the corporate training
infrastructure, ensuring continuous training of all groups of
employees.
A set of the University’s target programs aims to develop
a corporate knowledge system, supports strategic changes,
and develops leadership and entrepreneurial potential of the
Company.

The activities of SUEK
Corporate University:

• corporate knowledge management
• support for strategic changes and introduction of advanced business technologies
in the Company
• developing leadership and entrepreneurial potential of the Company
• training FOR key employees aimed at increasing efficiency
• identifying and supporting development of promising employees
• strengthening the corporate culture
• improving managerial skills
• developing international industry experience

Main Programs of the Corporate University:

• Head Car — a program for top governance bodies
• Locomotive — long-term development program for future top managers of the Company
• Forming a pool of candidates for key positions

The Company has a regional network of professional educational institutions. It encompasses 17 state licensed training
centers and facilities staffed with professional teachers. Their
main objectives include teaching new professions, teaching
second (shared) professions, advanced training. Particular
attention is paid to personnel training in occupational health
and safety. SUEK regional education network is designed to
train up to 15 thousand people annually.
The tasks of modernizing enterprises, introducing technological
and managerial innovations increase to the Company’s demand
for young specialists with higher education. SUEK systematically
cooperates with universities that are training engineers in the
fields of mining, economics and mining industry management,
mechanical treatment of metals, and engineering technology.
The purpose of engaging universities is to select future employees at early stages and to support promising students, primarily
from among schoolchildren in the regions of the Company’s
operation.
SUEK has concluded cooperation agreements with the Moscow
State Mining University, Kuzbass State Technical University,
Institute of Mining, Geology and Geotechnology of the Siberian
Federal University, Irkutsk State Technical University, Chita State

In 2010, OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass training center was
established and launched: a license was granted,
training is conducted, and services for Kiselevsk
enterprises and agencies are expanded. A system
of distance learning is operating in the Center in
Kuzbass. In 2010, 166 people were trained within
Industrial Health and Safety program under the
system.

University, and the Mining Institute of the Far Eastern Federal
University.
In cooperating universities, the Company supports the creation
of up-to-date classrooms equipped with latest educational facilities. These classrooms have already been equipped in Kuzbass
State Technical University and Irkutsk State Technical University.
All educational institutions are provided with detailed information
about the Company displayed in their premises.
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Career management is an important component of the employees’ professional development. SUEK system of career development is based on such principles as:
• personal responsibility of each employee for own development;
• responsibility of the executives and HR management for creating an optimal environment for employees’ development and
training;
• promotion of internal candidates;
• making use of geographical mobility and staff rotation.
The principles for promoting employees to higher positions are
aligned with the Company’s strategy and values, and are transparent for employees.
In 2010, the Company adopted the HR Law containing detailed
“road maps” showing development opportunities for workers,
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engineers and specialists. The HR Law sets a framework for
individual career planning in the Company, building a system
of continuous professional development of the staff (technical,
managerial and economic), and formation of a pool of candidates.
In 2010, SUEK initiated a candidates pool creation program for
key positions in the Company (mine managers). The program
aims for higher stability of staffing at SUEK enterprises and succession at key positions.
In 2010, the program included formation of the pool, assessment of candidates’ managerial competencies and professional
skills, preparation of individual development plans for candidates to a number of positions, arranging internships for the
mine manager positions.

Main Stages of the
PROGRAM FOR CREATING A POOL
OF CANDIDATES for Key Positions

COMPILATION
OF A CANDIDATES
LIST

DEVELOPMENT
OF A COMPETENCE MODEL

2

ASSESSMENT OF
MANAGERIAL
COMPETENCIES
AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

3

PREPARATION OF
INDIVIDUAL
DEVELOPMENT
PLANS AND
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMS

4

ORGANIZING
TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT
EVENTS FOR
CANDIDATES

5

Cooperation with
Trade Unions
The Company’s cooperation with trade unions is based on the
principle of social partnership. A constructive dialogue with trade
unions contributes to developing a stable social environment for
the staff, ensures that employer’s and employees’ interests are
well-balanced, helps finding optimal resolutions for disputes, and
clearly specifies the rights and obligations of the parties.
The Company’s enterprises are covered by the Russian Independent Trade Union of Coal Industry Workers (Rosugleprof) and
the Independent Trade Union of Miners of Russia (NPG).

The percentage of trade union members employed in coal
mining and service companies amounted to 81.0% in 2009 and
78.8% in 2010. The Company cooperates with trade unions at
industrial, regional and enterprise levels.
As a permanent party to the Federal Industry Agreement on Coal
Industry of the Russian Federation, the Company took an active
part in development the provisions of the agreement reached for
the period of 2010–2012. The Company’s social obligations are
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SUEK and Trade Unions:
Cooperation Structure

SUEK
HEADQUARTERS

CENTRAL
BODIES
OF TRADE
UNIONS

BRANCHES
AND REGIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS

TERRITORIAL
BODIES
OF TRADE
UNIONS

ENTERPRISES

INDUSTRIAL
AND
FRAMEWORK
AGREEMENTS

PRIMARY
TRADE UNION
ORGANIZATIONS

TERRITORIAL
AGREEMENTS

COLLECTIVE
AGREEMENTS

Agreements
with trade unions,
collective agreements:
• regulate social, labor and associated economic
relations between employees and employers
• systematize employees’ social security
• fix the social package
• contribute to social stability at workplaces
• set out mechanisms for solving disputes
• establish the regime of social partnership between
the parties

Distribution of Funds
to Implement Collective
Agreements, 201018

9%

4,7%

6%

34%

12,1%

also set out in bilateral regional agreements with trade unions.
All mutual obligations of social partners are detailed in collective
agreements.
Based on the provisions of the Federal Industry Agreement on
Coal Industry of the Russian Federation for 2010–2012, with
account of all changes as of 2010, collective agreements are
signed. In 2009–2010, all social programs envisaged by collective agreements were implemented in full. The amount of
742,369,000 rubles was allocated for this purpose.

6,2%

8,6%

LONG SERVICE
AWARDS
REIMBURSEMENT OF THE
COAL VALUE TO EMPLOYEES
REIMBURSEMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION COSTS
LUMP SUM PAYMENTS
(BENEFITS,
ALLOWANCES)
UPON RETIREMENT
PAYMENT FOR TRIPS
OF EMPLOYEES AND
THEIR FAMILIES
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
TO EMPLOYEES

19,4%

ALL TYPES OF FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE AND OTHER
SOCIAL PAYMENTS
TO FORMER EMPLOYEES
VOLUNTARY INSURANCE
FOR EMPLOYEES,
INCLUDING VOLUNTARY
MEDICAL INSURANCE

	There are no significant changes in distribution of funds to implement collective agreements in 2010 compared to 2009.
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Corporate
Culture
Formation of unified corporate culture is seen as an important
factor of successful implementation of the Company’s strategy
and strengthening its socio-psychological climate favorable
for recruitment and personnel development. SUEK corporate
values, as well as standards and rules of business conduct, are
set out in the Code of Corporate Conduct for Employees. The
Code requires that the Company’s employees strictly observe
the law, work efficiently and conscientiously and maintain
ethical relationships with colleagues and management; also, it
indicates conflict resolution approaches. The Code compiles a
set of rules of business conduct for interaction with third parties:
partners, government agencies and institutions, public organizations, mass media.
An important objective of SUEK’s corporate culture is to
develop employees’ positive attitudes to innovation, labor and
production efficiency, and responsibility for common results.
The Company supports formation and development of labor
dynasties, attaching great importance to the continuity of generations and the strengthening of family labor traditions, and
developing employees’ respectful attitudes towards work and
pride for their professions.
In 2009, OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass developed and implemented
a pilot project on Diagnostics of the Company’s Corporate
Culture. The aims of this project were to identify the strengths
of the corporate culture and its problems/growth areas, to
develop a vision of the future model of corporate culture that
would be most favorable for achieving the Company’s busi-

The Company’s corporate culture
is formed and promoted
by the Ethics Committee having
the following objectives:
• Analyzing and monitoring SUEK’s corporate culture
• Developing strategies and methods to form corporate culture
of the Company

In June 2010, a seminar on Formation and Diagnostics of the Company’s Corporate Culture was held
in Leninsk-Kuznetsk for HR managers of SUEK
enterprises. During the seminar its participants
studied the methods of corporate culture diagnostics in detail. The Ideas Sharing Fair allowed heads
of social services of SUEK-Kuzbass to present their
solutions for HR management, social programs and
corporate events, activities of professional clubs
such as Miners and Tunnelers, and cooperation
with educational institutions with regard to targeted
training, work with young professionals, and pool of
candidates.

ness objectives, and to identify a set of initiatives to improve
its organizational efficiency. Following a discussion of project
results, the Company’s Management Committee decided
to extend the experience of SUEK-Kuzbass to all regions of
SUEK operation.

• Implementing projects aimed at changing and improving the
corporate culture
• Taking measures aimed at developing staff corporate loyalty
• Introducing the Code of Corporate Conduct for Employees
• Taking part in design and implementation of non-material
incentive programs
• Identifying development and operation areas for the corporate
personnel information system
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The use of corporate symbols
and development of positive traditions are important
tools for strengthening the
corporate culture. In 2009,
SUEK decided to resume
the tradition of wearing Miner
Uniforms that existed in the
mining industry of Russia
since the times of Peter I until
the end of the XX century.
The Company’s managers,
specialists and workers —
members of Miners and Tunnelers clubs of OJSC SUEKKuzbass, top managers of
SUEK headquarters and
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SUEK LLC SUEK-Khakassia — were the first to appear
in full dress. The new uniform
was positively received by
the Company’s employees as
a means to raise team spirit
and enhance the prestige of
the coal business.
Professional communities are
created in order to facilitate
the introduction of new
technologies, increase efficiency, share best practices
and organize production
competition between the
Company’s teams. Miners

In 2010, a study of SUEK corporate culture was conducted for
its enterprises in all regions. The project implied surveys with
7,140 respondents (4,643 workers and 2,497 engineers and
technicians), followed by focus-group discussions in all the
Company’s branches of significant topics identified. The study
reflected employee’s opinions on such key aspects of sustainable development of the Company as safety, working conditions, decision-making structure, communication, values,
remunerations, incentives and social security, and employees’
relationships. Top managers of the Company’s branches were
also interviewed in order to clarify their vision of underlying
causes of existing problems, the target state of the Company,
and SUEK corporate culture formation problems. The project
resulted in development of a number of tools and initiatives
aimed at improving the Company’s corporate culture.
Moral incentives for employees play an important role in
consolidating and promoting corporate values. The Company
holds annual industrial competitions; their winners — the best
employees and teams — are awarded valuable gifts and bonuses. Traditionally, results of such competitions are summed
up and announced on the occasion of the employees’ professional holiday, Miner’s Day. Competition results are published
in the SUEK corporate newspaper titled Events and People.
Competition results are announced in 16 nominations. In
public competitions, the winners in each category are those
enterprises, units (mines), internal units (sites, teams) or workers are those which demonstrated best performance in the
reporting period.
Particular attention is paid to supporting innovative and improvement solutions and offers. Therefore, in 2010 the list of
nominations in the competition was extended to include “The
Best Creative Team in Terms of Production Efficiency” and
“The Best Innovator”.
SUEK employees also participate in national and international
contests and competitions. In 2010, the Company’s team won
the international professional competition in coal mining skills,
which was held in China, and SUEK financial and economic

and Tunnelers clubs are
examples of such communities. Their operating program
includes meetings to share
experiences, training of foremen and key section officers,
field seminars in mines of
OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass and
other mining companies,
“High Output Day” and “High
Drivage Day” weekly industrial competitions.
Following the results of the
industrial competitions, the
best teams are awarded with
cups and prizes. Special
awards (cars) are granted to

the best miners of cleaning
and preparation plants. Over
the past two years, Ford Focus and Toyota Avensis cars
were awarded to more than
50 miners of the Company.

experts won a prize in the honorable nomination of “Best Finance Team of the Year” at the Russian CFO Summit by Adam
Smith Institute held in October 2010 in Moscow.
Efficiently and conscientiously working employees are gran
ted departmental and corporate awards. In 2009, corporate
and departmental awards were granted to 924 employees,
and in 2010, to more than 1,200 employees
of the Company. In 2010, the new types of corporate awards
were established — badges of “SUEK: Miner’s Valor” (I or II
class) and “SUEK: Coal Industry Veteran”, which express our
gratitude and respect for employees’ service and long-term
experience.

In September 2010, China held the first international professional competition in coal mining skills.
The competition was held by Shenhua, one of the
world’s largest mining companies. SUEK team
showed good results in these competitions, winning
4 gold, 5 silver and 7 bronze medals. The Company
team was second, outperformed only by the hosts.
The competition brought together 12 teams from
nine major coal producing countries. In the category
of “Underground Mining”, SUEK was represented
by SUEK-Kuzbass, in “Open Pit Mining”, by OJSC
Krasnoyarsk-SUEK. Thus ranking second among
the world’s top professionals, SUEK team convincingly demonstrated its operation at the level of most
advanced standards.
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Unified corporate culture requires unified information environment. Being a large company with well-developed regional
structure, SUEK finds development of internal corporate communications especially important. In order to keep the Company’s employees at all levels permanently and completely
informed, common information space — intranet portal — was
created, which features extensive resources that enable the
exchanging of professional and organizational information
between the regions, as well as obtaining information about
ongoing and new projects, internal documents of the Company, and detailed information on employees. The Company
also has a special hotline for prompt reporting of all violations
of norms the of corporate conduct in the Company.
The current system of internal communications facilitates
balanced managerial decision-making in the Company and
ensures its transparency, openness and regularity. This is also
supported using traditional communication channels such as
corporate media and the means of registration of industrial
premises. Meetings with management are held regularly.
At the working teams’ meetings, employees may receive
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answers to their questions from the Company management,
as well as from regional managers. Such meetings allow to
quickly solve all organizational issues regarding the provision
of personal protective equipment to workers, implementation
progress of collective agreements, as well as issues relating
to the wage system, recreation (rehabilitation) of employees,
and operation of health centers.

Targets for the Next
Reporting Period
Targets for the Next Reporting Period
INCENTIVES AND SOCIAL
SUPPORT FOR EMPLOYEES

➢Increased coverage of production units by the system of bonuses for employees at improved coal quality
indicators
➢Development of the Regulation on incentives for employees so that to reduce costs of the Company
➢Implementation of the Health program

IMPROVED HR MANAGEMENT

➢Automation of reporting in the field of HR management

PERSONNEL TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT

➢Working out of a corporate personnel development program:
• developing of managerial, professional and business skills of key employees
• developing of international business experience
• extending intra-industry knowledge
➢Creation of a pool of candidates for key positions in the Company (Mine Director): training and development
programs
➢Improving the competence assessment system for the Company’s top management
➢Creation of a pool of candidates for the position of Site Manager with further preparation of individual development plans

DEVELOPMENT OF CORPORATE CULTURE

➢Implementation of the next stage of Diagnostics of the Company’s Corporate Culture
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OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Mining companies are ranked as hazardous enterprises requiring special
measures in terms of compliance with occupational safety requirements.
In its operations, SUEK adheres to the following principle: “No economic,
technical or other considerations may be taken into account if they are
contrary to the interests of employees’ safety.” Compliance with international standards in the field of occupational health and safety is the key
priority of the Company.
Seeing steady reduction of production risks to a level consistent with international standards as its main goal, SUEK implements a comprehensive approach to solving problems related to health and safety of its employees.
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Key Facts and Figures
of 2009–2010
• Policies and Objectives in the Field of Industrial, Environmental and Occupational Health and Safety were developed and
implemented at OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass and OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk. Policies in the Field of Industrial and Occupational
Health and Safety for other regional industrial associations of
the Company are under development
• Regulations on Discipline for Employees of SUEK Group of
Companies Engaged in Open Pit and Underground Mining
Operations were developed and implemented
• A program for creating occupational safety culture at SUEK
enterprises was developed
• Committee for Industrial Safety of the SUEK Management
Board was established
• Over four billion rubles were allocated for occupational health
and safety activities in 2009–2010
• In accordance with the Technical Policy of the Company, a
set of measures was implemented to upgrade ventilation and
degassing systems, and reduce dustiness of mine workings at
all coal mines

• Grunch automated dispatch system was commissioned at
Kotinskaya mine
• Compliance with occupational health and safety was included
into the list of key performance indicators (KPI) for managers of
the Company
• The new module of “Safety. Injuries” was introduced into the
corporate automated information system
• 17 workshops and training sessions were held to reduce risks
of accidents and injuries in the workplace in cooperation with
the leading expert center in the field of open pit mining, STC
NIIOGR (Chelyabinsk). Seminars attended by employees at
all levels from workers to technical directors were held in all
regions of the Company’s operation
• Management systems for Occupational Safety and Health
were implemented at OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass (ANFOR certified
in 2009) and OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk (ANFOR certified in
2011) in accordance with the international standard OHSAS
18001:2007/2008

Priorities,
Policies, Management
Successful implementation of SUEK strategy is inextricably
entwined with the improvements in occupational health and
safety. Top priority SUEK activities focused on reducing production risks to reach the world’s best indicators include the
following:
➢• ➢continuous improvement of mechanisms and methods to
ensure occupational safety
➢• ➢systematic training and development of specialists with
regard to occupational safety, training on safe operation
methods and techniques, strengthening production discipline
➢• ➢complex solutions for the problems of aerological safety
• ➢installation of new equipment at the enterprises, application
of advanced technologies and means of safety improvement,
introduction of up-to-date control systems and devices
• ➢introduction of a unified occupational safety information
system.
SUEK consistently implements requirements of federal laws
and regulations of the Russian Federation on occupational

safety, as well as those of federal, sectoral and regional target
programs to improve working conditions and ensure occupational safety. The Company promotes state supervision
activities and monitoring of occupational safety requirements
enforcement, as well as public control in this area.
The Company takes active measures to improve management
efficiency in the field of occupational health and safety (OHS),
building a single effective safety system in the chain of “resources — equipment — people”, involving key personnel in operations to raise efficiency and safety. The system of incentives for
all key managers of SUEK, including members of the Management Board, contains the comprehensive indicator of injury frequency rates (LTIFR)19. The Company uses advanced electronic
information systems. In 2010, new “Safety. Injuries” module was

	LTIFR (Lost Time Injury Frequency Rates) — frequency of industrial
accidents involving temporary disability of employees.

19
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introduced into the corporate automated information system,
which ensures prompt notification of accidents, accident analysis and improved quality of preventive measures developed.
Occupational health and safety are constantly monitored by
SUEK Board of Directors. Throughout 2009–2010, the Board of
Directors addressed such issues as enforcement of legislation
on occupational safety at the Company’s enterprises, creation of occupational safety culture and better management of
production safety at SUEK enterprises, and state of the control
system in the field of occupational health and safety.
SUEK Occupational Safety Management System covers all
businesses of the Company. The key element of this system is
its service for production control, industrial safety, occupational
safety, and environmental protection. Such services are introduced at the head office of OJSC SUEK, in its regional industrial associations and at industrial enterprises of the Company.
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Distribution
of Powers
in Occupational
Health and Safety
Management

HEAD OFFICE
PRODUCTION UNIT. SERVICE
FOR PRODUCTION CONTROL,
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY,
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
SERVICE FOR AEROLOGICAL
SAFETY IN UNDERGROUND
MINING

Key Principles of the Policy
in the Field of Industrial
and Occupational Health
and Safety:

STRATEGIC
PLANNING
IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY. CORPORATE
POLICIES AND REGULATORY
DOCUMENTS AIMED AT
REDUCING RISKS TO
EMPLOYEES' HEALTH AND
SAFETY. IMPROVED
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN
THE FIELD OF OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY.

MANAGEMENT
OF OPERATIONS

Priority of occupational safety when solving industrial problems
Involvement. Each employee, from a worker to the
CEO, is responsible for ensuring safe working conditions and occupational safety
Systematic approach to occupational safety
management. All measures to ensure safe working
conditions are planned based on risk assessment.
Production and management processes are based
on best practices and requirements of OHSAS 18001
international standards

OPERATIONS
IN THE FIELD OF
OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND
SAFETY
REGIONAL PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATIONS
SERVICES FOR
PRODUCTION CONTROL,
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY,
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

Prevention of possible adverse effects. Monitoring
and analysis of compliance in the field of occupational health and safety are implemented for the
purposes of prevention
Professionalism, competence and responsibility.
Staff training and development are performed in order to raise awareness, consciousness, and personal
responsibility for complying with occupational health
and safety requirements
Continuous improvement. Systematic progress
analyses are held to identify causes of noncomp
liance and prevent them. New technologies and
methods in the field of occupational health and
safety are monitored and analyzed, the best ones
are introduced by the Company

ENTERPRISES AND
PRODUCTION UNITS
SERVICES FOR
PRODUCTION CONTROL,
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY,
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

In 2011, integrated vertical safety management system was
established throughout all SUEK enterprises.
Strategic planning and coordination of operations aimed at ensuring the required level of occupational health and safety are implemented by the Committee for Industrial Safety of the Management
Board of OJSC SUEK.
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the Company’s operations in the field of occupational safety and
health are regulated by the legislation of the Russian Federation
and a set of internal regulatory documents. In 2010, this set of
documents was supplemented by the Regulations on Discipline
for Employees of SUEK Group of Companies Engaged in Open Pit
and Underground Mining Operations, typical provisions On Token
System for Employees of OJSC SUEK Underground Coal Mining
Companies and On Coupon System for Employees of OJSC SUEK
Open Pit Coal Mining Companies.
Operations in the field of occupational health and safety are
conducted in accordance with Comprehensive Plans for Occupational Health and Safety, Industrial and Environmental Safety,
developed annually at each enterprise.
In 2009–2010, almost 4,090,900,000 rubles were allocated for
the implementation of the planned occupational health and
safety programs. Over 50% of these funds were used for technical improvements — upgrades of ventilation and degassing sys-

The Regulations on Discipline for Employees of
SUEK Group of Companies
Engaged in Open Pit and
Underground Mining Operations are designed to protect
the rights of the employees

for occupational health and
safety as well as public
security, to specify organizational and legal measures
aimed at increasing accountability of managers in the
coal industry for violations

tems of mines, measures to eliminate dust and identify possible
explosive locations in mines, open pits and concentrators, and
measures to ensure fire safety, prevent landslides and collapses,
reduce harmful impact of hazardous factors (noise, vibration,
dust, poor lighting, etc.). Significant funds were also allocated to
ensure performance of mine rescue brigades and other rescue
units, improvement of sanitary conditions of workplaces, staff
training and development in the field of OHS, acquisition of facilities, monitoring devices and personal protection equipment.

of occupational health and
safety requirements, and to
set out specific occupational
health and safety compliance terms applied to the
Company’s employees in
mining operations, and rules

for ensuring safe working
conditions in mines and open
pits of the Company, as well
as to specify disciplinary actions applied for violations of
such rules.

Allocation of Funds for OHS ACTIVITES
in the Regions of SUEK Operation
(million rubles)
VLADIVOSTOK

109,585

81,587

2009

223,414

LENINSK-KUZNETSKY

VLADIVOSTOK

KRASNOYARSK

2010

KRASNOYARSK

323,353

LENINSK-KUZNETSKY

1,376,251

CHERNOGORSK

81,072

1,185,431

KHABAROVSK

173,301

KHABAROVSK

414,522

CHERNOGORSK

122,345
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Ensuring
Emergency
Tolerance
The Company has developed a set of measures to improve the
emergency tolerance of its coal mines. These measures include
improving the quality of technical engineering solutions as the
basis for trouble-free operation of coal mining and processing
plants, industrial and technological processes, incentives and
increased staff responsibility.
All SUEK coal mining and processing enterprises are provided
with mandatory rescue services by the FSUE VGSCh (Federal
State Unitary Enterprise for mine rescue brigades). In addition,
the enterprises set up auxiliary mine rescue brigades (MRB).
Such rescue brigades consist of volunteering skilled miners of
leading specializations, and engineers that are eligible in terms
of health and have been specially trained under the supervision
of FSUE VGSCh.
Synchronized actions of all services in the event of accidents are
ensured using Emergency Response Plans. All such plans are
coordinated with professional rescue brigades. The plans are

primarily aimed at rescuing people, identifying accidents at early
stages and preventing their development, as well as elimination
of their consequences. Implementation of Emergency Response
Plans at the Company’s Enterprises implies mandatory training
and briefing of the staff.
In 2009–2010, SUEK had two accidents and 42 incidents20 that
did not result in any injury to personnel.
Examinations of the Company’s operations in the field of civil
defense, prevention and response to emergency situations
conducted in 2009–2010 confirmed the proper level of emergency tolerance management ensured.

Ensuring
Aerological
Safety
When operating in coal mines, clusters of potentially explosive
methane and dust may form in working areas. This poses a
threat to life and health of workers and increases the probability
of accidents. Effective air safety management at the enterprises
is one of the Company’s priorities, as it allows minimization of
health risks to staff at increasing depth of mining operations, and
growing gas content in coal seams mined.
Maintaining proper air safety level at SUEK enterprises is
achieved by supplying the necessary amount of air and its
rational distribution in the mine, effective gas emission management, surface drainage of methane and efficient operation of the
degassing system.

20

 egistered with Rostekhnadzor, in accordance with the Guidelines for
R
Classification of Accidents and Incidents at Hazardous Production
Facilities of Coal Industry, RD 05-392-00. According to this classification, an incident refers to failures or damage to the technical devices
used at hazardous production facilities, deviations from the process.

Aerological safety in the Company is ensured using
the latest computer technology. All SUEK mines are
equipped with computer programs for “Ventilation”,
“Water Supply” and “Calculating Parameters of Air
Shock Waves.” They are used in developing mea
sures to prevent accidents, contain and eliminate
their effects on industrial sites, as well as to rescue
and evacuate people. The programs also enable
simulating situations of accidents and incidents, and
training and testing personnel skills in response to
emergency situations. Introduction of Multi-functional
systems, such as Micon, DAVIS DERVY and Grunch
SBGPS, ensure automatic aerogas control, management of fire protection facilities and monitoring of
personnel relocation in the mine.
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SUEK gives impetus
to social and economic
development, as well as
improves the quality
of life in the regions
where the company’s
plants operate
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All mines are regularly monitored as to their dustiness; targeted
measures are taken to reduce the content of airborne and depo
sited dust, using up-to-date dust removal and control facilities.
In 2009–2010, dust removal facilities were purchased and introduced on tunneling machines at 7th of November Mine, Kirov

Reduction of Dust Content
in Development Faces at Kirov Mine
(mg/m3)
500
385

400
300
200
100

75
Coal
(without d/r)

5
Coal
(with d/r)

85

In 2010, Grunch SBGPS automated dispatching
system was put into operation at Kotinskaya mine,
based on the Internet technology, wireless Wi-Fi
technology and standard telephone connection.
Grunch is the world’s first underground navigation
system that continuously indicates coordinates of
a person deep underground. The system provides
communication with each miner, ensuring that the
miner is notified and aware of each signal. Grunch
monitors every miner and surrounding conditions; it
can lead people out from a danger zone, choosing
the optimal path and providing voice commands.
The system allows rescuers to precisely identify the
victim’s location and controls both the state of the
victim and that of the rescuers. In 2010, Grunch
SBGPS search and alert system for people in an
accident was further upgraded at the mines of Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 1, Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 2
and Mine No. 7

Rock
Rock
(without d/r) (with d/r)

Mine, Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 2. Application of suction and
discharge airing systems in development faces reduces dust
content at the workplace 4.5–12.7 times. The results of dust
content measurements by the example of dust removal (d/r)
using 30MV BUSYRUS machine at Kirov Mine are given above.
Dust removal systems for tunneling machines are currently
installed in Kotinskaya and Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 2 Mines.
Implementation of dust control systems and facilities at SUEK
mines reduced the frequency of diseases caused by working

in contact with dust (dust bronchitis and pneumoconiosis with
its most severe form of silicosis): in 2008, the share of respiratory diseases was 12%; in 2009–2010, 8% (5 of 62 diseases),
given that, on average, according to the Institute for Occupational safety in Coal Industry VostNII, occupational respiratory
diseases caused by prolonged contact with dust amount to
36–38% of the total number of occupational diseases.

Risk Management
for Occupational
Injuries
Risks of occupational injuries are among coal industry-specific
risks. SUEK tends to consistently reduce these risks. The
Company works to create a safe working environment in the
workplace by introducing new equipment and advanced mining
technology, increasing mechanization and automation of production processes, improving the quality of management and
developing occupational safety culture.
The Company carefully analyzes each accident, identifies its
causes, and develops measures to prevent them and reduce
their probability. Implementation of an automated information
system (“Security. Injuries” module) ensures high transparency
and timeliness of information, high analysis quality and development of preventive measures.

SUEK’s important achievement in the field of industrial safety is
the reduction in severity of occupational injuries. In 2008–2009,
the reduction rate amounted to 34%21. Injury Frequency Rates in
SUEK are significantly lower than average for the Russian coal
industry. Moreover, the Company sees opportunities for their further reduction. Analysis of the causes of accidents in 2009–2010
shows that sustainable improvement in occupational safety and
reduction of injury risks are hindered, primarily, by organizational
safety factors that are well ahead of equipment-related problems. Further efficiency and safety may be reached in the field of
work organization and observance of labor discipline.
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Occupational Injuries Indicators,
2009–2010
Dynamics of Injuries at Underground Mines
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Dynamics of Injuries at Open-Pit Mines
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Regional Distribution of Occupational Injuries Indicators,
2009–2010
Region
Krasnoyarsk
Republic of Khakassia
Kuzbass
Primorye
Khabarovsk Territory
Daltransugol
Head Office
SUEK, Total

2009

2010

Total

Light

Severe

Fatal

Total

Light

Severe

Fatal

8

4

8
79
10
14
1
1
121

8
66
9
12
1
1
101

3

1

11

6

2

3

0
9
1
2
0
0
15

0
4
0
0
0
0
5

8
85
13
14
4
0
135

7
71
12
13
2
0
111

1
11
1
1
0
0
16

0
3
0
0
2
0
8

	Severety Rate Kt (number of disability days per one person injured) in 2008 amounted to 84.4, in 2009, to 73.2, in 2010, to 55.7.
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Dynamics of Injury Frequency Rates in SUEK as Compared
to Avergae Rates for the Coal Industry FOR Russia,
2003–2010
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Health
and Prevention
of Occupational
Diseases
A significant number of workplaces in mining companies are
characterized by hazardous production environments, severe and intense labor. Combined adverse effects of working conditions in some cases trigger risks of occupational
diseases among employees. In order to estimate parameters
of hazardous factors and develop measures to reduce their
impact on employees, specialized agencies conduct periodic
assessments of actual labor conditions at workplaces (assessment of workplaces). The Company conducts annual medical
examinations of all coal mine employees to identify and prevent
occupational diseases.
With a view to protect personnel from negative effects of the
production environment, measures are taken to reduce dust
loads in underground work: changes are made in production
technology, new equipment is installed and used such as dust
removal facilities in development faces and dust collection
systems at reloading points of rock mined. Dust collection
installations are introduced in development faces in LeninskKuznetsk and Kiselevsk (Kemerovo Region). The Company applies advanced personal protection equipment; its employees
are provided with special clothes and footwear. Prevention and
timely diagnostics also produce a significant impact on reduc-

ing the number of accidents. SUEK employees are subjected
to regular medical examinations designed to timely identify
initial symptoms of occupational diseases and transfer employees to less hazardous operations.
Depending on working conditions in the workplace as well as
harmful and hazardous factors, personnel have the following
benefits:
• Short working week (shift)
• Additional leave for employees working in hazardous working
conditions
• Therapeutic and preventive nutrition.
Among rehabilitation activities, workers are provided with trips
to recreation and health centers.
The Company has developed and implements the Health
program aimed at reducing the frequency of occupational
diseasesю.22

Safety
Culture
Involvement of all employees in industrial safety activities is a key
factor to ensure their top efficiency. The Company’s industrial
safety culture is based on awareness and discipline. Discipline
and responsibility of workers are addressed by the Regulations on Discipline for Employees of SUEK Group of Companies
Engaged in Open Pit and Underground Mining Operations. The
Regulations adopted in 2010 are entirely consistent with the
Labor Code of the Russian Federation and imply serious sanctions (up to dismissal) for severe violations. SUEK has an OHS
training system covering all employees and promotes the principles of labor safety and efficiency. Once in every three years
all engineering and technical workers are subjected to target

pre-certification training and certification on safe mining operations. All enterprises provide mandatory induction training upon
employment. Further, at least once in six months, all employees
are re-instructed in the workplace. In the event of any changes
(new legislation, changes in manufacturing processes), unscheduled staff briefings are conducted.
In order to check the level of knowledge in the field of industrial
safety, the Kemerovo Regional Institute of Advanced Studies in
cooperation with specialists of OJSC SUEK in Leninsk-Kuznetsk
developed and implemented a computer program meant to assess staff knowledge of safety rules. The program of facilitating
operational control will be used at all enterprises.

	For more details of the program, see the chapter “Social Performance: Company’s Human Capital”.
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SUEK enterprises have Occupational Safety Commissions that include, representatives of trade
unions and administration. Such Commissions coordinate employer-employee interactions and ensure
compliance with occupational safety requirements,
prevent occupational injuries and diseases, and examine working conditions and occupational safety
in the workplace with the mandatory informing of
employees about the results.
Commissions participate in the development of
safety-related sections of collective agreements.
These sections specify employer’s obligations to
ensure safe and healthy working conditions, and
measures to monitor and control occupational
safety and health. Employees working in hazardous
conditions are provided with compensations supplied milk and detergents. It is particularly specified
that all employees shall undergo regular medical
examinations. “Personal Protective Equipment,
Tools” section sets out rules for distributing personal
protective equipment among employees. “Insurance” section envisages compulsory insurance of
workers against occupational accidents and occupational diseases.

Managing personnel of the Company obtains knowledge on production safety management using upto-date training methods: with the use of computer
technology and at seminars involving representatives of foreign companies and research institutes.
Training programs are implemented in such areas
as OHS audits, risk identification, assessment and
analysis, and professional investigation of accidents
and incidents (emergencies) for their further prevention.
Achievement of SUEK strategic objectives largely depends on provision of the latest technical knowledge
to its employees and professionals. This was the
reason behind the launch of the publishing project
titled “Library of a Mining Engineer.” The project
envisages the issue of dozens of fundamental works
covering the latest knowledge required for up-to-date
management of mining operations. Coverage of
occupational and environmental safety issues is an
important part of the project.
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In addition to compulsory training and certification of employees under the legislation of the Russian Federation, the
Company conducts additional training on the basis of proprietary training centers and plants as well as in cooperation with
industrial training institutes.
The Company holds concluding annual regional conferences
on occupational health and safety as well as environmental
protection. They are attended by both enterprise managers and
representatives of regulatory and supervisory authorities, scientific and educational institutions, manufacturers of personal
protective equipment. These conferences include summing up
OHS results for the year and sharing experience in addressing the most topical problems. Participants may also gain
knowledge on advanced working techniques and methods
of regional production control, occupational health and safety
services.
The occupational safety culture requires effective cooperation
of all services and departments of the Company. Improvement
of teamwork skills is one of the ideas behind corporate seminars and training to reduce risks of accidents and injuries in
the workplace. Participants of the training sessions attended by
employees of all levels — from workers to technical directors —
are divided into groups which should offer their own solutions
to one of the most topical problems in the field of occupational
safety. For example, a seminar on Business Security required
that participants offer their ways of improving economic efficiency of implementation of safety rules. Solutions for increasing efficiency and safety of operations offered at the seminar
were presented to the Company’s management for further
development and implementation. In 2009–2010, such seminars were conducted by SUEK in all regions of the Company
operation supported by the leading center of expertise in the
field of open pit mining, NTC NIIOGR (Chelyabinsk).
Active and responsible attitude of each employee of the Company to his own safety and that of the colleagues is a necessary condition for sustained improvements in workplace safety.
The Company promptly responds to all cases of violations of
safety rules and organizational problems that could bring about
risks to human health and safety. Employees may report all
irregularities identified using a special hotline; every such report
shall be checked, and necessary measures immediately taken.
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SUEK seeks to build
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY CULTURE
with the following
key features:

• ➢occupational health and safety is an internal requirement for personnel
➢• ➢all requirements that ensure acceptable level of safety form an internal
standard of the company, enterprise, site team
➢• ➢all requirements ensuring acceptable level of safety are fulfilled
➢• ➢failure to meet these requirements is an extraordinary event
which is carefully analyzed

Targets for the Next
Reporting Period
Targets for the Next Reporting Period
IMPROVING MANAGEMENT
IN OCCIPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY

➢Introduction of best foreign practices in occupational safety and health management
Further introduction and implementation of management systems in occupational safety
and health in accordance with the international standard of OHSAS 18001:2007/2008
at Company’s enterprises

ENSURING EMERGENCY
TOLERANCE AND
AEROLOGICAL SAFETY

➢Implementing the program for reconstruction and upgrade of mine ventilation systems.
➢Application of degassing facilities in developing gas-bearing coal seams
Installation of suction ventilation systems in development faces of all the Company’s mines.
Introduction of dust collection (dust removal) systems at the Company’s mines
Improving the quality of rock dusting of mine workings through the use of mechanical devices.
Introduction of multi-functional safety systems
Improving the training quality of auxiliary rescue brigades of mines and part-time rescue units of enterprises

RISK MANAGEMENT WITH REGARD
TO OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES,
REDUCTION OF OCCUPATIONAL
DISEASES RATE

➢Introduction of an assessment system for occupational risks based on certification of workplaces on working
conditions
Reducing the frequency of occupational respiratory diseases by reducing air dust content in the workplace using
dust collection (dust removal) systems

IMPROVING INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY CULTURE

➢Application of advanced imaging technology (computer technology, 3D-graphics, video stands, etc.) in promoting
safe work practices
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE:
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY
Environmental responsibility and caring sustainable use
of natural resources are key principles of SUEK.
Corporate Environmental Policy requires the Company’s enterprises
and each employee to improve ecological safety of their operation.
SUEK consistently adheres to the requirements of regulations,
takes a wide range of measures to reduce negative impacts
on the environment, reduces harmful emissions, ensures
wastewater management and treatment, waste distribution and
disposal, and land reclamation. With a view to reach a leading position in environmental management in the industry, the
Company introduces environmental management systems
based on best international practices.
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Key Facts
and Figures
2009–2010

• In 2010, SUEK Board of Directors approved the key areas of
its environmental strategy and basic principles of its environmental policy. Predictive analysis of the costs of implementing the proposed strategy was conducted.
• A pilot project for certification of the Company’s enterprises
for compliance with international standard ISO 14001:2004
was implemented. The first stage of environmental management system certification was completed at OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass in 2009. In 2010, confirming audits were carried out and
a certificate was received. Since 2010, certification plans for
all SUEK mines and open pits have been implemented.
• A set of measures was implemented to reduce negative
impacts on the environment. In 2009–2010, 475.37 million
rubles were allocated for environmental protection activities.
• EIA procedures (assessment of environmental impacts of proposed and other activities as well as related social, economic

and other effects) were conducted for several environmentally relevant projects.
• The Company regularly conducts energy audits of all subsidiaries. Programs of measures are taken to regulate power
consumption and to compensate reactive power causing
energy losses.
• In 2009, OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass Regional Industrial Association
was awarded by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection with a diploma of the “Best Environmental Project of the Year” for the project for disposal of waste
degassing methane from coal mines of SUEK enterprises.

Priorities,
Policies,
Management
Reduction of negative impacts on the environment is one of the
strategic priorities of SUEK. The Company strives to maintain
healthy environment for future generations. In managing the environmental aspects of production, SUEK bases on the precautionary principle reflected in a number of international conventions23. The Company carefully evaluates potential environmental
risks of proposed economic activities seeking to avoid serious or
irreversible environmental violations, wherever practicable.
Its Environmental Strategy aims to ensure the Company’s leading positions in the industry in terms of environmental management and compliance with environmental safety standards
worldwide. The strategy envisages a phased reduction of negative impacts on the environment, more efficient use of natural
resources in production and application of best available
environmental management practices and technologies. Much
importance is attached to independent examinations of environmentally relevant decisions and transparency of the environmental policy. Environmental safety matters are monitored by the

23

top management bodies of the Company. In 2010, the Board of
Directors of SUEK approved a new version of the corporate Environmental Policy and key areas of its environmental strategy.
The Company maintains a dialogue with state environmental
agencies and the public, creates conditions for participation
of the public and local authorities in preparation, discussion,
adoption and implementation of environmentally relevant decisions.
Environmental management of SUEK industrial activities is
governed by the laws of the Russian Federation and the Environmental Policy of the Company reflecting its priorities and
principles of a responsible nature user.
Environmental Risk Management in the Company is integrated
into its overall risk management system. Environmental issues
are addressed not only as expenditures, but also as one of the
improvement areas of business performance. Reductions of
coal losses in its production and processing, ensuring energy
and resource savings at all stages of production, and waste

	The precautionary principle suggests that precautionary measures for activities that may pose a threat to human health
or the environment should be taken even when certain cause-effect relationship may not be fully established.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE

management affect both environmental and economic performance of the Company.
One of the key mechanisms behind the Company’s Environmental Policy implies implementing and maintaining an effective environmental management system. SUEK is continuing
the introduction of an environmental management system in
accordance with ISO 14001:2004 international standard.

Distribution
of Powers in the Field of
Environmental Management

HEAD OFFICE
PRODUCTION UNIT,
GEOECOLOGY
ADMINISTRATION

STRATEGIC PLANNING

IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AND RATIONAL USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES. GENERAL
CORPORATE POLICIES AND
STANDARDS AIMED AT REDUCING
ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS.
IMPROVEMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

MANAGEMENT
OF OPERATIONS

IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT AND SAFETY

OPERATIONS
REGIONAL PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATIONS (RPA)
ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES OF RPA
ENTERPRISES
AND PRODUCTION
UNITS
ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIALISTS
AT ENTERPRISES

IN THE FIELD
OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SAFETY IN THE COAL
INDUSTRY

Under this program, a pilot project on certification of the Company’s compliance with the requirements of the standard was
carried out. The first stage of certification of the environmental
management system was conducted at OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass
in 2009; in 2010, confirming audits were carried out, and the
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SUEK’s Environmental
Policy implies a set
of commitments undertaken
by the Company in the field
of environmental protection
and natural resource
management:
• carry out basic and auxiliary production processes in accordance with the requirements of
environmental legislation focusing on international
law and best practices of other companies
• ensure reduction of negative environmental
impacts, measures to preserve biodiversity and
compensations for damage to the environment
• rationally use all natural resources transferred to
the Company with account of the basic principles
of environmental protection
• seek to ensure energy and resource saving at all
stages of production
• improve the system of environmental management in the Company
• make management and investment decisions
based on environmental priorities, economic and
social factors
• take into account the priority of industrial and
environmental safety in production
• seek to prioritize the use of best available technology and preventive action to ensure environmentally sound production (including feasibility
studies)
• minimize and, where possible, prevent negative
impacts on health and safety of the local population from production
• plan production outputs in the regions of the
Company’s operation in accordance with their
environmental characteristics
• take account of the rights of indigenous peoples
for maintaining their traditional way of life and
preservation of native habitats. Mitigate and,
where possible, prevent adverse impacts on
cultural heritage in its operations
• provide the required environmental education for
employees of the Company
• raise awareness of staff, public and stakeholders
of the Company’s environmental performance
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Environmental Risk Management in SUEKs Industrial Activities
Environmental
risks of industrial
activity

Ways to minimize risks

Ways to increase
economic efficiency
associated with
the minimization
of environmental risks

Air pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions

Cutting emissions of dust and gaseous pollutants in the
industrial processes of extraction, enrichment, storage and
transportation of coal and rock as well as power supplies
and auxiliary operations
Application of advanced technologies to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions with account of best international practices
Project development for buffer zones

CMM disposal and attracting carbon funding

Discharge of polluted waste
water, depletion
and pollution of
groundwater

Integrated use of mine and quarry waters, of circulating
water and wastewater systems, and reducing pollution of
wastewater discharged into water bodies in the operation of
coal mines

Lower costs at comprehensive utilization of mine and
quarry waters

Withdrawal of land
occupied by overburden
from economic circulation

Reducing the amount of wastes produced by main and
auxiliary facilities and engineering infrastructure, maximum
use of these wastes, and their environmentally friendly
accommodation
Remediation of lands disturbed by mining activities in
accordance with license conditions
Applying advanced technology to store overburden and surrounding rocks in dumps that are suitable for further effective
bioremediation, the using scientific and technical conservation methods to restore fertility of disturbed soils
Carrying out activities for biodiversity conservation

Maximum use of wastes
Reducing the costs of remediation and waste management
Rational use of co-extracted minerals such as raw
materials, fuel, and construction and other materials

Environmental impact
of the Company's products
when used by consumers

Development of technologies for coal processing and
preparation in order to obtain high-quality fuels with improved
environmental characteristics

Increasing the share of high margin products

Environmental
consequences of accidents

Ensuring endogenous fire safety 24 in mining operations, coal
storage sites, and places of location and accumulation of
production and consumption wastes
Adequate and timely response in case of emergencies

24

Endogenous fire — a fire caused by spontaneous combustion of coal, waste dumps.

corresponding certificate was received. Since 2010, a plan
for certification of all SUEK mines and open pits has been in
progress. In September 2010, the first stage of certification was
launched at OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk25.
The Company is constantly monitoring environmental impacts
of its operation. Production outputs in the regions of operations
are planned with regard to their environmental characteristics.
Environmental implications of all management and investment
decisions are taken into account. In the cases determined by
the current legislation, the Company’s enterprises apply the EIA
procedure (assessment of environmental impacts of proposed
and other activities and related social, economic and other effects)26. This procedure involves participation of the Company’s
representatives, experts and the public. Thus in 2010 projects

such as building sewage treatment facilities at Krasnoyarskaya
Mine (OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass), expanding the area under outer
dumps of Zarechny Open Pit Mine (OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass),
completion of Baykaimsky reservoir stock, 7th of November
Mine (OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass — a supplement to the coal reserves mining draft) and other projects were reviewed with the
participation of the public.
Informing the public about the project and the opportunities
to participate in the environmental impact assessment (EIA)
procedure is carried out in accordance with the Regulations on
Environmental Impact Assessment of Planned Economic and
Other Activities in the Russian Federation27. Public participation
in the preparation and discussion of EIA materials is ensured by
the Company as an integral part of the Environmental Impact

	In 2011, the project was successfully completed, international audit was held and the corresponding certificate of compliance with international
standard was received.
26
Federal Law of November 23, 1995, No.174-FZ On Ecological Expertise.
27
	Approved by Order of the Russian State Committee for Environmental Protection (State Ecological Committee of Russia) of May 16, 2000, No. 372.
25
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Assessment and is organized by local governments or relevant
government authorities with the customer assistance and in accordance with Russian law.
Professional skills of environmental protection specialists are
an important factor successfully address the problems in this

The public and other participants of the process of
environmental impact assessment are informed at the
stage of notification, preliminary assessment and preparation of technical specifications for EIA. Information
is placed in official publications of executive federal
authorities (for assessment of facilities at the federal
level), in official publications of executive authorities of
the Russian Federation and those local governments
on whose, of territory the project under environmental
assessment is planned to be implemented, as well as
those which may be affected by the planned economic
and other activities. Publications contain information
regarding to the content, purpose and location of the
activity planned, name and address of the customer or
its representative, approximate dates of the environmental impact assessment, the authority responsible
for organizing the public discussion, the form of
discussion proposed (poll, hearings, referendum, etc.)
as well as the form for comments and suggestions.
The dates and location of terms of reference for the
environmental impact assessment are also stated.
Additional notification of participants of the environmental impact assessment process may be carried out
through various channels: radio, television, periodicals,
Internet, etc.

field28. The Company holds regular events for employees’ professional development.
Corporate professional development seminars attended by
environmental specialists of SUEK enterprises are held once
in every three years in Moscow and involve the awarding of
state certificates. Training and professional development of
specialists are also conducted on the level of regional industry
associations. In 2009–2010, the main professional development areas for specialists of regional production associations
(RPA) included environmental safety of operations in the field
of waste management and environmental protection measures
to be taken by top managers, and specialists of environmental
services and environmental management systems.
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Several times a year the Company specialists
participate in workshops, meetings and other events
aimed at professional development and exchange
of experience. For example, in 2009–2010, SUEK
environmental specialists participated in the seminar
on Advanced Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Technologies, which was held at ECWATECH Water:
Ecology and Technology International Exhibition and
Conference, in the annual seminar for environmental
corporate specialists on Problems and Application of Environmental Legislatio in St. Petersburg,
and other thematic workshops. Current issues and
strategic objectives of the Company in the field of
environmental protection are discussed at meetings
titled State of Occupational Health and Safety and
Environmental Protection, held annually by SUEK
in different regions of the Company’s operation
with the obligatory participation of its environmental
specialists.
SUEK enterprises actively participate in national
and international environmental initiatives. OJSC
SUEK-Kuzbass is a party to National Carbon
Agreement non-profit partnership established in
July of 2003, supported by the Economic Department of the Presidential Administration of the
Russian Federation, and aimed to form Russian
national carbon market. In 2011, OJSC SUEKKuzbass takes part in the International Year of
Forests Program. Environmental specialists of
Primorskugol took part in Nature without Borders
International Environmental Forums and Primorskie
Zori environmental readings.
Achievements of SUEK enterprises and specialists
in of environmental protection have received public
recognition. Thus in 2009, Regional Production
Association OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was awarded by
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection with a diploma of the Best Environmental
Project of the Year for the project of waste degassing methane removal from coal mines at SUEK
enterprises.
In 2010, three specialists of LLC SUEK-Khakassia
were awarded honorary diplomas and II class medals of the Council of State Duma of the RF Federal
Assembly State Duma Council “For Green Production”.

	In accordance with the requirements of Art. 73 of the Federal Law No. 7-FZ “On Environmental Protection”, decision-makers with regard to activities which
produce or may produce a negative impact on the environment shall be trained in the field of environmental protection and ecological safety.

28
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Environmental
responsibility
and sustainable use
of natural resources
are key principles
of SUEK performance
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Reducing
Adverse
Environmental
Impacts
Mining operations that imply significant industrial impacts on
the environment include relocation of rocks, changing the
states of surface and groundwater, atmospheric impacts.
The key objectives of SUEK environmental activities aimed at
gradual reduction of the adverse impacts of industrial operations on the environment include the following:

➢• ➢Performing cutting pollutant emissions into the atmosphere;
➢• wastewater management and treatment
➢• Using industrial waste more efficiantly, ensuring provision of
waste disposal sites
➢• Performing recovery (reclamation) of disturbed land
➢• Ensuring rational use of energy
In 2009–2010, 475.37 million rubles were allocated for
environmental activities.

Capital investments in environmental
protection are carried out as part
of the Company’s investment program
Its investment projects under the Investment Program
in the field of environmental protection in 2009–2010
included the following:

2009

INSTALLATION OF THE SECOND STAGE
OF THE DUST AND GAS REMOVAL
SYSTEM AT THE CENTRAL BOILER OF
KIROV MINE
CONSTRUCTION OF A STORM WATER
DISPOSAL SYSTEM AT
TALDINSKAYA-ZAPADNAYA 1 MINE
RECONSTRUCTION OF PUMPING AND
FILTRATION FACILITIES OF THE WATER
TREATMENT PLANT AT 7TH OF
NOVEMBER MINE
CONSTRUCTION OF TREATMENT
PLANTS AT KRASNOYARSKAYA MINE
(DESIGN DEVELOPMENT)

2010

RECONSTRUCTION OF TREATMENT
PLANTS AT CHERNOGORSKY OPEN-PIT
MINE (DESIGN DEVELOPMENT)
CONSTRUCTION OF QUARRY WATER
TREATMENT FACILITIES AT BORODINSKY
OPEN-PIT MINE
CONSTRUCTION OF A DOMESTIC
SEWAGE DECONTAMINATION PLANT AT
TUGNUYSKY OPEN PIT MINE
(COMPLETED)
ACQUISITION OF ADVANCED EQUIPMENT
AND INSTRUMENTS FOR THE
HYDROCHEMICAL LABORATORY OF
TUGNUYSKY OPEN-PIT MINE
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Environmental Protection Costs, 2008–2010
Indicators, mln RUR

2008

2009

2010

104.5

127.2

174.4

6.9

7.1

10.5

47.0

49.3

36.8

including:
wastewater treatment and water management
structures and installations

3.1

3.62

6.79

installations, facilities and equipment for collecting
and removing hazardous air pollutants

1.0

6.69

1.27

Current costs ncluding:
water protection costs
costs of environmental (land) protection
from industrial and consumption wastes
air protection costs
The cost of basic environmental
protection assets overhaul

Capital expenditures for environmental protection*
TOTAL:

23.8

30.3

21.4

186.3

224.21

251.16

The reduction in capital expenditures on environmental protection seen in 2010, as compared to the same period in 2009, is due to the fact that a significant portion
of investment projects implemented in this period implied only design and surveying work including preparation of design documentation.

Land Reclamation
SUEK performs open pit and underground coal mining. Field
development inevitably involves disturbance of land and waste
generation. The Company pays special attention to meeting
environmental requirements established by law and takes a
set of measures for environmental protection and restoration
of disturbed areas fertility. All field development projects of the
Company obligatorily include reclamation of land in compliance
with the state standard. 29
Open pit mining procedures involve partial filling of mined-out
space using internal dumps 30. External dumps are formed in
accordance with the technical development project envisaging
subsequent reclamation of disturbed land and its remediation for
further targeted use. Location, design, construction, reconstruction, commissioning, operation, conservation and liquidation
of buildings, structures and other facilities producing direct or
indirect negative impacts on the environment in mines and open
pits of the Company are carried out in accordance with environmental requirements.
The Company is taking measures to restore forest lands.
In 2009–2010, over 60 hectares of forests were planted and
79.532 million rubles were allocated for land restoration.

Restoration of the cadastral value of the land and its
eligibility for targeted use are of special significance
when regulating subsoil management relations.
Land reclamation is conducted in accordance with
the approved annual mining plans. Information on
land reclamation and topsoil removal and use, as of
January 1 of the year following the reporting period,
are presented to and agreed with Chief State
Inspectors for land use and protection.
Acceptance of reclaimed land is performed by
a commission including representatives of local
authorities, the Committee for Land Resources
of the corresponding constituent of the Russian
Federation, and environmental authorities. The
Commission for acceptance of reclaimed lands is
appointed by decrees of regional administrations
heads. Acceptance certificates are approved by
decrees issued by regional executive authorities.

Land Use and Reclamation,
2008–2010
2008

2009

2010

as of the beginning
of the year

14 183.9

14 231.8

14 031.7

as of the end of the year

13 676.7

14 294.5

14 293.5

418.0

277.1

334.1

541.8

222.3

82.8

Disturbed Land, ha

total disturbed for the year
Total reclaimed for the year

	GOST 1.7.5.3.04-83, Occupational Safety. Land. General Land Reclamation Requirements.
	Dump — an artificial filling formed by location of overburden in designated areas. Internal dumps are located within the quarry perimeter,
external dumps are formed by placing loosened rocks outside the quarry perimeter.

29
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When reclaiming disturbed land, the latest scientific
and technological developments are applied. Especially for SUEK, Omsk State Agricultural University
undertook to determine the most effective, legally
and economically feasible remediation technologies
for open pit mines of OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk.

Rational Use and Treatment
of Wastewater
The main part of wastewater discharged by SUEK enterprises is comprised by natural water occasionally collected
when developing fields, with quality characteristics typical of
groundwater in the region. SUEK allocates considerable funds
to support measures to protect water bodies. Its enterprises
perform regular maintenance of wastewater treatment plants
and conduct industrial environmental monitoring. Due to the
measures taken, the pollutant content in wastewater decreased
by 5% in 2010, as compared to the same period in 2009. Specific indicators of pollutants concentration in wastewater per
ton of output also dropped and in 2010 amounted to 1.15 kg
per ton of output.

One of the most important environmental projects in
2010 was the construction of quarry water treatment
plants at Borodinsky Open Pit Mine. The treatment
plants are located at the discharge point of quarry
water into the river of Barga. The design capacity of
the treatment facilities is 7.8 million cubic meters of
water per year, or an average of 19.2 thousand cubic
meters per day.
In 2010, the design work for the pilot project of
building mine water treatment plants at Krasnoyarskaya Mine was completed. Treatment plants are
designed in two lines; the design capacity of the
two wastewater treatment lines is 2 x 175 m3/h, and
the design capacity of auxiliary plants is 350 m3/h.
The project was designed by Enviro-Chemie GmbH.
In 2011, the project was approved by the state
examination authority. The plants are designed to
treat mine waters using the best available techno
logy to reach the acceptable standards. The main
advantage of these treatment plants is their mobility
(the ability to use the equipment upon relocation of
treatment plants to another site, or to wastewater
treatment plants of other mines).

Total Water Consumption and Water Removal,
2008–2010 (mln m3)
Indicators

2008

2009

2010

Total Water Consumption

172.63

165.48

171.61

Transferred to other consumers (without using)

149.07

154.40

161.72

0.46

16.51

5.11

158.10

159.12

160.77

untreated

67.38

75.8

65.36

partially treated

70.90

70.18

79.64

regulatory clean

4.06

7.58

5.26

regulatory treated

8.22

0.00

8.38

transferred to other consumers (after using)

0.78

1.01

1.11

105. 8

105.9

100.37

suspended solids

2. 0

1 .95

2.12

Oil products

0.01

0.01

0.01

Water consumptionin recycling water supply systems
Wastewater removed
including:

Contents of pollutants in wastewater, THOUSAND TONS:

BOD full
31

Dry residues
Iron

0.44

0.35

0.45

84.758

86. 72

80.52

0.041

0.032

0.02

Nitrates

0.44

0.31

0.43

Sulfates

12.92

12.15

11.86

Chlorides

3.81

2.52

2. 65

Other

1.40

1.78

2. 27

	BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) — a water quality indicator that characterizes organic matter content.
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Main Wastewater Treatment Projects
in 2009–2010
Enterprise

Project
2009

2010

OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass

Reconstruction of the pumping and filtering station
(hereinafter PFS) at the treatment plant (hereinafter TP)
of the 7th of November Mine
Construction of the storm water sewer network at
Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 1 Mine
Development of PFS TP construction projects for mine
wastewater, domestic sewage and storm water at
Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 1 Mine
Development of TP construction and reconstruction
project at Mine № 7

OJSC Urgalugol

Construction of TP (surface mine water tanks) at
Severnaya Mine is completed
Design development for construction of quarry water
treatment plants at Bureinsky Open Pit Mine

Tunguysky
Open Pit Mine

Design development for construction of a household
sewage decontamination unit of treatment plants

Kharanorsky
Open Pit Mine

Design development for construction of a pond-tank for
quarry water

LLC SUEK-Khakassia

Reconstruction of the fuel storage and filling station at
OJSC Izykhsky Open Pit Mine

Design development for the construction of industrial and household
wastewater treatment plants at Khakasskaya Mine (EAD)
Design development for reconstruction of wastewater treatment
plants at Chernogorsky Open Pit Mine (EAD)

OJSC
SUEK-Krasnoyarsk

Construction of quarry water treatment plants at
Borodinsky Open Pit Mine

Construction of quarry water treatment plants at Borodinsky Open Pit
Mine (continued)
Construction of a goaf sump-tank in unit No. 1 at Berezovsky
Open Pit Mine

32

Restoring operation of filters on PFS at 7th of November Mine
Designing stormwater sewer for 7th of November Mine (EAD32)
Construction of mine wastewater and domestic sewage TP at
Taldinskaya-Zapadnaya 1 Mine
Design development for construction mine water treatment plants at
Krasnoyarskaya Mine (EAD)

Completion of the household wastewater decontamination unit
construction
Acquisition of advanced equipment and instruments for
hydrochemical laboratories of treatment plants

EAD — Engineering and Design.

Reduction of Pollutant
Emissions into the Atmosphere
Major share (85%) in the structure of pollutants produced by
SUEK enterprises accounts for methane. The total amount of air
emissions was cut by 10% from 2009 to 2010. Methane emissions
dropped by 9.5%, emissions of other pollutants, by 14.5%. This
was the result of the measures taken to ensure mining safety in
mines and reduce negative impact on the air in 2009–2010.
Mine degassing operations conducted in order to improve
industrial safety involve methane emissions. The Company
implements a set of measures aimed at the emissions disposal
and cutting emissions into the atmosphere. Such work is in
progress at Kirov Mine in Leninsk-Kuznetsk and is planned for
other mines (Polysaevskaya and Komsomolets Mines).
Atmosphere protection measures taken at SUEK enterprises
include replacement and adjustment of boiler equipment,
repair and adjustment of ventilation and air treatment facilities,
dust control, reduction of risks of fires caused by spontaneous
combustion of coal, and development of draft standards for
emission of pollutants into the atmosphere. All enterprises of
the Company have developed and modified designs for sanitary protection zones (SPZ). Borders of the SPZ are subject to
constant environmental monitoring.

As part of the activities under the Kyoto Protocol,
the Joint Implementation Project aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions is underway at Kirov
Mine.33 The project involves using of coal mine
methane to generate electricity and heat. In September 2009, three power generating gas-engine plants
by German Company PrO2 were launched under
the project; a boiler house providing thermal energy
for mining operations was transferred from coal to
mine methane. The total amount of greenhouse gas
emissioms reduction within the project in 2009–2010
amounted to about 100 tons of СО2 equivalent. Further project development in 2011–2012 shall involve
acquisition of two additional plants with capacity of
8 MW/h of thermal energy each, and a gas-engine
station with electric power of 0.4 MW/h. Operation of
this equipment will enable additional utilization of up
to 8 tons of methane per year.

	Joint Implementation Projects (JIP) are projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions implemented
in one of the countries fully or partially using investment from another country. Joint Implementation
Projects are one of the mechanisms used to fulfill agreements under the Kyoto Protocol.
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Atmospheric Emissions,
2008–2010
Indicators

2008

2009

2010

Total atmospheric
emissions,
thousand Tons

176.90

192.57

174.18

CO

11.00

12.44

12.69

Nox

4.80

5.00

4.40

SO2

2.10

1.99

1.88

10.69

10.46

7.11

0.92

0.72

1.44

Including

Solids
Hydrocarbons
including VOC
(except for methane)
Methane

146.36

161.80

146.52

Energy Consumption
and Energy Efficiency
The main objectives of the Company in the field of energy
production and consumption involve uninterrupted supply of
energy to SUEK enterprises with lower consumption rates and
associated costs.
In SUEK Head Office, energy supply, consumption monitoring
and conservation issues are addressed by the Power, Heat
and Water Supply (PHWS) and Communications Department
of the Electromechanical Administration. The Company formed
a working team on energy conservation and energy efficiency
with the task of developing a concept for the energy conservation and efficiency program.
SUEK PHWS Department continuously monitors and analyzes
energy consumption and its costs in the Company. Advanced
corporate information systems are used for prompt monitoring
and analysis of the results. Since 2008, the Company has been
regularly conducting energy audits of all subsidiaries. In accordance with Federal law No. 261-FZ of November 23, 2009,
On Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency, and Amendments
to Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation, energy
passports will have been issued to all legal entities within SUEK
by the end of 2012. Energy efficiency improvements are also
achieved through optimization of energy purchasing in the retail
and wholesale markets. The Company has been consistently

Main Measures
to Reduce
Energy Costs
in 2009–2010

2009

CREATION OF AUTOMATED MEASURING
AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR ELECTRIC
POWER FISCAL ACCOUNTING AND
ORGANIZATION OF POWER PURCHASING
IN THE WHOLESALE MARKET FOR ENTERPRISES IN KHAKASSIA
CREATION OF AUTOMATED MEASURING AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR ELECTRIC
POWER FISCAL ACCOUNTING AND
ORGANIZATION OF POWER PURCHASING IN
THE RETAIL MARKET USING THE DIFFERENTIATED RATE FOR ENTERPRISES IN
KRASNOYARSK TERRITORY
REGULATING THE OPERATION OF THE
CONVEYOR LINE AT BEREZOVSKY
OPEN PIT MINE

ORGANIZING OF POWER PURCHASING
FOR ENTERPRISES IN KRASNOYARSK
TERRITORY VIA GLAVENERGOSBYT

2010

ORGANIZATION OF POWER
PURCHASING IN THE WHOLESALE
MARKET FOR MAYSKY OPEN-PIT MINE
REGULATING THE OPERATION OF THE
CONVEYOR LINE AT BEREZOVSKY
OPEN PIT MINE

Thermal Power Consumption,
2008–2010
Indicators
Thermal power consumption in production and
nonindustrial area (thousand Gcal)
Costs (thousand RUR)

2008

2009

2010

1,024.17

1,009.60

1,071.16

403,988.47

458,069.82

731,564.07
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Waste Management,
2008–2010
implementing programs to regulate power consumption and
measures to compensate reactive power causing energy losses.
The Company implements projects aimed at improving energy
efficiency. For example, in 2010, a plant for semi-coke production in thermal energy generation was installed in the boiler section of Berezovsky Open Pit Mine. In 2011, investment project
for utilizing of heat from car defrosting is being implemented
(CJSC Daltransugol).
In 2010, SUEK developed the concept of energy conservation and energy efficiency, which determines its medium-term
targets in this area.
SUEK is actively cooperating with the government in solving
energy efficiency problems. The Company is a member of the
Coordinating Council for energy conservation and energy efficiency in the coal sector at the Ministry of Energy.

Indicators

2008

2009

2010

214.138

191.429

215.458

Hazard category I

0

0

0

Hazard category II

0

0

0

Hazard category III

0.003

0.002

0.002

Hazard category IV

0.442

0.012

0.011

Hazard category V

213.692

191.414

215.444

1.242

1.871

174.818

141.927

152.948

Hazard category I

0

0

0

Hazard category II

0

0

0

Hazard category III

0.003

0.002

0.002

Hazard category IV

1.171

0.012

0.009

Hazard category V

173.643

141.912

152.936

Waste Disposal
(storage and burial), mln

48.733

51.250

64. 243

Hazard category I

0

0

0

Hazard category II

0

0

0

Hazard category III

0

0

0

Waste received from other
organizations, mln T
including:

Waste received from other
organizations, mln T
Waste Utilization (including
transfer to other
organizations for further
use), mln T
including:

Waste Management
The main types of waste generated in the production process
include overburden, coal preparation waste, ash and slag,
waste oils, used tires, etc. Waste is stored at external dumps
and/or waste disposal sites within the industrial areas of
enterprises. Almost all waste stored (except overburden) is
coal preparation waste.

including:

Higher waste disposal rates seen in 2010, as compared to 2009,
resulted from to the increase in the amount of the produced
overburden associated with higher coal production rates. These
wastes are stored in external dumps. At the same time, specific
indicators (1 kg per ton of output) remained at the level of 2008.

Hazard category IV

0.003

0.001

0

Hazard category V

48.730

51.249

64.243

WASTE Available as
of the End of the Year, t

939.887

812.409

1,041.304

Hazard category I

0

0

0

Hazard category II

0

0

0

Hazard category III

0

0

0

Hazard category IV

31. 218

0.003

0.005

Hazard category V

908.668

812.405

1,041.299

including:

Since 2009, at Berezovsky
Open Pit Mine energy
saving measures have
been taken to regulate the
operation of its conveyor

line — an especially
powerful consumer of
electricity. Depending on
the coal shipment plan to
Berezovskaya HPP, monthly

operation regimes are
developed and provided to
the enterprise production
service. When possible, the
conveyor line is not used in

peak hours of power system
operation. This reduces
energy production costs and,
consequently, cuts the costs
of active power.
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Targets for the Next
Reporting Period
Targets for the Next Reporting Period
DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN
THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

➢Further introduction and implementation of environmental management systems in
accordance with the requirements of international standard ISO 14001:2004 for all
enterprises of the Company

REDUCING ADVERSE IMPACTS ON THE
ENVIRONMENT

➢Ranking production facilities by their negative impact on the environment
➢Development and phased implementation of a long-term environmental protection
program of the Company

IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

➢Approval of the energy conservation and energy efficiency concept
➢Introduction of automated power quality control systems for excavators and other basic
energy-consuming surface equipment
➢Development of automated registration systems for thermal energy production and
consumption
➢Issuance of energy passports to all entities of SUEK

ENVIRONMENTAL
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SUEK AND the REGIONS:
PARTNERSHIP FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Efficient cooperation with the regions of SUEK operation is one of the
key factors in successful implementation of the Company’s strategy.
Creation of favorable living and working conditions in the regions
of operation has been the Company’s priority since the early years
of its existence.
SUEK strives to be a reliable partner of the state and society, to
form stable social environment, promote sustainable regional
development, and improve the quality of life. The Company’s
contribution to the social and economic development of the
regions consists in the creation and modernization of production infrastructure and jobs, participation in the formation of the
revenue base of regional and local budgets, implementation of
corporate social programs aimed at solving social problems.

The Company constantly analyzes impacts of its operations on
economic and social situation in the regions and holds dialogues
with regional governments and the public in order to maximize
the effectiveness of its social programs. SUEK FOR REGIONS
Fund, operating since 2007, is known for its innovative approach
to the management of social investments, ensuring their transparency and efficiency.
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Key Facts
and Figures
2009–2010
• The system of dialogues with a wide range of stakeholders was
developed as to the social and economic development issues
that are significant for the Company and the regions.
• Agreements on social and economic cooperation were concluded and are implemented with regional governments and
a number of municipalities in the Kemerovo Region, Krasnoyarsk, Khabarovsk, Zabaykalye and Primorsky Territories,
Buryatia and Khakassia.
• Projects to upgrade single-industry towns, social infrastructure
of the regions of SUEK operation — including through publicprivate partnership — in the Kemerovo region, in the Republic
of Khakassia and Republic of Buryatia.

• Based on the results of pilot social projects performed by
SUEK FOR REGIONS aimed at territorial development and
promotion of local entrepreneurial initiatives, a set of projects
was implemented in the Kemerovo Region, Krasnoyarsk
Territory, Khakassia, Buryatia, Khabarovsk Territory.
• The development of SUEK FOR REGIONS social programs
was started in Zabaykalye and Primorsky Territories.

the Company’s
Regional
Profile
SUEK coal mining enterprises operate in eight regions of Russia:
in the Kemerovo Region, Krasnoyarsk, Khabarovsk, Zabaykalye
and Primorsky Territories, Republic of Khakassia, Republic of
Buryatia, and Moscow. SUEK plays an important role in the economic and social life of almost 60 cities and towns of Russia.

Regional
Distribution
of SUEK Staff
in the Coal Industry34

PRIMORSKY
TERRITORY

2491

1550

MOSCOW

429
REPUBLIC
OF BURYATIA

KEMEROVO
REGION

12438

KRASNOYARSK
TERRITORY

5415

KHABAROVSK
TERRITORY

3520

2042

REPUBLIC
OF KHAKASSIA

1122
	Data on the average number of personnel in the
coal segment in 2010.

34

ZABAYKALYE
TERRITORY
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SUEK contributes to regional development as a fuel supplier,
major employer and taxpayer. The Company also promotes
regional economy development as a major customer. In 2010,
SUEK placed an order with Yurga Machine Building Plant
(Kemerovo Region) to supply mining equipment worth over
2 billion rubles.

A.G. Tuleev, Governor
of the Kemerovo region:
“Owners and managers of the Siberian Coal Energy
Company understand and support us. Today the
company introduces new technology and equipment, making considerable investment in miners’
safety. SUEK mines are provided with the latest
mining equipment and implement degassing and
methane recovery projects.”
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L.V. Kuznetsov, the Governor
of Krasnoyarsk Territory:
“SUEK is one of the key companies in the Krasnoyarsk Territory. Not only because of the timely
payment of all taxes to the territory’s budget, but
also because almost 15 thousand people receive
good salaries in time and in full, while Krasnoyarsk
citizens have already almost forgotten all about
irregular coal supplies for thermal plants. This is a
normal, civilized way to conduct business.
It is important that SUEK acts as a responsible
company intending to work productively on our
territory for decades. This is why it takes a considerable social responsibility not only to its employees,
but to entire cities and regions of the Krasnoyarsk
Territory.”

Social responsibility
in THE regions:
Priorities, Policies,
Management
Strategic priorities of the Company are extended to the territories of its presence. Coal industry plays an important role
for economy, and for some economies this role is even crucial.
Production modernization, higher labor safety in the mining
sector, pool of highly professional specialists — these are
the tasks to be solved to ensure sustainable development of
the Company and regions of its activity. SUEK works in close
cooperation with regional administrations. The Company is putting into practice a bunch of environmental, social and cultural
projects aimed at improving people’s life, increasing social and
cultural investment attractiveness of the regions, and perfor
ming single-industry mining towns modernization.
The Company’s social programs are inclusive of specific features and priorities of the territories’ social development and
are aimed at raising social and entrepreneurial activity of the
citizens. Such an approach helps to create a platform for the
sustainable development of the territories. The Company believes that social programs will gain effectiveness only together
with PPP development, individual entrepreneurship, attraction
of additional resources, and social projecting aimed at raising local initiative, search for new resources and opportunities
for development. When fulfilling social projects, the Company
pursues the same policy as in other fields of its activity: professionalism, efficiency, and use of world best practices.

The Company’s communication with governmental bodies on
regional development issues is regulated by social and economic cooperation agreements with regional and municipal administrations. These annual agreements outline main directions
and parameters of social and economic cooperation. These
agreements allow for coordination of the Company’s development strategy, its social commitment (growth rates for coal
industry workers’ salaries) and specific tasks of each territory
development. Social and economic agreements provide for the
SUEK’s investment in housing construction programs, towns
development, education, health care, sports, culture, and other
socially important areas.
The Company strives to settle its social activity in the regions
on objective data and public opinion analysis. SUEK regularly initiates evaluation of social and economic situation and
social feelings of population in the presence regions, and their
perception of SUEK. In 2009, such evaluation was done in the
towns of Kiselevsk (Kemerovo region) and Borodino (Krasnoyarsk Territory). This evaluation provides objective vision of
the situation, revealing acute problems and providing a timely
response. In 2009, the year of financial crisis, people were
mostly concerned with such problems as a risk to lose job and
threat to their material wellbeing, limited opportunities to find a
job. The Company developed an anti-crisis program aimed at
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Corporate social policy SETS
the following Company’s
operation principles in the
regions:
• creation of a favorable social and political background for successful business development;
• cooperation with governmental authorities on coal
and energy industry development, and environmental safety issues;
• ensuring a stable social environment and better
living conditions for mining settlements in the
Company’s presence regions;
• participation together, with regional administrations, in national projects implementation in the
sphere of housing construction, health care,
agriculture and culture;
• optimization of the Company’s investment in the
social sector of the regions using modern social
technologies, coordinating with regional administrations, involving public organizations and
business circles in joint social programs, raising
efficiency of local self-governing bodies;
• supporting small business; raising attractiveness
of the Company’s presence regions for young
people, inviting them to the industry.

Distribution
of Powers for SUEK
Social Policy
Management in the
Regions

STRATEGIC PLANNING
AND BUDGETING
IN THE SPHERE OF POLICY
CORPORATE POLICIES AND
STANDARDS
IMPROVEMENT OF SOCIAL
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

HEADQUARTERS
COMMUNICATION
SERVICE

minimization of the crisis consequences for the employees and
the presence regions; maintenance of basic social programs,
and support of the regions in the search for additional development sources. Priority was given to mining single-industry
towns support.
The Company’s regional strategy and principles of its social
policy in the regions are to be approved by the SUEK Board of
Directors. The Board of Directors regularly addressed the issues related to iSUEK interaction with the region and effectiveness of social investment.
With the aim to manage social investment in the regions, the
Company has founded a noncommercial organization SUEK
for Regions Fund for social and economic support of the
regions, focused on development and implementation of corporate social programs in the presence territories.
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OVERALL COORDINATION OF
ACTIVITY; ORGANIZATON AND
COORDINATION OF SPECIAL
PROJECTS IN THE SPHERE OF
COMMUNICAITONS AND SOCIAL
POLICY
PREPARATION, FULFILMENT AND
COTROL OF EXECUTION OF
AGREEMENTS WITH REGIONAL
ADMINISTRATIONS
"SUEK FOR REGIONS" FUND'S
ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
OF SOCIAL AND
CHARITABLE PROJECTS
(SUEK FOR REGIONS
FUND'S PROGRAMS)

INTERACTION WITH
REGIONAL MASS MEDIA,
NON-COMMERCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
REGIONAL
PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATIONS
HR AND MASS MEDIA
COMMUNICATION
SERVICES
PRODUCTION FACILITIES
AND PRODUCTION
UNITS
PRESS SERIVICES
OF PRODUCTION
FACILITIES

INFORMATION
DISTRIBUTION AND
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE
REGION, AT PRODUCTION
LEVEL
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SUEK FOR
REGIONS Fund
SUEK for Regions Fund ensures management of the
Company’s investment in the regions, striving to make them
effective and transparent. The Fund’s priority task is to partner
with governmental authorities of different levels, public and
noncommercial organizations to create new opportunities for
launch and introduction of modern mechanisms to develop the
regions of SUEK presence and solving the most topical issues.
Over 90% of social programs investment is performed under
the agreements on social and economic cooperation with
regional and municipal administrations.
In 2011, a new programs was opened for the Fund — development of regional innovation systems.

SUPPORT
FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES

SUPPORT
FOR YOUTH
INITIATIVES

SUPPORT FOR
CULTURAL,
EDUCATIONAL,
HEALTHCARE
AND SPORTS
INSTITUTIONS

MAIN AREAS
OF SUEK FOR
REGIONS FUND
OPERATION
IN 2009–2010

CREATION
OF PUBLIC
CENTERS
FOR LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT

Social investment
of SUEK for Regions Fund

Social investment is a long-term investment of the
Company’s funds in the social sphere so that to
improve living standards of the employees and
citizens of the presence regions by creating new
technologies and mechanisms of values distribution
between different population groups. Values are
smoothly distributed with due account of particular
social groups’ development priorities, and those of
the territory.
SUEK for Regions Fund implements social projects in two formats:
• social programs and projects aimed at creating
sustainable funding mechanisms in the social
sphere;
• projects aimed at providing direct (non-profit)
social assistance to socially vulnerable groups of
population, and support for social institutions.

SUPPORT
REFORMATION OF
THE HOUSING
AND UTILITY
SYSTEM

SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT
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Structure of SUEK
Social Investments
in the Regions
INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE
SETTLEMENT

SOCIAL
FACILITIES
ON THE TERRITORY

ECONOMIC
COMPONENT

HUMANITARIAN
PROJECTS

SOCIAL
INVESTMENTS

SOCIAL
EVENTS

Research on the social and economic status and
social well-being of the population held by the
Company in the territories of SUEK operation demonstrates, in particular, people’s awareness of the
Company’s social policy and social programs, and
their attitude towards these programs. Polls indicate
that a significant percatnage of the population
knows well and positively assesses most of SUEK
initiatives. Moreover, such studies help identifying areas requiring adjustments. For example, a
popular survey in Kiselevsk (Kemerovo region) in
the summer of 2009 showed that one-time actions
and short-term social projects, implemented at the
time of the survey in Kiselevsk, did not provide for
appreciation of the Company’s social activities. The
results of the survey were taken into account by the
Fund when planning 2010 projects in the Kemerovo
region particularly when developing the “Support
of Youth Initiatives” project to be implemented in
Kiselevsk.

SOCIAL
COMPONENT

Management
of SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund

Fund management:
• Management Board of the Fund (top management body)
• President of the Fund (executive body)
• Audit Committee of the Fund
Chairman of the Management Board of the Fund is OJSC SUEK CEO Vladimir Rashevsky;
President of the Fund (Deputy CEO) is OJSC SUEK Director of Corporate Affairs and Communications,
S.A. Grigoryev. Supervision of the Fund’s activities, source management, and compliance with the
Russian legislation is performed by the Board of Trustees of the Fund headed by E.A. Pamfilova, head of
such social movements as Civil Dignity and Civil Society for the Children of Russia.

The Fund has developed and implemented a system for regular
evaluation of social investment efficiency in the regions. It
includes real-time monitoring of projects implementation, evaluation of individual activities, and final assessment of program
results. Real-time monitoring is implemented using onsite
working meetings of project expert groups, and focus groups
with local and regional administrations. Evaluation of separate
activities and program results, in addition to expert interviews,
is based on the feedback: interviews of actual participants,
presentation and discussion of program results at public events
with all stakeholders participating. Monitoring and evaluation
of projects in 2009–2010 were conducted by non-profit expert
organizatio, the New Eurasia Foundation.

The Fund’s programs are aimed at providing local communities
with potential for development — with infrastructure and competence that would allow independently resolvance of urgent social
problems — and attracting required resources. The Fund is also
used for financing measures to address the most topical social
problems. In all cases, decisions on projects funding are made
with account of opinions of stakeholders.
The Fund regularly discloses information about its activities —
objectives, principles of program planning, contents and results
of specific projects, the balance sheet. The 2009–2010 Report
of Non-Profit Organization — Fund of Social and Economic Support for the Regions SUEK FOR REGIONS is published on the
Company’s website.
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Development
of Social Programs
in the Regions:
Continuous
Improvement Cycle

MONITORING SOCIAL
SITUATION ON THE TERRITORIES
OF OPERATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
OF PROGRAMS AND EVENTS
BY INDEPENDENT
AND CORPORATE EXPERTS.
ANALYSIS OF MONITORING
RESULTS

FORMING SOCIAL
PROGRAMS
AND EVENTS
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SPECIFICATION
OF THE PROGRAM
PORTFOLIO AND
IMPLEMENTATION
TOOLS

MONITORING
SOCIAL SITUATION
ON THE TERRITORIES
OF OPERATION
BY INDEPENDENT
AND CORPORATE
EXPERTS.
ANALYSIS
OF MONITORING
RESULTS

Partners of SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund
GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS
Federal
Regional

Business Structures, Public
Organizations, Cultural Institutions

• The Ministry of Regional Development • Administration of the Kemerovo region

• OJSC Aeroflot — Russian Airlines

• Institute of Contemporary Development under the President of the Russian Federation

• The Government of the Republic of Buryatia

• Non-Profit Organization the New Eurasia Foundation

• Administration of the Krasnoyarsk Territory

• CJSC Business Communications Agency

• Department of Presidential Affairs
of the Russian Federation

• The Government of the Republic of Khakassia

• A. P. Chekhov Moscow Arts Theatre

• Administration of the Khabarovsk Territory

• “Illustrated Books for Blind Children” Regional Charity Fund

• Administration of the Zabaykalye Territory

• NP Union of Russian Charity Organizations

• Housing and Utility Reform Foundation

• Administration of the Primorsky Territory
• Administration of the Altai Territory
• Administrations of municipalities in the above
mentioned regions

Social programs of SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund were
recognized in 2009 as the best social project in
the KonTEKst contest conducted by the Ministry of
Energy of the Russian Federation. The contest for
social projects aims to identify and compile the best
examples of social, charitable, environmental and
other programs that are beneficial for the society
and positively affect main operations of companies
in the fuel and energy sector.
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Dialogue
with
Stakeholders
One of the Company’s priorities in the field of regional
development is involving of stakeholders in an efficient
dialogue aimed at developing fruitful cooperation. The results
of all dialogues are taken into account when preparing and
implementing social projects. In 2009–2010, SUEK FOR
REGIONS Fund continued practicing dialogues based on
results-oriented approach, careful planning, and active
involvement of key stakeholders.
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Event
1. Round table On Problems of Employment in Single-Industry Towns
of Russia: a Challenge in the New Economic Situation. Practical
Approaches
Date: January 22, 2009
Venue: Moscow, Institute of Contemporary Development (INSOR)
2. Round Table on Prospects for Single-Industry Towns in Russia:
Models and Forms of Social Partnership and Development
Date: December 14, 2009
Venue: Moscow, INSOR
3. Round table on Social Partnership between Executive Authorities
and the Business to Address the Problems of Comprehensive
Modernization of Single-Industry Towns
Date: February 25, 2010
Venue: Moscow, the Ministry of Regional Development of the Russian
Federation
4. Round table On Innovative Development of Russian Regions:
Challenges and Prospects
Date: December 22, 2010
Venue: Moscow, INSOR

Event
1. Round table on Innovation Potential of Russian
Single-IndustryTowns: Kemerovo Region
Date: August 25, 2010
Location: the Kemerovo, Kuzbass Technopark
2. Round table on Distribution of the Model for Professional
Self-Determination of Young People in the Republic of Khakassia
Date: December 6, 2010
Location: Abakan, the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Khakassia
3. Round table on Resources of Single-Industry Towns Development:
Professional Self-Determination of Young People
Date: December 3, 2010
Location: Leninsk-Kuznetsk, the Kemerovo region

Event
1. Round table on Modern Approaches and Mechanisms of Social
Partnership
Date: October 19, 2010
Location: Chegdomyn village, Verkhnebureinsk regional charitable
public organization “Initsiativa” Center for Social Initiatives

Event
1. Conference on Opportunities and Prospects of Public-Private
Partnerships in Social Investment: Experience of Implementing Social
Programs in the Regions of SUEK Operation in 2008–2010
Date: December 20–21, 2010
Venue: Moscow Institute of Contemporary Development
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Main objectives and results of SUEK’s dialogues with stakeholders
on regional development issues
in 2009–2010

PURPOSE OF THE DIALOGUE: to identify major social trends and strategic areas for possible social investments of the Company for further
development of social programs and formation of public-private partnerships at federal and regional levels
in order to attract additional budgetary funds for development of the regions of SUEK’s operations.
Participants

Results

Representatives of the Presidential Administration, representatives of nonprofit and expert organizations, large companies, representatives of regional and federal mass media.

One of the major partners in developing small business in the
territories are regional offices of the Agency of Labor and Employment (town of Borodino in the Krasnoyarsk Territory, and village of
Chegdomyn in the Khabarovsk Territory).

Representatives of the Ministry of Regional Development, regional authorities, the Public Chamber,
large companies, representatives of nonprofit and expert organizations, representatives of federal and
regional mass media and news agencies, representatives of regional universities.

Social projects implemented in the regions of SUEK operations
are included in the general federal program for development of
single-industry towns. A program of social investment For Improving
Efficiency of Single-Industry Town Development Resources was
developed in 2010.

Representatives of federal and regional authorities, representatives of large companies, representatives
of nonprofit and public organizations, RUIE and the expert community.

The development of a comprehensive investment plan for the town
of Borodino, the Krasnoyarsk Territory was started (the project
passed the first stage of the evaluation by an interdepartmental
commission on single-industry towns in November 2010).

Managers and leading specialists of the Ministry of Regional Development, the Ministry of Education
and Science, SC Russian Nanotechnology Corporation, OJSC Russian Venture Company, representatives of major Russian and international corporations, representatives of regional authorities, public and
expert organizations, regional and federal mass media.

A new direction of the programs of SUEK for Regions Fund
was developed in 2011 implying development of a regional
innovations system.

PURPOSE OF THE DIALOGUE: Building public-private partnerships at the regional level to improve implementation of projects,
assess their results, and identify the basic needs of the region in the social sphere.
Participants

Results

Experts from the Kemerovo Regional Administration, leaders and heads of single-industry towns of
Leninsk-Kuznetsk, Prokopyevsk and Polysaevo, managers and leading specialists of the Ministry
of Regional Development, OJSC SUEK, OJSC Kuzbassrazrezugol Ugolnaya Kompania, Russian
Nanotechnology Corporation, Kuzbass Technopark, Kuzbass Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
Kemerovo State University of Technology, Siberian Branch of the RAS Institute of Coal.

Specific projects for implementation in 2011 in the Kemerovo
Region, the Krasnoyarsk and Khabarovsk Territories were
developed.

Managers and representatives of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Khakassia,
heads of municipal educational departments, heads of educational institutions, heads of vocational
education institutions, representatives of the State Committee on Employment of the Republic of
Khakassia, and the expert community.

Distribution of the model of the resource center for professional
self-determination was successfully implemented in Chernogorsk, in
the Ust-Abakan Region and in other municipalities of the Republic
of Khakassia.

Representatives of the Department of Education and Science of the Kemerovo region, representatives
of regional universities and institutions of primary and secondary vocational education, representatives
of municipal administration, heads of educational institutions of Leninsk-Kuznetsk, representatives of
the expert community.

Adjustment of the self-determination project implemented
in Leninsk-Kuznetsk in 2011, expansion in the number of project
participants.

PURPOSE OF THE DIALOGUE: Formation of social partnerships at the level of municipalities participating
in the projects to monitor and adjust project activities.
Participants

Results

Representatives of local governments of the region and the village, representatives of public
organizations, social security authorities and institutions of supplementary education.

A board of trustees was formed for Verkhnebureinsk regional
charitable public organization “Initsiativa” Center for Social
Initiatives, an operation plan for the organization was discussed.

PURPOSE OF THE DIALOGUE: establish networking and dissemination
of successful models and results of projects in the regions.
Participants

Results

Representatives of the Ministry of Regional Development, project participants, representatives of
The program for 2011, School of Local Communities, was
regional and municipal authorities of the Kemerovo Region, Krasnoyarsk and Khabarovsk Territories,
developed in order to disseminate successful territory prepared
the Republic of Khakassia and the Republic of Buryatia, representatives of OJSC SUEK, models introduced in 2008–2010 to other areas of SUEK operations.
SUEK for Regions Fund and the New Eurasia Foundation.
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Development
of Public-Private
Partnerships for
Addressing Social and
Economic Problems
in the Regions
The Company actively develops a variety of public-private
partnership formats aimed at creating the basic conditions for
sustainable development of territories and attracting investment in the social sphere. In 2009–2010, the company took
part in the creation and implementation of integrated development programs in a number of mining single-industry towns of
the Kemerovo region. The Russian Government approved the
decision on funds allocation for the development of LeninskKuznetsk in the amount of 2.5 billion rubles, including 263
million rubles for resettling of people from dilapidated and
hazardous housing. The Kemerovo Region is also included in
the program For Improving Sustainability of Housing and Basic
Life-Support Facilities in Seismic Regions of the Russian Federation for 2009–2013. For the construction of pilot production
facilities of Kuzbass Technopark, funds were raised under the
program For Creation of Technoparks in the Russian Federation in the Field of High Technologies for 2011–2014, amounting to 847 million rubles.
Creation of favorable working and living conditions for its
employees and their families has always been the Company’s
priority. Residential construction and development of housing
and utilities is a major area of cooperation with the state. The
Company carried out work to raise funds from the Housing and

Utilities Fund in the Republic of Buryatia and the Republic of
Khakassia to implement joint projects. The Company participated in financing the construction of houses in Kiselevsk (Kemerovo Region). The construction was conducted under the
national project For Affordable Housing for Russian Citizens.
Combined funding of social and economic development in the
regions in 2009–2010 exceeded 4 billion rubles (exclusive of
funds provided by the program to improve stability of residential buildings).

The Government of the Republic of Khakassia and
SUEK are planning a joint project for construction of
mortgage housing for employees’ families. On the
photo: V. Zimin, Chairman of the Government, the
Republic of Khakassia, and V. Rashevsky, General
Director of SUEK inspecting possible sites for this
construction.

Social
Investment
in 2009–2010
In 2009–2010, despite post-crisis difficulties, the Company
maintained financing of the programs supposed to increase
the quality of life in the towns and settlements where SUEK
employees live and work. 350 mln rubles were allocated
annually for these purposes. The priority task for this period
was a gradual transition from subsidizing social facilities to
systematic social projecting and social investment, which is
investment into the long-term sustainable development of

society, and to projects with active participation of the regions’ population. Within the reporting period, it was a frontburner task aimed at overcoming the consequences of the
economic crisis, including lower employment rate and life
standards in the regions. In these conditions, the SUEK for
Regions Fund’s programs were primarily directed towards
optimization of regions development resources: creation of
local initiative “growth points” — educational and career
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guidance centers, entrepreneurship development agencies.
The Fund also took measures to involve people in modernization of their towns and settlements, to trigger cooperation
between local administrations and public by organizing educational seminars and contests for social projects 35.
These programs were based on the SUEK for Regions
Fund’s pilot projects carried out in 2007–2008. 36
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In 2010, the scope of SUEK for Regions Fund’s activity was
expanded by launching of programs for the Primorsky and the
Zabaykalye Territories.

Social programs 2009–2010:
social projecting
THE Kemerovo region

• “ Urban environment”
• “ Leninsk-Kuznetsky’s labor potential development”
• “Youth

initiatives support” (the town of Kiselevsk)

THE Krasnoyarsk Territory

• “Creation and development the Agency for supporting small and middle-sized business in Borodino town and
Rybinsk Region”

THE Republic of Khakassia

• “Profession and career”
• “Disseminating of Professional identification model in the Republic of Khakassia”

THE Republic of Buryatia

• “Sagan-Nur settlements public life center”
• “Creation of youth career selection system in Sagan-Nur settlement and Mukhorshibirksy region”

THE Khabarovsk Territory

• “ Formation of social partnership in Chegdomyn settlement”

LABOR MARKET
DIVERSIFICATION,
ENSURIN
POPULATION'S
EMPLOYMENT AND
SELF-EMPLOYMENT

KEY TASKS
OF SOCIAL PROGRAMS
IN 2009–2010
HUMAN
CAPITAL
QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT

INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
AND SOCIAL
APPROACHES
INTRODUCTION

The “Urban environment” and “Youth initiative support” in Kiselevsk (Kemerovo region) were targeted
towards creation of comfortable living conditions
for people, formation a healthy, active and initiative young generation, development of the local
community’s initiative. The projects were partnered
by OJSC SUEK Kuzbass, Town Administration of
Kiselevsk, educational institutions — Lyceum No. 1,
School No. 28, Children and Youth Sports School,
and Youth Art Center. Social projecting and social
project management trainings for school children
and teachers of Kiselevsk took place in the course of
projects implementation; a competition for the best
children’s project of a sportsground called “My yard
is a sportsground” was organized. The “Olympians”
sportsground was built according to the project of the
Lyсeum No.1 team, who won the competition.
For school teams which took active part in the
“Urban environment” project, an educational camp
“A young social projects manager” in Sochi was
organized.
On October 20, 2010, in the town of Kiselevsk a fair
of social projects called “Town is us” was held. 25
projects were presented in the competition. The most
popular were the following: “Club for children with
limited abilities”, “Chronicle of Kiselev”, “Planet of
Children”— creating a town playground. At the fair,
358,000 rubles were collected from small and medium-sized businesses for to implement the projects.

	A complete list of programs, their content and results are contained in the SUEK for Regions Social
and Economic Support Fund’s Report 2009–2010.
	See SUEK Social Report 2007–2008.

35

36
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The “SUEK labor
teams” project was
launched in 2005 with the
support of the regional Labor
and Employment Agency.
More than 550 youths aged
14 to 17 annually participate
in the development of the
mining towns help in hospitals and with pensioners
care, pensioners supervision.
Working four hours a day,
these boys and girls earn
good money at SUEK. The
project is launched in such
towns as Borodino, Naza
rovo, and Sharypovo.
The project “Small
and medium-sized
businesses development in the town of
Borodino and Rybinsk
region” is aimed at
developing of small business
as an alternative employment and servicing sector.
The project resulted from
the cooperation between
the town Administration of
Borodino, Rybinsk region
Administration, the Ministry
for Economic and Regional
Development of Krasnoyarsk
Territory, the Labor and the
Employment Agencies of
the Krasnoyarsk Territory,
Krasnoyarsk regional agency
for small and medium-sized
business support, and OJSC
SUEK-Kransnoyarsk. One of
the main project outcomes
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is creation and development
of the Agency for small and
medium-sized business support in the town of Borodino
and the regions of Rybinsk
(the founders are SUEK for
Regions Fund and Krasnoyarsk Regional Agency
for Small and Medium-sized
BusinessSupport JSC). The
Agency produced more than
40 business plans and attracted over 5 mln rubles for
projects implementation. Two
projects of Rybinsk region
won grants for establishing
a company (total amount of
the attracted funds made up
600 thousand rubles) at the
regional competition. More
than 100 people received
free consultations from the
Agency. By the end 2010,
46 jobs had been created
with the help of the Agency
specialists.
The Khakassian “DISSEMINATIN Profession and
career” and “Youth vocational identification
model” projects were aimed
at developing vocational
identification system, young
people’s increasing motivation and interest in mining
professions. The project was
partnered by administrations
of Chernogorsk town, Altay
and Biysk regions, the Ministry
of Education and Science of
the Republic of Khakassia,

Dmintry Lukashevsky,
Head of Entrepreneurship Department of
the Ministry for Economy and Regional
Development of Krasnoyarsk Territory,
said: “We are going to repeat this project’s experience of working with small
and medium-sized business in other
territories of our region”.

electronic libraries in the
SUEK presence regions,
equipped with computer and
network facilities, software,
as well as fiction, reference and scientific literature
archives, high speed Internet
access, and remote training
opportunities. Such projects
become not only informa
tional and educational, but
also family leisure centers;
they encourage new idea
and knowledge inflow to settlements and towns. The first
electronic library was opened
in March, 2009 in the town of
Kiselevsk of the Kemerovo
region, and in August, 2009
the second one was opened
in Sagan-Nur settlement of
the Republic of Buryatia.
In 2010, in Sagan-Nur settlement (the Republic of
Buryatia), with the support of
the Fund, the first Interregional Fair of social
and pedagogical inno
vation took place. The
Fair united participants from
three regions of the Republic
of Buryatia: Mukhorshibir,
Zaigraevo and Ivolginsk. The
participants presented 66
projects aimed at developing patriotic attitude towards
their native country.

The “Electronic
Library” project is about
creation of multifunctional

Vadim Khohlov,
Governor of the Sharypovo town: “The
project underway is very important for
the town of Sharypovo: today we need
new quality framework and new directions for small business development,
as well as new organizational forms. For
this, the business needs support in the
form of education, consulting on legal
and technological issues. We ask you
to consider prolongation of this project
for 2012, and possible expansion of its
coverage area”37.

	It is planned by the SUEK for Regions Fund to continue this project.

37

Association of publicly active
Schools of the Republic of
Khakassia, and OJSC SUEKKhakassia. The main outcome
of the project was the creation
of resource centers vocational identification for young
people, development of
vocational identification methodology at the municipal level.
Educational seminars and
practical training were held,
working visits to Estonia and
Belgium were organized for
municipal administrations representatives, school principals
and municipal employees to
introduce them to the practices of vocational identification.
The these seminars served as
the basis for the Republican
practical seminar “Modern
social interaction mechanisms
in vocational identification”
organized by the project
participants and supported
by the Ministry of Education
of the Republic of Khakassia.
The projects also featured
contests “I am a miner”,
“Mining dynasties”, “Mentor
companies”, and “The youth
of Khakassia: education,
profession, career” supported
by the Ministry of Education
of the Republic of Khakassia.
More than 700 people took
part in the contests.

Galina Pochekueva,
primary school teacher of Ust-Abakan
School No. 2: “The practical seminar was
very useful for me. Like many teachers,
I am a curious person, so I was listening
very attentively, and I enjoyed it. The
round tables were extremely interesting,
I will definitely use the knowledge I received in my work. Thank you very much
for the seminar.”

SUEK AND the REGIONS:
PARTNERSHIP
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Main areas
of SUEK
charitable
activity
Social programs in 2009–2010:
donations
In 2009–2010, SUEK provided donations to projects in the public
utilities sector, those related to modernization and refurbishment
of educational and health care facilities, active development
and social integration of disabled children, events for veterans,
sports events and festivals. The Company supported initiatives
of cultural traditions preservation, sports and healthy life style.
Charitable projects of the Company have been implemented in
all the regions of its presence.
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SUPPORT
FOR SCIENTIFIC,
CULTURAL,
ARTISTIC
INSTITUTIONS
SUPPORT
FOR EDUCATION
FINANCING
OF NATIONAL,
PROFESSIONAL,
REGIONAL
AND LOCAL FESTIVALS

SUPPORT
FOR PUBLIC
UTILITIES
REFORM

SUPPORT FOR
PROGRAMS FOR
MATERNITY,
PATERNITY,
CHILDREN
PROTECTION

SUPPORT
FOR HEALTH
CARE
INSTITUTIONS

SUPPORT
FOR CHILDREN’S
INSTITUTIONS

SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT,
SOCIAL PROGRAMS
IMPLEMENTATION

SUPPORT
FOR VETERANS
AND DISABLED
PEOPLE

SUPPORT
FOR SPORTS

SUPPORT
FOR RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS

Charitable projects of the Company
have been implemented in all the regions of its presence.
Territories

Charity SUPPORT examples

Kemerovo region

• Shared participation in the construction of a kindergarten in Krasny Kamen micro-region in the town of Kiselevsk
• Financing of summer holidays in Greece for 600 children from the Kemerovo region
• Capital repair of the Children’s Arts Center in the town of Polysaevo
• Participation in financial support for of repair of the Children and Youth’s Sports School in the town of Kiselevsk
• Participation in financial support for of supplying Leninsk-Kuznetsky School of Olympic Reserve with medical equipment, furniture,
training and sports equipment for the classes and gyms
• Organization of the “Springwaters“ volleyball SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund Cup tournament and the “Aspiration for Victory” sports
festival
• Material support for the Kemerovo regional public “In commemoration of miners” fund named after V.P. Romanov
• Financing the construction of the Resurrection of Christ temple complex in the town of Leninsk-Kuznetsky

Krasnoyarsk
Territory

•C
 apital repair of the endoscopic department in Krasnoyarsk regional hospital for veterans
•R
 epair of the Museum and Exhibition Center in the town of Nazarovo
•S
 upporting the Children and Youth Sports School of the town of Nazarov in purchasing new sports equipment
•F
 inancing the Enisey-STM rugby club
•F
 inancing the road tour of the Krasnoyarsk Drama Theatre named after A.S. Pushkin

Republic
of Khakassia

• Financing the repair in the “Beryozka” Children’s Recreation Facility (Beysky region) and “Romashka” kindergarten (Ust-Abakan)
• Help in purchasing breathing and anesthesia equipment for the surgery department of the Chernogorsk town hospital
• Financing the repair of war widows’ flats and houses
• Support in organization of “Tun Paraim” national festival and international ecological and “Chir Chayan” ethnical festival in the town of
Abakan

Republic
of Buryatia

• Financing the heating system repair in a Sagan-Nur school
• Repair of the monument to the World War II heroes, and development of its territory in Sagan-Nur settlement for the 65-th anniversary of the Great Victory
• Helping to children suffering from cancer

Khabarovsk
Territory

• Reconstruction of the “Last attack” memorial in Chegdomyn settlement
• Support for Khabarovsk regional charitable fund for active development and integration of disabled children
• Financial help to the “Golden ball” Sports Development Fund

Primorsky
Territory

•F
 inancing different Victory Day celebration related events
•C
 apital repair of cultural center in Lipovtsy settlement
•F
 inancial support for Primorsk Regional Federation of rowing and canoeing
•F
 inancial support for “Volleyball-Primorye” Sports Club. Purchasing of an insulin pump for Nastya Antropova, 7 years, Vladivostok

Zabaykalye
Territory

•C
 apital repair of a boiler room in Drovyanay settlement (Uletovsky region)
•S
 upport for secondary schools
•P
 urchasing of fire-fighting equipment and respiratory personal protection means for social service organizations
•P
 urchasing of medicines for Marianna Zhuravleva (Sherlovaya Gora, Borzinsky region) whose physical disability is attributed to the
Chernobyl NPP disaster
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SUEK AND the REGIONS:
PARTNERSHIP
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

About 80 employees and
veterans of Berezovsky mine
received flats in the new
houses in Dubinino settlement. The houses were
built under the program of
relocation from rundown and
hazardous buildings.

SUEK for Regions Fund.
The veterans’ hospital is the
oldest in the country. Today,
it is the veterans’ hospital is
the leading medical institution
in the region serving the war
participants and home front
workers.

In 2010, on the eve of Great
Victory Day, the Krasnoyarsk
regional hospital for veterans
saw the opening of the
endoscopic department after
capital repair financed by the

In 2009, a joint project of the
RF Presidential Administration
and the SUEK for Regions
Fund was launched. Treatment and rehabilitation services in “Polyany” consultative

Nikolay Glushkov, Minister of
Construction and Architecture of Krasnoyarsk Territory: “Both regional authorities
and move-ins should be thankful to the
administrations of the town and settlement
and contracting development companies,
and of course, to SUEK for the productive
work. Personally, I think that Sharypovo is
a good example of cooperation between
government and business with the aim
to improve the life of people living in the
region.”

and diagnostic department of
the Presidential Administration Polyclinic was organized
for children from the mining
regions. From 2009 till now,
about 200 kids from seven
regions of the country have
received treatment there.
Unique innovative technologies, high professional
level of all specialists allow to
perform thorough diagnostics
in the shortest possible time,
and to work out treatment
and rehabilitation programs.
Besides treatment and reha-

Alexey Podkorytovв,
Head of Krasnoayrsk regional hospital
for war veterans: “Today the veterans’
hospital is a serious highly-specialized
medical treatment institution, and an organizational and methodological center
for medical aid provision to veterans.
Moreover, we provide treatment nоt only
to World War II veterans, who are our
special patients requiring help and care
first of all due to their age. We also provide treatment for local wars veterans,
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bilitation, there are cultural
and educational programs
developed, which include
excursions to historical sites
of Moscow and the Moscow
Region, concerts, clubs and
sports events. The leading
Russian carrier “Aeroflot —
Russian airlines” took part in
the campaign with a special
ticket price for children.

Chernobyl disaster liquidators, repressed
and rehabilitated, labor veterans. We
have about 300,000 patients.”

Targets for the Next
Reporting Period
Targets for the Next Reporting Period
CONDUCTING DIALOGUE
WITH STAKE-HOLDERS AND
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERSECTOR
PARTNERSHIP IN ORDER TO
FACILITATE SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF
THE TERRITORIES

➢Further dialogue on single-industry towns modernization
➢Accomplishment of social and economic agreements with regional and municipal administrations.
➢PPP development, including under federal and regional targeted programs
➢Cooperation with public organizations
➢Involvement of business partners, including financial institutions, in socially important projects accomplishment

DEELOPING REGIONS SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC POTENTIAL, HUMAN
CAPITAL QUALITY INCREASE

➢Encouragement of regions labor potential development
➢Labor market diversification, small and medium-sized business support
➢Support of youth initiative
➢Participation in social infrastructure modernization
➢Support for cultural and educational institutions
➢Support for sports and healthy life style
➢Support for disadvantaged groups of population

INTRODUCING INNOVATIVE SOCIAL
TECHNOLOGIES

➢Development of the existing social projecting initiatives, and expansion of regional coverage: planning and
accomplishment of projects in the Primorsk, Altai and ZabaykalyeTerritories
➢Accomplishment of projects within the new area of the SUEK for Regions Fund’s activity: On Regional Innovative
Systems Development
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APPENDIX 1.

SUEK
SOCIAL REPORTING
In 2005, the Company was the first in the Russian coal industry to start publishing social reports on a regular basis. This
report is the fourth Social Report of SUEK. Social Reports of
SUEK are compiled with reference to the international standard
for corporate sustainability reporting38, which allows for comprehensive disclosure on the Company’s performance in the
economic and social sectors, as well as in the management
of natural resources. SUEK strives to consistently improve the
quality of its sustainability reporting by disclosing more information and presenting it both in the context of strategic business
priorities and in relation to the priorities of society and expectations of stakeholders.

Application of the sustainability
reporting principles in Social reports
of SUEK
SUEK supports international and local initiatives aimed at promoting socially responsible corporate practices and corporate
sustainability reporting. Since 2006, SUEK has been publishing
social reports focused on the principles and standards deve
loped by the Global Reporting Initiative39. The Company’s social
reports also include disclosure on Key Performance Indicators,
which reflect the principles of the Social Charter of Russian
Business initiated by the Russian Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs.

Development of SUEK Social Reporting:
2005–2010
• Development and implementation of the principle of social responsibility
• Boost of information transparency
• Introduction of international standards of corporate reporting
Social report
• Development of constructive dialogue with stakeholders
2009–2010

Social report
2007–2008
Social report
2006
Social report
2001–2005
Integrated approach to disclosing
the Company’s social, economic and
environmental responsibility
Use of GRI Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines in terms of general approach
and application of selected performance
indicators

Strategic analysis of the Company’s social
responsibility in the context of sustainable
development priorities of the Company
and society

The report presents a set of indicators
covering all major areas of sustainable
development

Detailed presentation of approaches
to sustainable development
management
An enhanced set of performance
indicators corresponding to GRI
Application Level “B”

Disclosing information on management
approaches to sustainable development
and on relevant organizational structures

Coverage of the processes and
outcomes of stakeholder engagement
on the issues material for the
Company and society
Application of GRI Sustainability Reporting Application of GRI Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines at the “С” level, and testing a
Guidelines at the “С+” level
The report is verified by the internal
wider range of indicators
control and audit service and assured
The report is assured by an external audiThe report is verified by the internal control by an external auditor (Bureau Veritas
tor (Bureau Veritas Certification Rus)
Certification Rus)
and audit service

The report is assured by an external
auditor (Bureau Veritas Certification Rus)

	Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.
	Global Reporting Initiative — an international organization whose primary purpose is to develop and implement a reporting system on sustainable development, reflecting the social role and responsibility of business, government and public organizations. At the core of the organization’s philosophy lie internationally recognized principles of the UN Global Compact.

38
39

APPENDIX 1

SUEK social reports are produced based on the of the third version of GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines ’s requirements to
the content sustainability reports, quality of data, and presentation of information.
Unlike previous issues, this Report is limited by the Company’s
coal segment due to the separation of the energy business. It did
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not require any re-statements of information, as in the Company’s
previous social reports the coal and energy segments were covered separately.

GRI principle

Report Compliance

Materiality

Topics to be covered in the Report were selected based on the importance of economic, social and environmental
issues to the Company and its stakeholders. Information requests of stakeholders were identified through corporate
communication channels and in the course of specialized meetings where topical issues and constructive cooperation opportunities were discussed. Feedback, social research and media coverage were also taken into account.

Stakeholder Inclusiveness

Key stakeholders are listed in the Company’s Corporate Code of Conduct. They were identified and related to certain
cooperation schemes based on the degree of mutual influence and interdependency, opportunities and prospects for
cooperation, as well as specific interests of each group. The Report provides information on practical interaction with
each party and key results of such interaction.

Sustainability Context

The Company presents its performance results in the context of strategic priorities and sustainable development of
society, including regional development priorities. The Report reflects the impact of the Company’s influence on the
environment.

Completeness

The Report reflects all milestone topics for the reporting period (two calendar years). The Report covers all organizational units under the direct control of the Company.

Balance

The Report provides information both on the Company’s achievements
and challenges addressed at the moment

Comparability

Comparability between reporting periods is ensured by using the Company’s audited financial statements and management reporting for several years. Comparability of results with those of other Russian and international companies is
ensured by using the principles of GRI-G3 reporting guidelines (including the last — third — version of the GRI Mining
and Metals Sector Supplement40), as well as the Russian non-financial Core Performance Indicators of the Russian Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs reporting system. The Report also gives information about reporting limits.

Accuracy and clarity

Compared to the last year, this Report contains a wider range of standard reporting elements (GRI-G3 — Level B).
The descriptive information reflects specific situation and illustrates main statements of the Report.

Timeliness

The Company publishes Social Reports once in two years. The Report is focused on the most important directions and
results of activity for the reporting period, including the data relevant at the time of the Report preparation.

Clarity

The Report’s structure reflects main blocks of content to facilitate the search of information. The Report includes GRIG3 performance indicator. Specialized terms are explained in footnotes.
The Report is published in Russian and English languages, and is available on the corporate website.

Reliability

The data reliability is ensured while collecting and consolidating information by using standard procedures. Quantitative indicators are consolidated by using the Company’s information systems, and gathered through special
requests during the Report compilation. These requests reflect the requirements of the GRI Guidelines. Deviations
from the GRI protocols are attributed to the country-specific system of state statistics and corporate management
information systems. In case of such deviations, the Company indicates the corresponding parameter as partly disclosed in the Index of standard reporting elements. The Report is approved by functional divisions of the Company.
The quality of information is verified by the Internal Control and Audit Service. The Report includes audited financial
statements. To ensure data reliability, the Company believes it is important to use external audit.The auditor receives a task to evaluate the quality of data, relevance of covered issues, and compliance of information disclosure
to GRI Guideline Application Level B.

	Sustainability Reporting Guidelines & Mining and Metals Sector Supplement. GRI, 2010.

40
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APPENDIX 2.

INDEX
OF STANDARD
REPORTING
ELEMENTS
This Report used the indicators recommended by Global Initiative Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, version 3 (GRI-G3),
including some indicators of GRI Mining and Metals Sector
Supplement (version of 2010).The Index also includes selected
Core Performance Indicators developed by the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs for corporate social/sustainability
reports (RSPP).

Table references:
GRI core indicator
	GRI additional indicator
Sector Supplement indicator
Full disclosure
Partial disclosure
	Indicator is not covered

I. ABOUT THE COMPANY

№ of RSPP
Indicator

GRI Indicator
code description

Degree
of disclosure

1. Strategy and analysis

Location
in the Report

Page

1.1

Governance structure of the reporting Company on
the importance of sustainable development for the
Company and its strategy

Statements from the Chairman of the Board of Directors
and CEO

4–6

1.2

Key influences, risks and opportunities

Statement from the Chairman of the Board of Directors
and CEO
Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement
Economic stability and efficiency
Social Performance: the Company’s human capital.
Occupational health and safety
Environmental performance: safety and efficiency
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

4–5
9, 12, 15,
22, 27,
28, 43,
44, 55–56, 57, 60, 71–72,
73, 89–90

Comments
and additional
links

APPENDIX 2
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2. Company Profile
2.1

Name of the organization

About the Company

7

2.2

Primary brands, products/services

Economic stability and efficiency

2.3

Operational structure of the Company, including
main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries
and joint ventures

Appendix 3. Structure of the Company

2.4

Location of the Company’s Headquarters

About the Company

2.5

Number of countries where the organization
operates, and names of the countries either with
major operations or that are specifically relevant to
the sustainability issues covered in the report

Economic stability and efficiency

2.6

Nature of ownership, legal form

About the Company

2.7

Markets served

Economic stability and efficiency

2.8

Scale of the reporting organization

About the Company
Economic stability and efficiency
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period
regarding size, structure, or ownership.

Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

93

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period

Appendix 4. The Company’s awards

109–112

3.1

Reporting period

About the Report

3.2

Date of most recent previous report (if any).

Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

3.3

Reporting cycle (annual, biennial)

Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or
its contents.

Appendix 5. Feedback

3.5

Process for defining report content.

About the Report
Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

3.6

Boundary of the report

About the Report

3.7

State any specific limitations on the scope or
boundary of the report

About the Report
Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries,
leased facilities, outsourced operations,
and other entities that can significantly affect
comparability from period to period
and/or between organizations

The Report doesn’t contain data
on such enterprises

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of
calculations, including assumptions and techniques
underlying estimations applied
to the compilation of the Indicators
and other information in the report

About the Report.
Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements
of information provided in earlier reports, and the
reasons for such re-statement

The Report doesn’t contain any re-statements of
information from earlier reports

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods
in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods
applied in the report.

Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard
Disclosures in the report.

Appendix 2. Index of standard reporting elements

3.13

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking
external assurance for the report.

About the Report.
Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

4.1

Governance structure of the organization, including
committees under the highest governance body
responsible for specific tasks, such as setting
strategy or organizational oversight

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest
governance body is also an executive officer

Not applicable

4.3

For organizations that have a unitary board
structure, state the number of members of the
highest governance body that are independent
and/or non-executive members.

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

11

4.4

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to
provide recommendations or direction to the highest
governance body.

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

10–11, 19–20

21, 23
108

7
24

7
23–24
7, 21, 24, 74

See also:
Consolidated financial reporting
of OJSC SUEK according
to IFRS for the year ended
December 31, 2010:
http://www.suek.ru/page.
php?id=487 (page.23).

3. Report parameters
1
91
91
113
1,
92
1
1,
93

1, 92

93

94–107
1,
93

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
10–14
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4.5

Linkage between compensation
for members of the highest governance body,
senior managers, and executives (including
departure arrangements), and the organization's
performance (including social and environmental
performance).

Compansations for the Company’s senior executives
include a variable component meant to encourage
them to achieve strategic targets including in the field of
sustainable development

The structure and size of
payment to CEO, Management
Board and Board of Directors
are given in the Annual Report
of OJSC SUEK 2010, page 117.

4.6

Processes in place for the highest governance
body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided.

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

12

4.7

Process for determining the qualifications and
expertise of the members of the highest governance
body for guiding the organization’s strategy on
economic, environmental, and social topics

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

12

4.8

Internally developed statements of mission or
values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to
economic, environmental, and social performance
and the status of their implementation

About the Company
Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement
Social Performance: Company’s human capital.
Occupational health and safety
Environmental Performance: safety and efficiency.
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for
overseeing the organization's identification and
management of economic, environmental, and
social performance, including relevant risks and
opportunities, and adherence or compliance with
internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct,
and principles

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

4.10

Processes for evaluating the highest governance
.
body's own performance, particularly with respect to
economic, environmental, and social performance

Contribution of the Board of Directors and its committees
to the Company’s performance is assessed annually
In 2010, external international experts in corporate
governance were attracted to the assessment of the Board
of Directors’ performance.

4.11

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the
organization

Environmental Performance: safety and efficiency

58

4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental,
and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to
which the organization subscribes or endorses.

Appendix 1. SUEK Social Reporting

92

4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry
associations) and/or national/international advocacy
organizations, in which the Company: a) has
positions in governance bodies, b) participates in
projects or committees, c) provides substantive
funding beyond routine membership dues, d) views
membership as strategic

Economic stability and efficiency

25

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the
organization

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

18

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders
with whom to engage

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

18

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including
frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement
Social Performance: the Company’s human capital
Environmental Performance: safety and efficiency
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

19–20, 39, 61, 80–83

4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised
through stakeholder engagement, and how the
organization has responded to those key topics and
concerns, including through its reporting

About the Report
Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

1
20,
83–86

7, 14–15,
29–30,
44–45,
57–58,
75–76

SUEK compliance with the
Corporate Conduct Code
recommended by FFMS of RF,
published annually as Appendix
to the Annual Report. See
Annual Report of OJSC SUEK
2010, pages 122–133.

12–14

Vereinder Kohlenimporteure —
a German association of coal
importers, represents public
and commercial interests of 73
member-companies including
consumers and suppliers of
coal, traders, and coal carriers.
The association pays a lot of
attention to climate change
and other issues of sustainable
development.

II. DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Aspects

1. Economic
Economic performance

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement.
Economic stability and efficiency

9, 22, 27

Market presence

SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

74

Indirect economic impacts

SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

74, 77–79
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2. Environmental

Aspects

Aspects

Materials
Energy

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

57–61,
70, 72

Water

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

57–61, 63, 71–72

Biodiversity

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

65

Emissions, effluents and waste

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

57–61,
68, 69, 71–72

Products and services

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

Compliance

Environmental effectiveness:
safety and efficiency

Transport

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

Overall

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

Employment

Social Performance:
Company’s human capital

28–31, 43

Labor/management relations

Social Performance:
Company’s human capital

28–31, 43

Occupational health and safety

Occupational health and safety

44–47, 55–56

Training and education

Social Performance:
The Company’s human capital

28–31, 43

Diversity and equal opportunity

Social Performance:
The Company’s human capital

28–31, 43

57–61

57–61, 71–72

Aspects

3. Social: Labor Practices and Decent Work

4. Social: Human Rights

Aspects

Investment and procurement practices
Non-discrimination

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

30

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

30

Child labor

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

30

Forced and compulsory labor

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

30

Indigenous rights

SUEK and regions: partnership for sustainable
development

75

Community

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement.
SUEK and regions: partnership for sustainable
development

18–20,
73, 76–78, 89–90

Corruption

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

10–11

Public policy

SUEK and regions: partnership for sustainable
development

73, 75

Anti-competitive behavior

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

10–11

Compliance

Sustainable development: priorities, governance,
stakeholder engagement

10–11

Consumer’s health and safety

Sustainable development: priorities, governance, stakeholder engagement.
Economic stability and efficiency

19,
23

Product and service labelling

Economic stability and efficiency

24

Economic stability and efficiency

23

Security practices

Aspects

5. Social: Society

Aspects

6. Social: Product responsibility

Marketing communications
Customer privacy
Compliance
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III. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Economic
Aspect: Economic performance
EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed,
including revenues, operating costs, employee
compensation, donations and other community
investments, retained earnings, and payments to
capital providers and governments

1.2.
1.3.
1.4.
1.5.
1.6.
1.7.
3.3.1

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities for the organization's activities due to
climate change

EC3

Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan
obligations

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from
government

EC5

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage
compared to local minimum wage at significant
locations of operation

EC6

Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on
locally-based suppliers at significant locations of
operation

SUEK and regions: partnership for sustainable
development

EC7

Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior
management hired from the local community at
significant locations of operation

Social Performance: the Company’s human capital
SUEK and regions: partnership for sustainable
development

EC8

Development and impact of infrastructure
investments and services provided primarily for
public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro
bono engagement

SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

84–89

EC9

Understanding and describing significant indirect
economic impacts, including the extent of impacts

Economic stability and efficiency.
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

22
73–76

1.8.

Economic stability and efficiency.
Social Performance: the Company’s human capital.
SUEK and the regions: partnership for sustainable
development

21,
33,
84

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

68

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

35

See also: Consolidated financial
reporting of OJSC SUEK
according to IFRS for the year
ended December 31, 2010:
http://www.suek.ru/page.
php?id=487 (page 23).

Aspect: Market presence

74

30, 74

Aspect: Indirect economic impacts

1.5.

2. Ecological productivity
Aspect: Materials
EN1

Materials used by weight or volume

EN2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled
input materials

EN3

Direct energy consumption by primary energy
source

EN4

Indirect energy consumption by primary source

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

70

EN5

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency
improvements

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

70

EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable
energy based products and services, and
reductions in energy requirements as a result of
these initiatives

EN7

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption,
and reductions achieved

EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

66

EN9

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal
of water

EN10

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and
reused

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

66

EN11

Location and size of land owned, leased, managed
in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

The Company doesn’t operate in specially protected
natural areas (data as of the end of 2010)

Aspect: Energy
Data on energy consumption
by SUEK enterprises: Annual
report of OJSC SUEK 2010,
page 139

Aspect: Water

Aspect: Biodiversity

APPENDIX 2

EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities,
products, and services on biodiversity in protected
areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside
protected areas

The Company doesn’t operate in specially protected
natural areas (data as of the end of 2010)

ММ1

Area of land owned or leased and used for production or extraction, disturbed or reclaimed

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

64–65

EN13

Habitats protected or restored

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency.

64–65

EN14

Strategies, current actions, and future plans for
managing impacts on biodiversity

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

60, 63

EN15

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected
by operations, by level of extinction risk

EN16

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
by weight

EN17

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions
by weight

EN18

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
reductions achieved

EN19

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight

EN20

NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by
type and weight

EN21

113

Aspect: Emissions, effluents, waste
2.5.

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

68

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

68

2.6.
2.6.1.

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

69

Total water discharge by quality and destination

2.7.
2.7.1.
2.7.2.

Environmental effectiveness:
safety and efficiency.

66

EN22

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

2.8.
2.8.1.

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

69–70

EN23

Total number and volume of significant spills

Not applicable

EN24

Weight of transported, imported, exported, or
treated waste deemed hazardous under the terms
of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII,
and percentage of transported waste shipped
internationally

Not applicable

EN25

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity
value of water bodies and related habitats
significantly affected by the reporting organization’s
discharges of water and runoff

EN26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of pro
ducts and services, and extent of impact mitigation

EN27

Percentage of products sold and their packaging
materials that are reclaimed by category

EN28

Monetary value of significant fines
and total number of non-monetary sanctions
for non-compliance with environmental laws
and regulations

EN29

Significant environmental impacts
of transporting products and other goods
and materials used for the organization’s
operations, and transporting members
of the workforce

EN30

Total environmental protection expenditures
and investments by type

Aspect: Products and services

Aspect: Compliance

Aspect: Transport

Aspect: Overall
2.12.

Environmental Performance:
safety and efficiency

63

3. Social: Labor Practices and Decent Work
Aspect: Employment
LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment
contract, and region

3.1.1.

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital.
SUEK and the regions:
partnership for sustainable development

LA2

Total number and rate of employee turnover
by age group, gender, and region

3.1.2.
3.1.3.

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

31–32

LA3

Benefits provided to full-time employees
that are not provided to temporary or part-time
employees, by major operations

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

33–34
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Aspect: Labor/management relations
LA4

Percentage of employees covered by collective
bargaining agreements

3.1.4.

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

LA5

Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant
operational changes, including whether
it is specified in collective agreements

3.1.4.

The Company woks according to the Labor Code,
which stipulates for minimal notification time
in case of considerable changes
in the Company’s activity
(not later than two months before
certain measures are implemented, and in case of staff
redundancy resulting in mass dismissals,
not later than three months before any measures are
implemented)

MM4

Number of strikes lasting more than
one week per regions

LA6

Percentage of total workforce represented
in formal joint management-worker health
and safety committees that help monitor
and advise on occupational health
and safety programs

LA7

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days,
and absenteeism, and number of work-related
fatalities by region

LA8

39

Aspect: Occupational health and safety
Compliant with La 4 indicator

3.1.5.
3.1.6.
3.1.7.
3.1.8.

Occupational health and safety

50–52

Education, training, counseling, prevention,
and risk-control programs in place
to assist workforce members, their families,
or community members regarding serious
diseases

Occupational health and safety

53–54

LA9

Health and safety topics covered in formal
agreements with trade unions

Occupational health and safety

54

LA10

Composition of governance bodies
and breakdown of employees per category
according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other indicators
of diversity

LA11

Aspect: Training and education
3.1.10.

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

36

Programs for skills management and lifelong
learning that support the continued employability
of employees, and assist them in managing career
endings

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

36

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development
reviews

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

32

LA13

Composition of governance bodies
and breakdown of employees per category
according to gender, age group, minority group
membership, and other indicators of diversity

LA14

Ratio of basic salary of men to women
by employee category

Quantitative characteristics
of training programs
are given in accordance
with the reporting system
adopted in the Company

Aspect: Diversity and equal opportunity
3.1.12. Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

31–32

The Company’s management
structure and biographical data.
See: Annual report
of OJSC SUEK 2010,
p.50–53; p.58–61

4. Social: human rights
Aspect: Investment and procurement practices
HR1

Percentage and total number of significant
investment agreements that include human rights
clauses or that have undergone human rights
screening

HR2

Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors
that have undergone screening on human rights,
and actions taken

HR3

Total hours of employee training on policies and
procedures concerning aspects of human rights that
are relevant to operations, including the percentage
of employees trained

HR4

Total number of incidents of discrimination, and
actions taken

Aspect: Non-discrimination
3.2.1.
3.2.2.

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

30

No discrimination cases
revealed for the reporting
period
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Aspect: Freedom of association and collective bargaining
HR5

Operations identified, in which the right to exercise
freedom of association and collective bargaining
may be at significant risk, and actions taken to
support these rights

3.1.4.

Social Performance:
the Company’s human capital

HR6

Operations identified as having significant risk for
incidents of child labor, and measures taken to
contribute to the elimination of child labor

No operations involving a significant child labor risk
revealed for the reporting period

HR7

Operations identified as having significant risk
for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and
measures to contribute to the elimination of forced
or compulsory labor

No operations involving a significant compulsory
or forced labor risk revealed for the reporting period

HR8

Percentage of security personnel trained in the
organization’s policies or procedures concerning
aspects of human rights that are relevant
to operations

HR9

Total number of incidents of violations involving
rights of indigenous people, and actions taken

30, 39–40

Aspect: Child labor
The Company
follows the RF legislation
excluding child labor

Aspect: Forced and compulsory labor
The Company
follows the RF legislation
excluding forced labor

Aspect: Security practices

Aspct: Indigenous rights
3.2.3.

No cases of indigenous rights violations revealed

5. Social: Society
Aspect: Community
SO1

Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs
and practices that assess and manage the impacts
of operations on communities, including entering,
operating, and exiting

MM10

Number and percentage of enterprises planned
for closure/closed

SO2

Percentage and total number of business units
analyzed for risks related to corruption

SO3

Percentage of employees trained in organization's
anti-corruption policies and procedures

SO4

Actions taken in response
to incidents of corruption

SO5

Public policy positions and participation in public
policy development and lobbying

SO6

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to
political parties, politicians, and related institutions
by country

SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices, and
their outcomes

SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total number
of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
laws and regulations

3.3.3.

SUEK and the regions:
partnership for sustainable development

76, 78

No production facilities planned for closure
or closed for the reporting period

Aspect: Corruption

Aspect: Public policy
3.3.4.

SUEK and the regions:
partnership for sustainable development

1.1.

OJSC SUEK group of companies occupies a leading
position in the thermal coal supply for thermal and electric
energy production in five RF subjects. Besides that, in
some RF subjects, OJSC SUEK is a leading supplier of
thermal coal to public utilities.
Due to this fact, the activity of OJSC SUEK and
legal entities — members of OJSC SUEK group of
companies — is subject to control from anti-monopoly
bodies including imposition of behavior patterns and limits
directed towards competition in the thermal coal market

84

Aspect: Anti-competitive behavior

Aspect: compliance

6. Social: Product Responsibility
Aspect: Customer health and safety
PR1

Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts
of products and services are assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and
services categories subject to such procedures

PR2

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning health
and safety impacts of products and services during
their life cycle, by type of outcomes
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Aspect: Product and service labelling
PR3

Type of product and service information required
by procedures, and percentage of significant
products and services subject to such information
requirements

PR4

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning product
and service information and labeling, by type of
outcomes

PR5

Practices related to customer satisfaction, including
results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

Economic stability and efficiency

PR6

Programs for adherence to laws, standards,
and voluntary codes related to marketing
communications, including advertising, promotion,
and sponsorship

Marketing communications activity is controlled by special
departments of the Company for compliance with the RF
legislation

PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes concerning
marketing communications, including advertising,
promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes

PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding
breaches of customer privacy and losses of
customer data

PR9

Monetary value of significant fines for
non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of products and
services

25

Aspect: Marketing communications

Aspect: Customer privacy

Aspect: Compliance

APPENDIX 3
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APPENDIX 3.

STRUCTURE OF THE COMPANY
SUEK
Coal extraction and
preparation

Coal transportation

Service

Coal sale

Governance and other
functions

Open Joint-Stock Company
SUEK-Kuzbass

Limited LiabilityCompany
Tugnuiskoe Ptu

Limited Liability Company
Nazarovskoye Mining Setting
Board

Limited Liability Company
Vyatka-SUEK

Limited Liability Company
Grinfin

Open Joint-Stock Company
SUEK-Krasnoyarsk

Closed Joint-Stock Company
Daltransugol

Limited Liability Company
Ivanovo-SUEK

OpenJoint-Stock Company
SibNIIugleobogashenie

Limited Liability Company
GlavEnergoSbyt

Closed Joint-Stock Company
Krasnoyarskaya

Joint-Stock Company SUEK AG

Limited Liability Company
SUEK-Finance

Open Joint-Stock Company
Primorskugol
Open Joint-Stock Company
Tugnuisky Open Pit Mine
Limited Liability Company
SUEK-Khakassia
Open Joint-Stock Company
Izykhsky Open Pit Mine
Open Joint-Stock Company
Uralugol

Limited Liability Company
Borodinsky Repair and
Engineering Works
Limited Liability Company
Nazarovsky Repair and
Engineering Works
Open Joint-Stock Company
Prevention and Reclamation
Administration
Open Joint-Stock Company
Chernogorsky Repair and
Engineering Works

Limited Liability CompanyTugnui
Concentrating Plant

Limited Liability Company
Chernovskiye Central Electric
and Mechanic Works

Open Joint-Stock Company
Kharanoisky Open Pit Mine

Limited Liability Company SIBDAMEL

Limited Liability Company
Chitaugol

Limited Liability Company Central
Coal Laboratory

Limited Liability Company
Vostochno-Beyskiy Open Pit
Mine
Limited Liability Company
Kamyshanskiy Open Pit Mine

Limited Liability Company The
Centre for New and Innovative
Technologies (ООО CNIT
SUEK)
Limited Liability Company
Pravoberezhnoye
Limited Liability Company
Ugolschik
Limited Liability Company
Lestopprom
Open Joint-Stock Company
Agro-Industrial Company
Siberia
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APPENDIX 4.

The COMPANY’S
AWARDS
The results of SUEK activities in 2009–2010 in economic and social spheres have been more than once publicly recognized —
SUEK has received awards, prizes and honorary diplomas. The
company has received dozens of letters of appreciation from
regional authorities and public organizations that notice contribution of SUEK to solving of topical problems of social modernization of territories. Notes of thanks are also addressed to SUEK
for Regions Fund: its programs help people find opportunities to participate in solving the problems of their own cities and
towns. The company is grateful to everyone who appreciates its

activity and views the received awards as support for its approaches and practice in sustainable development.
The following is the information about some of the awards given
to the Company in the reporting period.

organizer, comments
and comments

Name of award or contest

Year

1. Awards of Open Joint-Stock Company SUEK
Winner of the annual international prize “Best Company of the Year —
2009”, honorary title “Socially Responsible Enterprise”.

The prize has been established by the initiative of State Duma
Committee on Economic Policy and Entrepreneurship, and
State Duma Committee on Budget and Tax Foundation to
promote entrepreneurship. The contest is supported by the
State Duma, Federation Council, the Accounts Chamber, the
Council of Ministers of the Union State of Belarus and Russia,
the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, the Moscow
City Duma, the Russian Union of Taxpayers

2009

Winner of the National Award in Business "Company of the Year — 2010"
in the category "Fuel and Energy Complex".

Award winners — the companies that have shown outstanding
rates in industry, finance and services in 2010 — are identified
by the advisory council, which consists of influential business,
government and public figures. Organizer of the competition is
the leading media company RBC

2010

"The Best Consignor by Russian Railways". The contest was conducted
within the framework of the VIII International Transport Service Market:
Cooperation and Partnership Conference

Russian Railways

2010

Winner of the award "Best Legal Departments of Russia" in the category
"Energy".

The Corporate Lawyer Magazine, the Company Pynes &
Moerner Executive Search Consultants

2010

Cup of the SHENHUA Corporation (China) "International Competition of
Excellence for the Coal Production" (2nd place in the team event)

Cup of the SHENHUA Corporation (China)

2010

Prize of the Russian Federation in science and technology in 2008 for
the project KAR’ER Development and Broad Industrial Implementation
of an Automated Control System for Mining-transport Complex in mining
enterprises in Russia

Decree of the RF Government of March 10, 2009 N 221,
Moscow

2009

2. Awards of associated companies of Open Joint-Stock Company SUEK
Kirov Mine of OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was awarded the diploma “The Best
Coal Mining Enterprise of Kuzbass" (deep-mined output)

Kemerovo Regional Administration

2009

OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was awarded the diploma "The Best Insurer in
2010 for Compulsory Retirement Insurance” in the category “Insurance
company with the number of employees over 500 people"

Diploma of the Russian Federation Retirement Fund

2011

OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was awarded the diploma "Best Environmental
Project of the Year" for the project for decontamination methane utilization
in the mines of SUEK enterprises

Diploma of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection of the Russian Federation

2009

OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was awarded the diplomas "Philanthropist of the
Year” 2009, 2010"

Diplomas of Leninsk-Kuznetsk Administration

2009,
2010

OJSC SUEK-Kuzbass was awarded the Commemorative Medal for the
15th anniversary of the Diocese of Kemerovo and Novokuznetsk

Diocese of Kemerovo and Novokuznetsk

2010
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OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk was awarded the appraisal letter from Governor
of the Krasnoyarsk Territory for active participation in the development of
social partnership in the Krasnoyarsk Territory

Appraisal letter from Governor of the Krasnoyarsk Territory

2009

OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk was awarded a certificate of social
responsibility of II degree.

Branch of Retirement Fund of the Russian Federation for the
Krasnoyarsk Territory.

2010

Affiliated branch of OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk Borodinsky Open Pit Mine
was awarded the Diploma for the III place in the regional "For the High
Social Efficiency and the Development of Social Partnership" contest in
the nomination "Krasnoyarsk Territory Organization of social efficiency
and best achievements in the development of social partnership"

The Board of Administration of the Krasnoyarsk Territory,
Krasnoyarsk Territory Federation of Trade Unions, Union of
Commodity Producers and Entrepreneurs of Krasnoyarsk
Territory

2009

Affiliated branch of OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk Borodinsky Open Pit Mine
was awarded the Honorary Diploma of the Legislative Assembly of the
Krasnoyarsk Territory for its contribution to the development of local
government, development and implementation of social and economic
policies of the city of Borodino

Legislative Assembly of the Krasnoyarsk Territory

2009

Affiliated branch of OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk Borodinsky Open Pit Mine
is marked by the Badge of Honor "For contribution to the development of
the city of Borodino"

Borodino City Administration

2009

Affiliated branch of OJSC SUEK in Krasnoyarsk has received the
appraisal letter from the Veteran Charity Fund of the Krasnoyarsk Territory
"Dobrota" for the assistance provided to veterans in honor of the Victory
Day

Appraisal letter from the Veteran “Dobrota” Charity Fund of the
Krasnoyarsk Territory

2009

OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk has received the appraisal letter from the Head
of Sharypovo for active cooperation and significant contribution to the
socio-economic development Sharypovo

Appraisal letter from the Head of town of Sharypovo in
Krasnoyarsk Territory

2009

LLC SUEK-Khakassia, LLC Vostochno-Beysky Open Pit Mine are the Best
Companies in Khakassia in 2010 for compulsory retirement insurance.

Retirement Fund of the Russian Federation

2011

Chernogorsky Open Pit Mine of LLC SUEK-Khakassia is the Winner
of the “Leader in Development of Scientific Advances and Innovative
Technologies in the Republic of Khakassia” contest

The Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of
Khakassia

2010

OJSC Primorskugol has received the appraisal letter for excellent
organization of work on the development of coal industry in the Primorsk
Territory

The administration of Mikhailovsky metropolitan district of the
Primorsk Territory

2009

Honorary Diploma was given to SUEK for Regions Fund for its
contribution to the implementation of social programs, investment
projects of Leninsk-Kuznetsk, the Kemerovo region, active assistance in
the preparation of the comprehensive investment plan to modernize the
single-industry town Leninsk-Kuznetsk from the governor of the Kemerovo
region A. Tuleev

Honorary Diploma from the governor of the Kemerovo region
A. Tuleev

2010

SUEK for Regions Fund is the winner of the contest "Philanthropist of
2009"

Kemerovo City Administration

2009

Diploma for the first place in the nomination "For the development of social
sphere of the Republic of Buryatia" of the contest "Blagotvoritel Contest"

The administration of Ulan-Ude, Baikal Fund of Local
Community, the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs of
the Republic of Buryatia

2009

Appraisal letter to SUEK for Regions Fund for its long fruitful cooperation
in the field of social partnership from the Administration of Nazarovo
District

Appraisal letter from the Administration of the Nazarovo district,
the Krasnoyarsk Territory

2009

Gratitude to SUEK for Regions Fund for its significant contribution to
the development of social infrastructure and cultural potential of Kiselevsk
and its support of youth initiatives from the Department of Education of
Kiselevsk City Administration, the Kemerovo region

Gratitude from the Department of Education of Kiselevsk City
Administration, the Kemerovo region

2010

Appraisal letter to SUEK for Regions Fund for the implementation of
the joint Dissemination of models of professional self-determination in the
Republic of Khakassia project from the Administration of the municipal unit
Ust-Abakan District

Appraisal letter from the Administration of municipal
unit Ust-Abakan District

2010

Gratitude to SUEK FOR REGIONS Fund from the municipal educational
institution Lyceum No1 for the support of students’ social projects

Gratitude from the municipal educational institution
Lyceum No 1

2010

Awards of SUEK for Regions Fund
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Independent assurance
on the sustainability report
ADDRESSED To the Open Joint- Stock Company
Siberian Coal Energy Company
and its stakeholders.
Introduction
This auditor’s assurance applies to the Sustainability Report 2009–2010 of the Open Joint-Stock Company Siberian
Coal Energy Company SUEK, hereinafter referred to as the Report. The Report has been prepared by the Open JointStock Company Siberian Coal Energy Company, hereinafter referred to as the Company, being responsible for collection, classification and presentation of all the information in the Report. Bureau Veritas Certification Rus is responsible
for providing assurance of the Report to the Company only and assumes no responsibility to, any party for any decisions made, deferred or revoked on the grounds of this assurance.

Assur ance goals

1.	Assessing the character and extent of the Company’s adherence to the principles of inclusiveness, materiality
and responsiveness as set out in AA1000 Accountability Principles Standard (APS) 2008.
2.	Evaluating the quality of sustainability information disclosure by the Company according to АА1000
Assurance Standard (AS) 2008.
3.	Evaluating the level and quality of stakeholders engagement in the reporting process according to AA1000
Stakeholder Engagement Standard (SES) 2011.
4.	Assessing the Report compliance with В+ level (the Company’s self-rating) according to Global Reporting
Initiative Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, version G3 2006.
5.	Providing recommendations on the development of corporate management within the bounds of
sustainability reporting.

Type and level of assur ance

The Report assurance is conducted on the grounds of the following provisions of the АА1000AS Assurance Standard
(2008):
•	Assurance type: 2 (‘Type: 2 — Accountability Principles and Performance Information’) requiring the
evaluation of the extent of compliance with all three reporting principles in the aggregate determining the
plausibility of effectiveness indicators (data, statements) presented in the Report
•	Assurance type ‘reasonable’.

Methodology
•	Interviews with the Company’s management and experts concerning substantial economic, social and
environmental aspects of the Company’s activities, as well as commitments, priorities and sustainability
objectives, means, ways and extent of their achievement.
•	Interviews with representatives from among the Company’s stakeholders.
•	Verification of achievement of sustainability objectives for 2009–2010 set by the Company in the corporate
sustainability report 2007–2008.
•	Verification of documents and data defining effectiveness of economic, environmental and social
management approaches applied by the Company.

Independent assurance
on the sustainability
report
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•	Verification of the procedures, applied by the Company, related to collection, classification, processing,
analysis, and documenting of the data incorporated in the Report.
•	Verification of adequacy of a number of assertions, statements and data presented in the Report, performed
by means of the assurer’s visit, in August 2011, directly to the Company and to one of its operational
centers — branch ‘Open Pit Mine Berezovsky 1’, OJSC SUEK-Krasnoyarsk. Interviews with top management,
managers and experts of business units and with operational staff concerning the issues of environmental
management, occupational and industrial safety, social and human resource policy, performance indicators,
corporate communications. Meeting with the Mayor of Sharypovo and interview concerning the Company’s
involvement in social programs and projects of this town. Visit to the town sports center and municipal
culture center.
•	Analysis of mass media excerpts and published statements of the third parties related to the Company’s
committal to sustainability development values, as an evidence for validity review of statements contained
in the Report.
•	Verification of compliance of the Report and the information, published on the corporate web site, with
AA1000 AS (2008), AA1000 APS (2008) and AA1000 SES (2011) standards and GRI recommendations.
•
Testing effectiveness of arrangement of stakeholders’ feedback concerning the reporting.
•	In process of assurance preparation, as supplementary to information contained in the Report, we have
considered information published on the Company’s corporate web site http://www.suek.ru/, data of
various federal and regional mass media including Rossiyskaya Gazeta, RIA Novosti, RIA Sibiri, PRIME
TASS, Neftyanoye Obozreniye, NIA (Krasnoyarsk), Tvoi Shans (Sharypovo), information contained on the
official web sites of the regions where the Company conducts its activities (http://www.sibborodino.ru/,
http://gorodsharypovo.ru/, http://www.admkrsk.ru/), as well as communications of central and regional
TV-channels.

Assur ance limitation
•	We have not provided assurance on the effectiveness indicators beyond the time framework of the current
reporting cycle 2009–2010.
•	We have not provided assurance on the financial indicators verified by other independent auditing
companies.
•	Assurance has not covered the Company’s visits to public events (dialogues) with the stakeholders.
•	Assurance has not covered any statements, opinions, convictions, or intents of the Company to undertake any
actions in future.
•	At the operational level, assurance has been limited with visits, in August 2011, to the Company’s head
office (Moscow) and to one of its operational centers — ‘Open Pit Mine Berezovsky 1’ branch, OJSC SUEKKrasnoyarsk (Sharypovo, Krasnoyarsk Krai).

Basis for our opinion

The assurance work is based on the analysis of evidence provided by management of the Company and its business
units, on the statistical reporting data and on the public source information, analytical acknowledgement strategy
applied. Assurance considers industry-specific peculiarities of the Company’s activities, and existing confidentiality
limitations. Selective verification of information contained in the Report, conducted at ‘reasonable’ assurance level,
provides the lower level of assurance warranty rather than complete testing of all data (‘top level’). Furthermore,
the data collected by the assurer in process of work, represents sufficient basis for our conclusions at accepted
‘reasonable’ assurance level concerning the character and the extent of the Company’s adherence to the principles
of inclusiveness, materiality and responsiveness of AA1000 APS (2008), as well as concerning the quality of
disclosure of information related to sustainability development effectiveness indicators according to АА1000 AS
(2008) and GRI recommendations.
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Our opinion

•	The Report adequately reflects the Company’s performance indicators from a perspective of corporate
public reporting.
•	The Report is easy-to-understand, accurate, unbiased, informative and well-balanced in content. The
Report contains information in sufficient scope required by the stakeholders, and at the same time is
free from superfluous details. There are explanations provided for the abbreviations and technical terms.
Textual part of the Report is supported with the charts, diagrams, figures and pictures, favorably affecting
the overall apprehension of the reporting information.
•	The Company applies effective management approaches, providing for identification of substantial
economic, social and environmental aspects of activities, for planning, managing and improving related
processes, defining expectations of the stakeholders in regard to the material aspects, addressing them in
the Company’s policy and responding to them in good time.
•	Systems of organization, management and monitoring of the public reporting process by the Company’s
management are fully supported by the Company’s mission, its policies, procedures, and resources.
•	Sustainability reporting is a part of general process of the Company’s development strategy elaboration,
fulfillment of planned actions, evaluation of their effectiveness, and development of the key areas for
business improvement.
•	The Company’s top management proves its leadership, committal to the principles of sustainability
reporting, and direct participation in the Report preparation process.

THE Report’s conformity with AA1000 APS (2008) principles
Principle 1. Inclusiveness

•	The information, presented in the Report, and direct and indirect evidence obtained allow to conclude: that
when the preparing the information to be included into the Report, the interests of key stakeholders have
been taken into consideration.
•	Stakeholders are involved in the process of determining material aspects of the Company’s activity.
•	The Company has identified 6 groups of stakeholders. The Company has defined stakeholders using on
multicriterion approach. The main criteria for the definition include responsibility, authority, dependence
etc.
•	The Company has developed a strategy of interaction with stakeholders and determined the interaction
content, objectives and areas corresponding to the scope of the Report.
•	The Company ensures a comprehensive, self-consistent and coherent approach to the consideration of
all significant issues revealed while interacting with stakeholders and to determining the ways of their
solution. If diverging interests are revealed, the Company uses effective mechanisms of their mutual
coordination.
•	The Company has developed procedures and mechanisms for measuring, monitoring and evaluating the
quality of interaction with stakeholders.
•	The Company evaluates the degree of realization of the stakeholders’ interests revealed.
•	The main means of informing stakeholders and interacting with them involve reports, including this
Report, meetings of the top management of the Company, its affiliates and subsidiaries with managerial
and operational staff in presence regions, information letters, press releases, interviews, negotiations,
conferences, forums, polling, the Company’s website, mass media coverage, audits and verifications,
written requests and complaints, including those via “hotlines”, as well as other mechanisms of open
access.

Independent assurance
on the sustainability
report
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Principle 2. Materiality of information presented
•	The Company has introduced the process of identifying material (essential) aspects of activity, which provides for clear and well-defined materiality criteria with due account for the specifics of coal mining business
and GRI recommendations related to reporting principles. Throughout the reporting period, the process of
updating important aspects has been maintained on a continuous basis.
•	The Report represents a balanced and substantiated statement of information about significant for stakeholders economic, social and ecological aspects of activity, which determine the indicators of the Company’s
sustainable development. In identifying significant aspects, the Company has considered key external and
internal factors of activity and risks.
•	The scope of the Report covers OJSC SUEK and its affiliates and subsidiaries.
•	The Report presents significant information on preserving the Company’s economic stability and its investment program implementation, provides self-appraisal for fulfilling incurred social commitments for 2009–
2010, provides evaluation of social and regional significance of investment projects. The degree of attention
paid to various subjects in the report is proportional to their relative importance (significance).
•	The Company demonstrates understanding of sustainable development concept, and uses objective information in covering various subjects in its Report. The Report contains prospective tasks of sustainable development for 2011 and for long term.
•	The format of presenting information and data in the Report makes it possible for users to identify the trends
of the Company’s effectiveness, achievements and challenges related to economic, ecological and social aspects.
•	The provided information on significant aspects of the Company’s sustainable development is characterized
by sufficient traceability in data collection, handling, communication and presentation processes.
•	The information provided in the Report is of significance for stakeholders as it may influence their future
decisions and behavior relative to the Company.
•	According to the analysis of the Report data and performed interviews, none of significant aspects of sustainable development can be noted as overlooked or unreasonably excluded from the reporting. The Report
reflects all significant events happened within the reporting period, covers effectiveness indicators provided
for by GRI and individual indicators of the industrial supplement for the mining and metallurgical industry.
•	The Report contains sufficient information on the Company’s observance of the Russian laws and other regulatory legal enactments.
Principle 3. Responsiveness to stakeholders’ expectations
•	At present, we do not know of such areas which could have been but have not been covered by the Report
and in which the Company would be incapable of responding to reasonable stakeholders’ requests.
•	Consumer orientation is the most important principle of the Company’s activity. Stable supplies of highquality coal comply with consumers’ demands. The following plays a significant role in forming positive
image of the Company as a reliable partner: personified approach to each customer of coal, well-proven
system of production control of mined coal quality, high level of personnel competence and continuous
training, development of the Company’s own transport infrastructure, effective procedures of relationship
with Russian consumers of coal, as well as growing international presence (Europe, Middle East, South‑East
Asia). The Company pays much attention to adopting quality management systems at coal mining and
preparation plants, and to implementing investment program of technical upgrading and modernization
with introduction of innovation technologies.
•	The Company shareholders’ opinions and expectations are taken into consideration by implementing
corporate management principles.
•	The Company enterprises employees’ interests are taken into consideration by accepting collective
agreements between administrations and trade union committees of enterprises affiliated with the
Company.
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•	Responding to regional needs is organized through implementing a wide range of social programs and
projects. The majority of the Company’s enterprises are key employers in towns. Within the framework
of public-private partnership model the Company, through nonprofit organization Fund of Social and
Economic Support of Regions SUEK to Regions, promotes the social and economic development of
mining towns and villages in all the operations regions. Together with regional administrations, within
the framework of concluded agreements on social and economic cooperation, it participates in financing
residential, sports, health-improving and cultural programs, significantly contributes to the development
of social infrastructure the state of which influences the quality of both the employees’ and their families’
life, as well as of all inhabitants of the operations region.
•	The residents’ right for favorable environment is ensured by the systematic environment-related activity
of the Company and continuous evaluation of ecological risks. The Company aims to ensure energy- and
resource-saving at all stages of the coal mining production process. The Company’s management and
investment decisions provide for ecological aspects. The Company accepted accountability a plan of
phased introduction of ecological management systems at the mines and quarries. Regular analytical and
instrumental monitoring of observing of norms for emissions and discharges of pollutants is performed. As
a result of implementing a wide range of organizational and technical measures, positive dynamics in main
indicators of environmental impact has been achieved.

The Report compliance
with GRI recommendations

The Report has been prepared following the recommendations of the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.
It contains information on all standard reporting elements and on all GRI effectiveness indicators. It takes into
consideration the industrial supplement for the mining and metallurgical industry and complies with В+ reporting
level. The Report contains no detailed information on separate GRI effectiveness indicators. This is caused by the
fact that these issues are currently of low importance for stakeholders, and their contribution to reporting can be
disregarded as compared with the Company’s main activity.

Extent and quality of STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT
in accordance with А А1000SES (2011)

On the whole, the process of public reporting corresponds to AA1000 SES (2011) recommendations. This pertains to
the identification of stakeholders, preliminary definition of significant issues, development of strategy, objectives
and areas of interaction, plan substantiation, forms and methods of interaction, organizing the engagement of
stakeholders into the process of identifying significant aspects of the Company’s activity, measuring and evaluating
effectiveness and interaction.

Recommendations on developing corpor ate management
of sustainability reporting

•	In reports of the following period, take into consideration supplemented and extended recommendations on
sustainability reporting (GRI Guidelines: version G3.1 dated March 23, 2011).
•	Develop and implement the social responsibility management system in accordance with SA 8000
international standard and ISO 26000 Instructions.
•	In reports of the following period, raise the level of covering effectiveness indicators provided for by the
industrial supplement for the mining and metallurgical industry.
•	In the reports, specify the plans of future reporting extension.

Independent assurance
on the sustainability
report

Statement of Bureau Veritas Certification Rus
on independence, impartiality and competence
•	ZAO Bureau Veritas Certification Rus is an independent professional international
company which specializes in providing services in the area of accredited certification of various management systems (including management systems for quality,
occupational health and safety, environment-related activity, social responsibility
etc.).
•	Bureau Veritas Certification Rus officially states that this Assurance provides an
independent evaluation by the third party auditor. Bureau Veritas Certification Rus
has no commercial interests in the Company’s activity except for the provided assurance services.
Assurer
ZAO Bureau Veritas Certification Rus
August 25, 2011

Vladimir Mityashin
Lead auditor, PhD in Economics
IRCA No. 01191213
Moscow
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APPENDIX 5.

FEEDBACK
Dear reader!
Thank you for finding time to read the Social Report of OJSC SUEK.
We would be happy to know your opinion on this document.
Your feedback is very important as it will help us make the next SUEK corporate social responsibility statement more helpful and
informative.
1. Your opinion on the content of the Report (quality of document preparation, objectivity, relevance of the information, etc.):
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What kind of other information would you like to find in the next Report:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. How would you assess the Social Report (maximum 5 points):
Completeness of information..................................5 □	
Design and drawings..............................................5 □	
Wording and style...................................................5 □	
General assessment...............................................5 □	

4 □	
4 □	
4 □	
4 □	

3 □	
3 □	
3 □	
3 □	

2 □	
2 □	
2 □	
2 □	

1□
1□
1□
1□

4. Other propositions, comments and requests:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5. Your contact information:
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Organization: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone number, e-mail address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
6. In relation to SUEK you are:
employee ...........................................................................................................
supplier ..............................................................................................................
customer ............................................................................................................
investor ..............................................................................................................
noncommercial organization representative .....................................................
employee of government or administration authorities .....................................
___________________________________ (other category)..................................
Your feedback can be sent to the following address:
29, Serebryanicheskaya embankment, Moscow, Russia 109028, or e-mail: office@suek.ru

SUEK sincerely appreciates your feedback and proposals.

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT:
EFFICIENCY
AND RESPONSIBILITY

